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ABSTRACT
Homology and cohomology of objects other than ordinary topological spaces 
have been investigated by several authors. Let X be a G-space and 9  be a 
family of all closed subgroups of G. The equivariant cellular structures 
are obtained by attaching n-cells of the form G/H x Bn, where Bn is the 
unit n-ball and H e 9. A construction of the equivariant singular homology 
and cohomology for X and 9 was given by Soren Illman. In this thesis 9 is 
replaced by a small topological category and the G-space X is replaced by a 
functor taking values in k-spaces and called a diagram of topological spaces. 
The cellular structures for diagrams are obtained by attaching cells DyxB" 
where Dj  is a representable functor.
The purpose of this thesis is to investigate homology and cohomology for 
diagrams. We review the foundation of homotopy theory and cellular theory 
for diagrams. We propose axioms for homology and cohomology modeled on 
Eilenberg-S teenrod system of axioms and prove that they, as in the classical 
case, determine uniquely homology and cohomology for finite cellular 
diagrams. We give the generalization of Illman’s equivariant singular 
homology and cohomology to diagrams of topological spaces and we prove that 
this generalization satisfies all introduced axioms. Also we prove the 
comparison theorem between the sheaf cohomology for diagrams developed by 
Robert J. Piacenza and the singular cohomology for diagrams developed in this 
thesis.
(iii)
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CHAPTER 0
INTRODUCTION
0.1 Diagrams of Topological Spaces
Homology theory and homotopy theory are seen as the oldest and most 
extensively developed portions of algebraic topology. The typical task in 
homology theory is to assign a graded group H*(X; k) to a pair (X, K), where
X is a topological space and IK is an abelian group. The space X can have a
simple or very rich structure, it can be a polyhedron, a CW complex, a 
manifold, or admit an action of a topological group. The coefficient group K 
can have the additional structure of a module or field, or it can even be 
replaced by a local coefficient system ([Whitehead]) or a presheaf of groups 
([Spanier]).
It was found very early, in the course of development of obstruction
theory, that coefficients of simple type such as groups or rings are not
sufficient to describe the lifting problems, and local coefficient systems 
were introduced by Steenrod in 1942. Both a local coefficient system or a 
presheaf are functors from some small category induced by a space X to an 
abelian category.
In order to study an action of a topological group G on a space X, one
1
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must consider a large amount of data such as fixed point sets, orbit bundles, 
and simultaneous representation of quotients of G. Such tasks naturally 
encouraged the usage of functors and the development of algebra in the
functor category. The first chapter, Foundations, in [tom Dieck], is an 
obvious example of this trend.
The passage from a G-space X to the collection of the fixed point 
subspaces, {XH: H is a closed subgroup of G}, motivated W. G. Dwyer and M. 
Kan to introduce the simplicial model category of functors (diagrams) from a 
small category J  to simplicial sets S, or topological spaces Top. The
crucial step there was that of taking a functor (diagram), with values in the
category of simplicial or topological spaces, in place of a single space X
only.
Here we list some simple examples of diagrams of topological spaces
(compare [Farjoun] 1.8).
(1) Let ...------ > Xk ------> Xk+1------- > ... be a direct system of topological
spaces. It is a diagram over the obvious small category.
(2) Let X be a simplicial complex. Then X can be thought as a category
whose objects are simplices of X and whose morphisms are inclusions of these
simplices. Let |X| be a geometrical realization of X. Given a topological
space X over |X| with a map f :X  > |X| we associate a functor X from X to
the category of topological spaces with values X(o) = f ^ i o i )  for a  e X and 
a map X(ct) g  X(t) for each inclusion a  < t.
(3) Let X = U Xa  be a decomposition of a space X into subspaces. There is aa e  A
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partial ordering of A by the inclusion XCT c  for a,x e A. Thus A can be
regarded as a small category. We may view X as a functor X from A to the
category of topological spaces. If Y = U Ya  and f: X  » Y is a map suchaeA
that f(Xy) c  Yy for y e A, then f induces an obvious morphism from the 
functor X to the functor Y. We may now discuss the existence of a map g:Y
 > X with g(Yy) c  Xy such that g is a relative homotopy inverse of f  in
terms of the functor category Top^ and use some type of homology theory for 
diagrams to find at least partial answers.
(4) Let G be a group and let L = {h } be lattice of subgroups H < G. This 
lattice defines a small category with morphisms being the inclusion maps H £  
K, H,K e L. As a diagram over L one takes the diagram of classifying spaces
<BIW
The homotopy theory for diagrams of spaces (and simplicial sets) was 
developed among others by W. Dwyer, D. Kan, Zabrodsky, E. Dror Faijoun. The 
development of homology theory for diagrams from the beginning was influenced 
not only by an already abstract categorical framework but also by a strong 
tendency, coming within the classical homotopy, to axiomatize homotopy, see 
[Quillen] and [Baues]. Here a very illustrative example is that of the work 
of Shitanda. Shitanda in [Shitanda] selected a few axioms for his abstract 
homotopy category and derived various fundamental theorems expected from a 
homotopy theory. Next he showed that his axiomatization is closed under the 
constructions of the functor category and the comma category. Finally, he 
discussed the case of diagrams taking values in the category of compactly 
generated Hausdorff spaces and continuous mappings.
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As in the classical case, the property of the functor categories depend 
on the choice of the convenient topological category for values of diagrams. 
Heller in [Heller] and Shitanda showed that a functor category, for the 
category of compactly generated Hausdorff spaces, allows the use of natural 
generalizations of notions of fibrations and cofibrations and the computation 
of all limits and colimits. Another choice for values of diagrams are
^-spaces as in [Piacenza 2]. To secure the existence of all limits and
colimits the target category is always assumed to be complete and cocomplete.
Simple examples of diagrams of spaces, in the form of finite commutative 
scheme of spaces and maps between them, are defined on categories with no 
extra structure on the horn sets. In full generality, as in [Shitanda] or
[Piacenza 2], diagrams are defined on a small topological category, taken to 
be a small category with extra topological structure on horn sets and with
continuous composition of morphisms. Enriched category theory, as developed
in [Kelly] and [Dubuc], gives a very general look at categories with
additional structures on horn sets and supplies the enriched version of the 
Yoneda lemma.
Topological spaces such as CW complexes are regarded as very useful 
because of their relative simplicity, for example, in the classical
obstruction theory and homology theory [Spanier]. Matumoto developed in 
detail a theory of equivariant CW complexes. In the equivariant theory the 
standard unit n-ball B" and the unit (n-l)-sphere Sn l are replaced by the
equivariant n-ball G/H x B“ and (n-l)-sphere G/H x Sn l respectively. An
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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equivariant CW complex is obtained as the colimit of spaces {X„}, such that
X„ is obtained from by attaching a collection of equivariant n-cells
{G/H x Bn} via the pushout:
where each <|>n is a G-map ([Matumoto 1], [tom Dieck]).
The scheme of equivariant CW complexes was easily translated to the 
realm of functor categories. Each quotient G/H will be replaced by a 
representable functor (the hom functor) /(_, J)> where j  is an object of a 
small topological category J. Then an n-ball for diagrams has the form 
•/(_,/) xBn. A J-CW complex (the categorical equivalent of an equivariant CW 
complex) is a diagram X obtained as the colimit of { x j ,  where each diagram 
X„ is obtained from X,,., by attaching a collection of n-cells {/(_, y)xBn} 
via the pushout:
lj G /h <j x S - '  -------> [J G /H a x B ”
X ..I * X.
U X S - » 11 5 B"a e An aeA n
Xn., x»
([Farjoun], [Piacenza 2]).
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0.2 Uniqueness of Homology Theories
An axiomatic approach to classical homology theory allowed 
simplification of proofs of theorems since axiomatic proofs are not 
overburdened with too specific constructions, sometime very tedious, used to 
define homology groups. In effect, the homology groups of a class of spaces 
are seen to be completely determined by the coefficient group and this 
conclusion is formulated in the form of the uniqueness theorem for homology 
of certain restricted classes of spaces or pairs of spaces.
Eilenberg and Steenrod originally proved the uniqueness theorem for 
finite triangulated spaces (compact polyhedra). Later the uniqueness theorem 
was proven for the category of finite CW complexes (see [Hu] for the proof). 
If the category satisfies an additional axiom about compact supports, the 
uniqueness is achieved for a larger class of spaces (see [Spanier], p. 205, 
for the case of polyhedra).
The axioms for homology of equivariant spaces were formulated in [Bredcn 
3]. They were easily generalized to axioms for homology and cohomology 
theories for a functor category ([Dwyer - Kan], [Farjoun]). The Dimension 
Axiom requires that the homology group of each representable functor vanishes 
in nonzero dimensions. A sheaf-type construction of cohomology for diagrams 
satisfying all the axioms was given by R. Piacenza in [Piacenza 2]. 
Piacenza’s sheaf cohomology for diagrams is used in Chapter 4 of this thesis. 
In [Shitanda], an example of cohomology theory is given for J-CW complexes.
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In Chapter 2 we first introduce a category of admissible pairs of 
diagrams, modeled on [Eilenberg-Steenrod]. We formulate a set of axioms for 
homology and cohomology of diagrams and prove the uniqueness theorem for 
homology and cohomology restricted to the category of finite J-CW  complexes. 
We use a version of the Axiom of Compact Supports for diagrams to extend 
uniqueness to all J-CW  complexes.
0.3 Singular Homology for Diagrams
In Chapter 3 we present a realization of homology theory for diagrams of 
topological spaces. The construction given there is modeled on the
equivariant singular homology and cohomology proposed by SQren Illman. 
Illman gave his construction for a G-space which is a topological space with 
an action of a topological group. It was possible to generalize his method 
to diagrams of topological spaces. We shall first sketch Illman’s 
construction for homology modules and point out steps which can be easily 
identified in the method adopted in Chapter 3. The primary reference is 
[HIman].
Let G be a topological group and let X be a (right) G-space. A family 
of closed subgroups of G is called an orbit type family for G if 7 is closed 
upon taking conjugate subgroups. 7 induces the category J  of G-spaces of the 
form G/H, where H e 7, and G-homotopy classes of G-maps morphisms. Let r  be 
a ring with identity element A coefficient system M for 7 over a ring r  is
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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a covariant functor from J  to the category of left R-modules. Elements of 
the module M(G/H) are called coefficients of the type H. Elman’s starting 
point is a definition of maps of the form:
T:A„ x G /H  > X,
where A„ is the standard n-simplex, H e with a trivial action of G on A„. 
He calls them equivariant singular n-simplexes (of the specific type H) and
they play the same role as the classical singular simplexes in ordinary
singular homology. A preliminary chain complex is induced by the direct sum 
of infinite cyclic groups generated by equivariant singular simplexes each
tensored with coefficients of the same type:
y *  Zt®w(G/H) (T is of the type H).
T .H eJ
The boundary operator is induced from the classical one on A^ . The next step 
is to obtain a quotient of the above chain complex with the help of an 
equivalence relation. The equivalence relation is defined with the help of
G-maps of the form
h:A„ x G /H  > \  x G/K
such that the following diagram commutes:
h\ x G / H  -----> An x G/K
where maps p r/s  are projections on the first factor. Each such map h 
induces a G-map ly G /H  > G/K defined by h*(gH) = pr2°h(x,gH), where pr^A,,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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x G/H ---- » G/H is the projection on the second factor and x is any point of
A„. Since for x,y e A„ h* and hy are G-homotopic, they induces the same map 
w([hj) = w([hy]):W(G/H)---- » M(G/K). An equivalence relation is defined by
T ® a ~ T ® a'
if there is a G-map h, as above, such that T = T oh and w([hj)(a) = a .
Finally, the quotient
C?(X; w) = ^  Zt®m(G/H)
is shown to be a chain complex, and the homology of C?(X; w) yields Elman’s 
equivariant singular homology of X with coefficients in W, H?(X; M). Illman 
has shown that his homology satisfies all seven equivariant 
Eilenberg-Steenrod axioms.
In Chapter 3 we give a construction of homology and cohomology modules 
for diagrams motivated very closely by Elman’s exposition. In place of the 
orbit category ? we use a small topological category J. As was shown in 
[Vogt 2], a G-space X gives rise to a functor F whose value for each quotient 
G/H, H e  y, is a topological space F(G/H) equal to a topologized function 
space of G-maps from G/H to X, or equal to XH (the fix point set of the 
subgroup H, see [tom Dieck]). Therefore contravariant functors, taking 
values in some category of topological spaces, are natural generalization of 
G-spaces. A coefficient system is a homotopy invariant functor on the small 
topological category taking values in the category of modules.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Now we attempt to find a notion analogous to an equivariant singular
n-simplex, that is, to a G-map T:A„ x G/H ---- > X. Since X is a diagram
(functor), an arrow denotes a natural transformation. Each G/H can be also 
easily interpreted as a representable functor /(_,a), a e ob J. Therefore we 
define a natural transformation
T : \  x /(_,a) ---- > X
a e ob / ,  as a new "singular n-simplex" of the type a. However, as we shall 
show in Chapter 1, an application of version of the Yoneda lemma implies that 
each such natural transformation corresponds to a continuous map \  — » X(a), 
which is an ordinary singular n-simplex of the topological space X(a). As we 
see in [Vogt 2] or in [tom Dieck], the classical singular chain complexes of 
spaces are the ingredients of constructions which lead to the assignment of a 
homology module to the functor in question.
If we take a closer look at a map h:A„ x G/H ---- » A„ x G/K, used by
Illman to define the equivalence relation, we find that h is uniquely
determined by a map of the form pr^hrA,, x G/H ---- » G/K. Its functorial
analogy has the form of a natural transformation A„ x /(_,a) ---- » 7(_,b), a,b
e ob J. Again, the version of the Yoneda lemma 1.1.14(2) reduces any such
transformation to a map A„ ---- » J(a,b), which is a singular n-simplex in
7(a,b). Again, we observe that singular simplexes of the horn set of the 
category are used in some, but not all schemes, leading to homology theories 
for diagrams (compare [Vogt 2] and [tom Dieck], or [Piacenza 2]).
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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In Chapter 3 we present the following method of defining homology. 
Recall that a diagram X is a contravariant functor from a small topological 
category J  to the category of /^-spaces. Initially a coefficient system M is 
a covariant functor from J  to the category of chain complexes of R-modules; 
later we shall add the assumption that M takes on values in R-modules only. 
We proceed in a purely algebraic way, using only tensor products and horns of 
chain complexes, taking cokemels, and intensively adapting the construction 
from classical singular homology. The chain complex, whose homology is to be 
the homology of X with coefficient in M, is defined as the cokemel of the
Y Yfollowing two chain maps a  and (3
a x
y  S#(Xbx/(a,b)) ®z Wt S#(Xc) ®z Me,
a,b px c
where a  is defined by (a,T|)®m---- » X#(a,'n)®m and P is defined by (a,Ti)®m
 > a®M(rj)(m), with X# and M being induced by X and M respectively. We
prove that the resulting homology theory satisfies all the axioms.
It can be easily seen that there is an obvious similarity of this 
construction with the equivalence relation defining Illman’s chain complex 
C*(X, IH) and with the coend scheme from homological algebra ([MacLane 1], 
[tom Dieck], [Vogt 2]). Since the target chain complex ci(X , M) is defined 
with the help of chain maps, this method might be likely classified as the 
coend-type method from enriched category theory (see [MacLane 1], [Vogt 2]).
X XHowever, the other requirements are not satisfied. The maps a  and P are 
not induced by right and left "modules" (suitable analogies of contravariant 
and covariant functors), both defined on the same category endowed with the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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tensor product ® (see [Kelly], [Vogt 2], and a notion of the action in 
[MacLane 2]).
Vogt, in his preprint [Vogt 2], applied a singular functor to J  and 
obtained a differential graded category. In order to produce a right 
"module" from X Vogt composed the Eilenberg-Zilber chain equivalence map
e:S#(Z)®S#(W) ---- » S#(ZxW), where Z and W are topological spaces, with maps
induced by X and the singular functor (see X #:S#(Xi>x/(a,b)) ---- > S#(Xa)
described in Chapter 3). A different approach is chosen in Chapter 3. The 
method of Chapter 3 uses a simple property of the simplicial structure of the 
the singular chain complex of the product ZxW; it allows a representation of 
a singular n-simplex of ZxW as a pair of two n-simplexes, one of Z and the 
other of W (see 3.1.5).
There is another difference between the generality of the approach in 
[Vogt 2] and that in Chapter 3. When showing that the Excision Axiom is 
satisfied, Vogt’s arguments are explicitly based on the assumption that the 
coefficient system takes its values in R-modules, and not in chain complexes. 
In this thesis Excision is proved without such restriction, for general 
coefficient systems taking values in the category of chain complexes. The 
restriction on the type of coefficients is used only to prove that the 
proposed homology satisfies the (ordinary) Dimension Axiom.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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0.4 Comparison Theorem
Here we explain the origin of the Comparison Theorem (4.2.20). Let a 
topological space X be 0-connected and semilocally 1-connected. Eilenberg’s 
classical theorem ([Whitehead], Chapter VI, Theorem 3.4*) establishes the 
isomorphism between the cohomology of a space X with the local system of 
coefficients and the equivariant cohomology of the universal covering of X.
In [Piacenza 1] this result of Eilenberg was generalized by replacing a 
universal covering space by a G-space and a left G-module by a coefficient 
system K. Theorem 3.11 in [Piacenza 1] establishes the isomorphism between 
Illman’s cohomology and a sheaf cohomology. The statement of Piacenza’s 
Theorem 3.11 will follow after the necessary definitions.
Let G be a topological group and let X be a (right) G-space with its
natural quotient q:X ---- > X/G. Let & be an orbit family for G as in 0.3 and
let /  be the full subcategory of the category of right G-spaces with objects 
G/H for H € f. Let K denote a homotopy invariant contravariant coefficient 
system on / ,  that is, K is a contravariant functor from J  to Ab such that
K(f) = K(g) whenever f,g:G/H ---- > G/K are homotopic by an equivariant
homotopy (the same as the original Illman assumption which defines K on the 
homotopy category of J). By C^(X; K) we denote the group of equivariant 
singular cochains as defined in [Dlman]. The cochain complex C*(X; K) gives 
us the singular equivariant cohomology groups H”(X; K) (see [Dlman]). Let 
S* be a cochain of presheaves over X/G, defined by setting S“(U) = 
C”(q*1(U);Dc), for U open in X/G, and let K be a sheaf obtained by taking the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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augmentation of S*. A G-space X is said to be G cohomologically connected
(G-clc) if the complex of sheaves 0 ---- » K ---- » S* is exact for any homotopy
invariant system K.
Theorem ([Piacenza 1], 3.11). If a G-space X is G-clc with X/G paracompact 
then there is a natural isomorphism:
H*(X; K) a H*(X/G; K),
where the right side is sheaf cohomology and K is any homotopy invariant 
coefficient system.
In Chapter 4 we prove the following analogous theorem for diagrams of 
topological spaces.
The Comparison Theorem (4.2.20). If X e ob / - CGV is J-clc, with all 
X*, /(a,b), a,b e ob / ,  locally path connected, and with X /J  paracompact, 
then there is a natural isomorphism:
H ^X ; DC) .  ^ X ;  DC).
between the singular and sheaf /-cohom ologies o f X with coefficients in DC.
Here the orbit category ? of G is replaced by any small topological 
category (1.1.4). The G-space is replaced by a diagram of topological spaces 
on /  (1.1.6). The cohomology H^(X; DC) is the singular /-cohomology derived 
in Chapter 3. The sheaf /-cohomology ^H^(X; DC) is then by definition the 
sheaf cohomology H*(X//; KX) of the colimit space X /J  with coefficients in a
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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sheaf XX (4.1.4). The sheaf XX is derived analogously to K (see 4.2.12), and 
the condition J-clc is phrased similarly to the G els condition (see 4.2.17).
0.5 Overview of Sections
(1.1) We describe the category of Jt-spaces and give a list of their
properties ([Vogt 1]). We define diagrams of topological spaces as 
continuous functors on a small topological category with values in ^-spaces 
and list the property of the resulting functor category.
(1.2) We present here homotopy theory for diagrams. Definitions and
listed properties are taken from [Piacenza 2] and [Heller].
(1.3) In this section we give the definition of homotopy groups for 
diagrams following [Piacenza 2].
(1.4) A construction of cellular structures (J-CW complexes) for
diagrams is presented. Their properties, paralleling that of the classical 
CW complexes, are listed. The standard references is [Piacenza 2].
(1.5) This section contains facts from [Piacenza 2] on Quillen’s closed 
model category structure for diagrams.
(1.6) In this section we develop the collaring technique for diagrams
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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along the lines of [Fritsch - Picdnin!]. We apply collars in a proof of 
Piacenza’s Local Contractibility Theorem stated in the sections 1.4.
(2.1) The section contains the definition of admissible pairs of 
diagrams following [Eilenberg - Steenrod]. Examples of these are given.
(2.2) & (2.3) We formulate system of axioms for homology and cohomology 
for diagrams of topological spaces, paralleling the classical formulation 
from [Eilenberg - Steenrod].
(2.4) & (2.5) In these sections we prove that homology and cohomology 
theories, when restricted to finite J-CW  complexes, are determined by their 
coefficient systems. We follow the axiomatic approach in [Hu]. We use a 
version of the Axiom of Compact Supports for diagrams to extend uniqueness to 
arbitrary J-CW  complexes.
(2.6) We derive the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for diagrams.
(3.1) We give our notation for chain and cochain complexes of modules 
and their tensor and horn products.
(3.2) Coefficients systems for homology and cohomology of diagrams are 
defined in full generality as functors taking values in the category of chain 
complexes of modules. Extensions of coefficients are defined following 
[Dlman].
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(3.3) & (3.4) In these sections we apply the classical singular functor 
pointwise to a diagram and to the small topological category. We use 
cokemels of chain maps to define a singular chain of the diagram in a 
process which resembles taking a tensor product (a specific coend) over a
category ([tom Dieck], 1.11.6). We use kernels of cochain maps to obtain a 
singular cochain of the diagram in a process similar to creating the horn
product (a specific end) over a category ([Vogt 2]). We prove that both
singular homology and cohomology for diagrams satisfy the Excision Axiom.
(3.5) & (3.6) Properties of the classical singular functor allow us to 
obtain the induced morphisms between singular chains, and cochains
respectively.
(3.7) & (3.8) In both sections we first discuss the case of a homotopy 
map on a topological space and obtain explicit (co)chain homotopy maps of 
singular (co)chain complexes, all induced by the classical singular functor. 
Next, given a homotopy between morphisms of diagrams, we construct a pair of 
commuting homotopies and obtain that the induced map between the appropriate 
cokemels (or kernels) is a (co)chain homotopy map between induced morphisms. 
That way we prove that both singular homology and cohomology for diagrams 
satisfy the Homotopy Axiom.
(3.9) & (3.10) First we prove that both singular homology and 
cohomology for diagrams satisfy the Excision Axiom for "coverings", 
paralleling the property of the classical singular (co)homology for
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topological spaces for (open) coverings. We show that analogies for diagrams 
are induced by the classical subdivision functor and its homotopy. We prove 
that we can correctly define a singular sub(co)chain induced by a "covering" 
of a diagram. As in [Vogt 2] we use the same classical scheme to define the 
subdivision map and its homotopy, both subordinated to the given "covering". 
The reference is [Spanier].
(3.11) & (3.12) We obtain an explicit formula for the singular chain 
complex of a representable functor as the tensor product of the (classical) 
singular complex of a one point space and the appropriate value of a 
coefficient system. Similarly for cohomology, the singular cochain complex 
of a representable functor is the horn product of the (classical) singular 
complex of a one point space and the appropriate value of the coefficient 
system. If we choose a coefficient system taking values in modules or 
abelian groups only, then the Dimension Axiom is satisfied.
(3.13) In this section we apply the additive properties of the 
classical singular functor with respect to a disjoint union of spaces to 
prove that both singular homology and cohomology satisfy the Additivity 
Axiom.
(3.14) In this section we prove that in the case of a discrete category 
7 the singular 7-homology and 7-cohomology of any diagram are given by the 
classical coend and end construction ([MacLane 2] and [Piacenza 1]).
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(4.1) For a given diagram and a coefficient system, a presheaf of 
modules is defined on the colimit space of the diagram as in [Piacenza 2]. A 
direct application of the classical sheaf theory allows us to obtain a sheaf 
cohomology for diagrams satisfying all the axioms. The standard references 
is [Bredon 1].
(4.2) We prove the comparison theorem between singular cohomology for 
diagrams and sheaf cohomology for diagrams. The method of the proof using 
acyclic resolutions of sheaves follows along the lines of [Piacenza 1].
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CHAPTER 1
HOMOTOPY THEORY AND CELLULAR THEORY OF DIAGRAMS
In this chapter we gather together fundamental facts and definitions,
most of which are of a topological and a categorical nature. The category of
^-spaces CGV is introduced following Vogt’s approach. The list of properties
of CGV is presented, such as the existence of the categorical product and the
exponential law. The CGV category is a Cartesian closed category and
moreover it is complete and cocomplete. The CGV category plays the role of
our convenient topological category. A small topological category is
introduced as a small category enriched in CGV. The contravariant continuous
functors on a small topological category taking values in CGV are called
diagrams of topological spaces. The category of such diagrams has many
properties of CGV as completeness and cocompleteness, and it is enriched in
CGV by an enriched version of the Yoneda lemma. It admits the development of
homotopy theory which is presented in Section 1.2 with the concentration on
cofibradons. Homotopy groups for diagrams are presented in Section 1.3
following Piacenza’s formulation in [Piacenza 2]. Cellular constructions are
presented in Section 1.4 with major results paralleling classical ones taken
from [Piacenza 2]. In the cellular theory for diagrams, cells are defined as
the product of representable functors and ordinary n-balls. This approach
generalized the classical and the equivariant CW-complexes. Section 1.5
contains facts from [Piacenza 2] on the Quillen’s closed model structure for
20
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diagrams. In Section 1.6 the collaring technique is used to prove a few 
lemmas.
1.1 Definition of the Basic Category: ^-spaces
Let Top denote the category of topological spaces, CHaus the category of 
compact Hausdorff spaces, and LocCHaus the category of locally compact 
spaces. Here we define our basic category CGV as the category of compactly 
generated spaces in the sense of Vogt. The construction of CGV is carried 
out in a few steps following the more general construction of [VOGT 1] p.546.
1.1.1 Definition. Let X be a topological space. Denote by CHaus/X the
category whose objects are all maps f:Bf  > X in Top, where Bf e ob CHaus,
and whose morphisms from f to g are all maps h:Bf  > Bf such that f = g°h.
The spaces Bf, f  e ob CHaus/X, and the maps h:Bf ---- > Bg form a system
D(X) in Top. Define k(X) = colim D(X). Then CGV is the full subcategory of
Top consisting of all objects k(X) with X e  ob Top.
We use the canonical representation of k(X) with the same underlining
set as X but endowed with a finer topology induced by the colimit in Top 
([Vogt 1] 1.1 p 546). This new topology on X will be called the Vogt 
compactly generated topology on X or the ^-topology on X ([Brown] Section 
5.9). A (set) map f:X — > Y between topological spaces X and Y is said to 
be a map in CGV if f is a morphism of CGV-spaces k(X) and k(Y).
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Clearly a topological space X is an object of CGV(or CGV-space) if the 
topology on X is determined by all possible (continuous) maps from compact 
Hausdorff spaces to X. The category CGV differs from the category of 
compactly generated spaces in the sense of Steenrod (denoted by CGHaus in 
[MacLane 2] p. 181 and by CGH in [Shitanda] p. 481), or from May’s compactly
generated spaces, [May 1] p. DI-4, by lack of any separation condition on
the topology. CGV is denoted by MS in [Vogt 1] p. 554.
1.1.2 Properties of CGV. Facts:
(1) CGV is complete and cocomplete ([Vogt 1] 5.1(a) & 2.1(d)).
(2) The forgetful functor CGV ------» Set preserves limits and colimits
([Vogt 1] 5.1(a) & 2.1(d)).
(2) A quotient space of a space in CGV is in CGV ([Vogt 1] 5.1(a) & 2.2).
(3) An open subspace of a space in CGV is in CGV ([Vogt 1] 5.1(a) & 2.4).
(4) A closed subspace of a space in CGV is in CGV ([Vogt 1] 5.1(a) & 2.4).
(5) The internal horn space CGV(X,Y) can be regarded canonically as an 
object of CGV ([Vogt 1] 5.1(a) & the definition on p. 550).
(6) If the product in Top is denoted by x, and the product in CGV is 
denoted by x, then k(XxY) = XxY ([Vogt 1] 5.1(a) & the definition on p. 
549).
(7) If X is a LocCHaus-space and Y is a CGV-space, then XxY = XxY ([Vogt
1] 5.1(c)).
(8) CGV(XxY, Z) as CGV(X, CGV(Y, Z)) and CGV is a Cartesian closed category 
([Vogt 1] 5.1(a) & 3.6).
(9) lim  (XjxY) = (lim  X^xY ([Vogt 11 5.1(a) & 3.7(b)).
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(10) Let f:X — > X' and g:Y — » Y' be identification maps between spaces
in CGV. Then fxgrXxY ---- » X'xY' is an identification map ([Vogt 1]
5.1(a) & 3.8).
(11) The identity map k(X) — > X, X e ob Top, induces isomorphism of 
homotopy and homology and cohomology groups ([Vogt 1] 5.1(d)).
(12) Let D be any diagram in GCV (it may be big). If the colimit C = lim  D 
exists in Top, then it exists in CGV and equals C ([Vogt 1] 2.1(a)). If 
the limit L = lim  D exists in Top, then it exists in CGV and equals k(L) 
([Vogt 1] 2.1(b)).
1.1.3 Definition A pair (X, A) of CGV-spaces consists of two spaces X and
A in CGV together with some embedding t :A  » X called the inclusion map
and also denoted by A c  X. The category of all pairs in CGV and their maps 
is denoted by CGV2.
1.1.4 Definition (Topological Category). A category J  is called a 
topological category if each set of morphisms 7(a,b) is a CGV-space, the
associative composition myJ(b,c)x/(a,b) ---- > 7(a,c) is continuous in the
^-topology for any a,b,c e ob / ,  and for each a e  ob /  there is an identity 
element id^  e 7(a,a) such that m^(idb,x) = m^x.id^) = x for x e 7(a,b).
Note that a topological category J is a CGV-category in the sense of 
enriched category theory ([Dubuc], [Kelly]).
1.1.5 Examples
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(1) Any concrete category can always be regarded as a topological category 
if the internal hom sets are endowed with the discrete topology.
(2) The category CGV is a topological category by 1.1.2(5) & [Kelly] p.36.
(3) A compactly generated group G in CGV (e.g. group) is a topological 
group such that both a composition function GxG — > G and the inverse 
function G — > G are continuous in the fc-topology. Such space is treated 
as a topological category with one object * and with all morphisms
invertible where G = G(*,*) is in CGV.
(4) The orbit category Or = Or(G, ?) ([tom Dieck] p. 72). Let G be a
compact Lie group and ?  be any family of closed subgroups of G which are 
closed under conjugation. If X and Y are G-spaces we denote by Cq(X,Y) a 
space of the G-maps from X to Y with the compact-open topology. The 
objects of Or are the homogeneous spaces G /H  for H e ? ,  and Or(G/H,G/K) = 
Cc(G/H, G/K). Since Or{G/H, G/K) at (G/K)h is a compact set ([tom Dieck] 
3.8), Or becomes a small topological category.
1.1.6 Definition (Continuous Functors). A contravariant functor F J  — > C 
between topological categories is continuous if the induced map F^J(a ,b)
— > C(F(a),F(b)) is continuous for any objects a, b in / .
Note that 1.1.6 defines in fact a CGV-functor between CGV-categories.
1.1.7 Definition (Functor Category and Diagrams of Topological Spaces).
Let /  be a small topological category. Define a category /-CGV of diagrams 
over /  as the functor category:
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/-CGV = Continuous Contravariant Functors from J  to CGV, 
whose objects, called /-CGV-spaces or topological diagrams over / ,  are
continuous contravariant functors X J  » CGV and whose morphisms, called
/-CGV-morphisms, are (continuous) natural transformations between them 
(denoted by J-Top in [Piacenza 2] or by 7 in [Shitanda] for CGH-spaces).
We denote by CGV^ the (ordinary) functor category of (all) functors from 
J  to CGV and their natural transformations. If necessary we refer to objects
in /-CGV as continuous diagrams as opposed to those in C G Y ^9. Similarly, we 
define / -Ab or /-RMod, the categories of continuous contravariant functors 
from /  to the category of abelian groups Ab or (left) R-modules RMod.
1.1.8 Examples
(1) Let /  = {*} be the category with one object and one morphism. Then 
any space in CGV may be regarded as a functor from /  to CGV and /-CGV a 
CGV.
(2) Let /  = (*1 — > *2) be the category with two objects and one morphism 
between them. Then any map f:X — > Y in CGV can be regard as a functor 
from /  to CGV.
(3) Every object j  in J  defines the continuous contravariant functor 
Dj  = J  > CGV called the /-orbit at j  (see [Farjoun] p. 101).
(4) Let G be a compact group. Then G is a e.g. group (see 1.1.5(3)). The 
category of (right) G-spaces in CGV is. in fact, the category G-CGV. The 
adjunction map in CGV allows us to treat each right G-space as a continuous 
contravariant functor from the e.g. group G to CGV.
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(5) Any CGV-space X can be regarded as a diagram A(X) over /  by A(X)(/) = 
X, A(X)(f) = Idx for any j  e ob J  and /  e  morph / ,  and A(f)(/) = f for 
f:X — » Y.
(6) Let Or(G, 7) be an orbit category described in Example 1.1.5(4).
Every G-space X in CGV induces a /-diagram X:Or* > CGV given by
X(G/H) = CqCG/H, X). By [tom Dieck], 3.8, X(G/H) is homeomorphic to XH, a 
closed subspace of points of X fixed by H. Continuity of XH>K follows from
that of the adjoint map XH^ :X(G/K)x(9r(G/H, G /K ) > X(G/H), H,K e y,
which is easily seen to be the composition function ([Vogt 2])
Cg(G/K, X)xCg(G/H, G /K ) > Cg(G/H, X).
We shall see that /-CGV has products, pullbacks, and pushouts just as 
the Vogt category of compactly generated spaces CGV does.
1.1.9 Fact. The category /-CGV is complete and cocomplete.
Proof. Repetition of Shitanda’s proof, [Shitanda] 3.2 p. 489, after changing 
his CGH to CGV.
The category /-CGV is naturally enriched in CGV; that is, we have:
1.1.10 Fact. The category of diagrams /-CGV is a CGV-category and
/-CGV(X,Y) = J CGV(X/,Y/)
J
for any diagrams X, Y.
Proof. Since /  is small, the enriched end CGV(X/,Y/) exists, belongs to
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CGV, and its underlining set is the class /-CGV(X,Y) of all natural 
transformations from X to Y, by [Dubuc], p. 57-58, (1).
1.1.11 Fact (The Strong Yoneda Lemma for diagrams). Let F be a diagram 
over /  and r e  ob J. Then there is an isomorphism of CGV-spaces
/-CGv(/(_,r), F_j = ' CGV (/( /» , F/) 95 Fr. 
Proof. This is implied by [Kelly] p. 65, (2.31) for V = CGV and A = J.
1.1.12 Definition. Let X e ob J-CGV and C e ob CGV. Define a product (a 
tensor product) of X with a space C as a diagram XxC by (XxC)(/) = X/'xC,
y e  ob J  and (XxC)(/) = X/xidc, /  e morph /. Moreover if F:X >Y in /-CGV
and g:C »D in CGV, define FxgrXxC >YxD by (Fxg)(/) = Fyxg, j  e ob J.
1.1.13 Definition. Let X e ob /-CGV and C e ob CGV. Define a power of X 
with a space C (a cotensor product of X with a space C) as a diagram Xc by 
(Xc)0') = CGV(C,Xy), y e  ob J  and (X°)(/) = CGV(_,X/), /  e morph / . Moreover
if F:X >Y in /-CGV and g:C >D in CGV define F*:XD >YC by (¥*)(/) =
CGV(_, Fy'og), y e  ob / .
1.1.14 Fact. Let X,Y be two objects of /-CGV, C an object of /-CGV, and j  e 
ob J. Then:
(1) /-CGV(XxC, Y) a /-CGV(X, Y°) ([Farjoun] p. 96 with hom(C,Y) = Y°)
(2) /-CGV(DyxC, X) a CGV(C, Xj) ([Shitanda] Lemma 3.4, p.490 or apply
1.1.11 & 1.1.14(1)).
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1.1.15 A morphism f:X >Y of /-CGY is called an embedding if for each j  e
ob /  the map f j :X j  > Y/' is an embedding. A 7-pair (X, A) consists of two
objects X and A of /-CGV together with some, usually unnamed, embedding
t:A ---- > X. We call t the inclusion morphism and write A c  X. Such an
object A is called a subdiagram of X. A morphism f  of /-pairs  of diagrams, 
f:(X,A) ---- » (X\A0, is defined by the obvious commutative diagram
X - L ^ X '
where t and t' are embeddings which define pairs, and f  is usually unnamed 
and denoted f|Y. These definitions are extended to (/-) subpairs, triples or 
n-tuples, n-ads, and their morphisms in the standard way. The category of
all /-pairs and their morphisms is denoted by /-CGV2. A morphism f:X ------»
Y of /-CGV is called closed (resp. open) if for each j  e  ob / ,  the function
fj is closed (resp. open); analogously we define a closed or open /-pair
(X,A) and A is called a closed (resp. open) subdiagram of X.
1.2 Homotopy Theory
One possible way to obtain most results for homotopy theory of diagrams 
without direct recalculations in the category /-CGV is to use the axiomatic 
approach as in [Baues] and [Shitanda]. Both [Baues] and [Shitanda] 
introduced sets of axioms, based on the cylinder and path functors, and using 
these they defined abstract homotopy categories. From these axioms they 
developed various properties and theorems, including those one might expect
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from homotopy theory. Shitanda showed in his paper [Shitanda] that the
category C) is again an abstract homotopy category, inducing all theorems and 
properties now true in the functor category and its "continuous" part D-C. 
Shitanda’s final applications to CGH valued diagrams can be easily changed to
We content ourself with the following list of useful definitions and
facts.
1.2.1 A homotopy in category /-CGV is a morphism Xxl — > Y of /-CGV, where 
X and Y are diagrams over / .  The resulting equivalence relation on the 
morphisms of /-CGV gives rise to the quotient homotopy category hJ-CGV. [f] 
denotes the homotopy class of f. An isomorphism in hJ-CGV is called a 
/-homotopy equivalence.
1.2.2 A morphism of /-CGV is called a /-cofibration if it has the homotopy 
extension property (HEP) with respect to any diagram over / .  A morphism of 
/-CGV is called a /-fibration if it has the homotopy lifting property (HLP) 
with respect to any diagram over / . See [Brown] for standard notation on 
cofibrations.
1.2.3 Lemma (The existence of cofibrations in /-CGV). Let r e  ob / .  If
u :A  » X is a closed cofibration between LocCHaus-spaces, then
functor category Cr (for a small category D and his abstract homotopy
CGV.
idj-j^x u:Dr  x A ---- » Dr  x X
is a closed /-cofibration such that for each y e  ob /
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= \&jq  x u x A  > /(r j)  x X is a closed cofibration in CGV.
Proof. Let the following diagram (on the left) describe the lifting homotopy 
problem in / - CGV (see [Spanier] p. 66).
DrxAx{0} --------- > D,*Xx{0} Ax{0}  > Xx{0}
D^xAxI -------------> D^xXxI Axl  > Xxl
We apply the Yoneda lemma in the version of 1.1.14(2) and get the extension 
problem in CGV (the diagram on the right). After finding F,, we apply
1.1.14(2) again and obtain the required F.
1.2.4 Corollary. Let r e  ob / . Using cofibrations Snl c  Bn and {0} c  f
we find that DrxSnl *d * —> DrxBn and Drx{0} >d x V> Drxln are closed
/-cofibrations.
1.2.5 Facts. Here are a few facts on cofibrations in Top and CGV.
(1) Let u:A ---- > X be a cofibration in Top. Then u is an embedding
([Brown] 7.2.4(i), p.251).
(2) Let A and X be spaces in CGV and u:A  » X be a closed cofibration in
Top. Then u is a closed cofibration and an embedding in CGV ((1),
1.1.2(7), 1.1.2(4)).
(3) Let u be a cofibration map in CGV. Then pushouts u of u along any map 
from CGV taken in the categories CGV and Top are the same. Moreover, if u
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is a closed cofibration, then u is a closed cofibration too ([Vogt 1]
2.1(b) p.548 and [Brown] 4.5.5(a) for the second part).
1.2.6 Facts ([Heller] p.188-189).
(1) Any morphism of diagrams over /  can be factored as a closed
/-cofibration followed by a /-homotopy equivalence and as a /-homotopy
equivalence followed by a /-fibration.
(2) A composition of /-cofibrations (/-fibrations) is a /-cofibration
(/-fibration).
(3) Coproducts of /-cofibrations are /-cofibrations.
(4) Products of /-fibrations are /-fibrations.
(5) Both products and coproducts of /-homotopy equivalences are /-homotopy 
equivalences.
(6) A pushout of a /-cofibration along any morphism is again a
/-cofibration.
(7) A pullback of a /-fibration along any morphism is again a /-fibration.
1.2.7 Fact (Invariance of Pushouts) ([Piacenza 2] p. 815). Suppose that we 
have a commutative diagram
X ' » Z '
X
A 7 Y
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in which i and /' are closed /-cofibrations, /  and f  are arbitrary morphisms 
in /-CGV, a , (3 and y  are /-homotopy equivalences, and the front and back 
faces are pushouts. Then 6, the induced map on the pushouts, is also a
/-homotopy equivalence.
1.2.8 Facts ([Heller] p.188-189).
(1) A pushout of a closed /-cofibration which is also a /-homotopy
equivalence is again a /-homotopy equivalence.
(2) A pullback of a /-fibration which is also a /-homotopy equivalence is 
again a /-homotopy equivalence.
(3) A pushout of a /-homotopy equivalence along a closed /-cofibration is 
a /-homotopy equivalence.
(4) A pullback of a /-homotopy equivalence along a /-fibration is a
/-homotopy equivalence.
1.2.9 Fact (Invariance of Colimits over Cofibrations) ([Piacenza 2] p.
815). Suppose given a /-homotopy commutative diagram
x° a o V1 <*1----------» X -----» ... — * x “ - 5 l>
/' t t **
Y° J o *  Y' J i *  - — > V  J i *
in /-CGV where the a* and are /-cofibrations and /  are /-homotopy
equivalences. Then the map colimJL\ colim ^f ---- > co lim jf, which is
defined up to homotopy, is a /-homotopy equivalence.
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1.3. Homotopy Groups of Diagrams
1.3.1 In the attempt to define the homotopy groups for diagrams the primary
obstacle is the requirement of a base point in a diagram which is a very
strong assumption. Following Piacenza, the usage of the Yoneda lemma allows 
us to interpret the homotopy groups of Xj with a specific Xq e  Xj in terms of 
diagrams (see [Piacenza 2] p. 816).
1.3.2 Let X be a diagram over / ,  j  e J , and xQ e Xj. Denote by co:3ln > Xj
the unique map with image {xQ}. Note that the homotopy class of a map
f:(l“,aln) ---- » (Xy,{x0}> in CGV with homotopy relative to {31“; {xQ}}
corresponds uniquely to the homotopy class of a map f:(f*,al“) ---- » (Xj^XJ)
with f | a r  = cQ and with homotopy maps restricting to cQ on Ix3ln. By
1.12(b) the map cQ corresponds to some <p :Dj  x al“ ---- > X in /-CGV and f
corresponds to f:Dj x (f .a f) ----- > (X^X) with f | Dy-xal" = <p^  and with
homotopy morphisms restricting to <p^  on Dyxal". The j-n* homotopy group of 
X at = Xq e X(j) is defined by
7t/(X, (px) = |[f] e h/-CGv[Dyx (r,a r) ,(X ^ )j | f|DyxaIn = (p^
1.3.3 Let (X,Y) be a pair in /-CGV, j  e / ,  and yQ e Y/. Denote by
c:{0} ---- > Y/ the unique map with image {y }. Note that the homotopy classU J U
of a map f^ f.a fJO }) ---- » (X/,Y/',{yo}) in CGV with homotopy relative to
{(af, {0}); (Yy',{yo))) corresponds uniquely to the homotopy class of a map 
f:(r,ar,{0}) ---- > (Xj,Yj,YJ) with f | {0} = co and with homotopy maps
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restricting to cQ on Ix{0). By 1.12(b) the map cQ corresponds to some 
(Py :D)x{0} ---- » Y in /-CGV, and f corresponds to f:DyxCT.aIn,{0}) ---- >
on Dyx{0}. The relative j -n* homotopy group of X at yQ e Y(j) is defined by
1.3.4 Fact ([Piacenza 2] 2.2 p. 816). Let j  e  ob / . There are natural
preserve the (evident) group structure when n £ 1 (for the absolute case; 
the relative case requires n > 2).
1.3.5 Fact ([Piacenza 2] 2.3 p.816). Let (X,Y) be a pair in /-CGV, j  e  ob / ,  
and yQ e  Y/. Then there exist natural boundary maps d and long exact 
sequences
1.3.6 A morphism f:(X,Y) ---- > (X'.YO in /-CGV is called a /-n-equivalence
if for each j  e ob J  , f(/):(X/,Y/) ---- > (X'j,Y'f) is an n-equivalence in
CGV ([Piacenza 2] p. 816). A morphism f is called a weak equivalence if for 
every n > 0 it is a /-n-equivalence.
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1.3.7 A morphism f :X  > Y in /-CGV is called a weak fibration if for each
j  e ob / ,  f(f):X j > Yj is a Serte fibration in CGV ([Piacenza 2] p. 820).
1.3.8 Fact ([Piacenza 2] 5.1 p. 820). A morphism f :X  » Y in /-CGV is a
weak fibration if  and only if  f  has the homotopy lifting property for all 
objects o f the form  D^xl".
1.3.9 A morphism f:X ---- > Y in /-CGV is called a weak cofibration if f  has
the left lifting property for any weak fibration that is also a weak 
equivalence ([Quillen], [Piacenza 2]).
1.4 J-CW Complexes
1.4.1 Let Bn be the (topological) unit n-ball and Sn the unit n-sphere. 
Recall that to build a CW complex the cells Bn are used. Analogously, to 
construct an equivariant CW complex, G-CW complex, cells are of the form 
G/HxBn, where G is a group and H is its subgroup. The general approach is to 
view both cases as an attaching of n-cells of the form Dr x Bn with r e  ob / . 
Note that according to 1.2.4 and 1.2.6(3) the inclusion
11 D)a  i  s"'' 11 DJ a i  B“aeA  a e  A
is a closed /-cofibration. Let A be a diagram. We attach cells to A by 
means of the usual push out square:
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11 DJa  S s0C€ A
♦1
A
n -1 U
U
-> 11 Dj a  -  B°ote A
1 *
-----------> X .
Note if we evaluate the above square for j  e  ob / ,  the resulting square of 
CGV spaces is a pushout with each uj a closed cofibration. The relevant 
facts concerning this are:
(1) Each uj is a closed cofibration and an embedding (1.2.3 & 1.2.5).
(2) u is a closed /-cofibration (1.2.8(1)).
1.4.2 A /-complex is an object X in /-CGV such that X = lim  X?, and each X9
p > - i
is constructed inductively by the pushout diagram
11 DVa -  sPa ‘aeAp
X9-l
-  H D/« ‘  BP“aeA „
Xp
with X'1 = 0 .  If X'1 = A for some object Y in /-CGV, then a pair arising 
(X,A) is called a relative /-complex. A /-subcomplex Y of a /-  complex X is 
a /-complex which is a subdiagram of X and whose skeleton Y1* is obtained by 
attaching some of the cells Dj x Bp<x, p e Ap. An object X in /-CGV is a 
J-CW complex if X is a /-complex and for all a  € A„, we have na  = n. 
Relative /-subcomplexes and (relative) J-CW subcomplexes are defined in the 
usual way. See [Spanier] for the standard terminology on CW-complexes.
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1.4.3 Fact ([Piacenza 2] 3.2 p. 816). Let j  e ob / .  Suppose that e:Y ---- » Z
is an /-n-equivalence. Then we can complete the following diagram in /-CGV:
Djxdln D jxdlnxl —  Djx d t
r . yz  <-------- Y
i  /  h •• J' g ”
D jx V  Dyxlnxl <--------  Dyxl” .l o *i
1.4.4 Fact ([Piacenza 2] 3.3 p. 817) (/-HELP). If (X,A) is a relative J-CW
complex of dimension <, n and e:Y ---- > Z is a /-n-equivalence then we can
complete the following diagram in /-CGV:
A ------ > Axl----<------  A
/Y
\ y
X ------ > Xxl <------  X .
1.4.5 Fact ([Piacenza 2] 3.4 p. 817) (WHITEHEAD).
(i) Suppose X is a J-CW complex, and that e:Y ---- » Z is a /-n-equivalence.
Then e*:h(X,Y)---- »h(X,Z) is an isomorphism if dim X < n and an epimorphism
if dim X = n.
(ii) If e:Y ---- » Z is a weak equivalence, and if X is any J-CW complex, then
e*:h(X,Y)  > h(X,Z) is an isomorphism.
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1.4.6 Fact ([Piacenza 2] 3.5 p. 817) (CELLULAR APPROXIMATION). Suppose that 
X is a J-CW complex, and that A is a sub-7-CW complex of X. Then, if f:X
 » Y is a morphism of /-CGV which is /-cellular when restricted to A, we
can homotope f, rel. f|A , to a /-cellular morphism g :X  > Y.
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Denote by colimy(_) or (_ )// a functor from /-CGV to CGV defined by 
taking the direct limits of functors. Recall that if X is a topological 
space, then a subspace A c  X is called locally closed if A = U n  F, where U 
is open and F is closed. Examples include closed or open subspaces.
1.4.7 Lemma. A locally closed subspace of a CGV-space is a CGV-space. 
Proof. A=UnF is a closed subspace of an open subspace U, and then the claim 
follows from 1.1.2 (3) & (4).
1.4.8 Let X be a diagram over / .  For each y e  ob J  let tj:Xj  » colim^X
be natural maps of X j  into the colimiL Let A be a subobject of colim^X
(usually A is a subspace of colim^X taken with k-topology). Let A be a
pullback of the diagram of CGV-spaces: X j
J j
k(K) > X/J  ,
or, according to 1.1.2(12), A is a ifc-ification of the pullback diagram of 
Top-spaces: X j\y
A ----- > X/J ,
or we can explicitly put A(y) = ^(tj-^A)), j  e  ob / ,  and for i > j  in  /
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A(s) = Xs\A(j). Then A is a diagram over / ,  and there is a natural morphism 
A  > X  ([Piacenza 2] p. 817).
1.4.9 Definition. An ordered pair (X, A), where X € ob /-CGV and A cv v .colim/X, is called a special pair if colim/A = A and (X, A) is a /-pair with
the embedding arising naturally from the pullback maps (compare [Piacenza 2]
3.6 p. 817). Such A is called a special subdiagram of X. In most situations 
A is taken to be open, closed, or locally closed (see 1.4.8). This is due to 
the following lemma.
1.4.10 Lemma. If A is a locally closed subspace of colim/X, then (X, A) is 
a special pair.
Proof. Since A is locally closed, k(k) = A (1.4.8) and therefore Aj =
ty*(A). The colimit of A, as a diagram of Top-spaces, is A, and the
assertion follows from commutativity of colim/ and the functor k (compare
[Vogt 1] Theorem 2.1 and its proof).
1.4.11 Definition. A special pair (XA) is called a /-neighborhood retract 
pair (abbreviated /-NR) if there exist an open subset U of X/J such that A c
U and a retraction morphism r:U ---- > A (called a / -  retraction). A special
pair (Xrk) is called a /-neighborhood deformation retract pair (abbreviated 
/-NDR) if (X,A) is a /-NR with a /-retraction r  of U to A such that if iA c  
U, then id^ » ior. A special pair (X, A) is a local /-NDR if additionally 
for an arbitrary neighborhood V of A an open set U can be chosen inside V.
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From the construction of the operator (_)v and properties of colim/, the 
following facts are valid.
1.4.12 Facts ([Piacenza 2] p. 818).
(1) Let X be a J-CW complex; that is,
X = lim X", X" = f II D, x B”1 U  X"-1 
p>' 1 oeA
for p > 0, and X’1 = 0  or A. The functor colim/ sends cells Dj x Bp to
cells Bp and pushouts X? in /-CGV to pushouts X1*// = £ | |  Bn] | \(X?~l/J)cce A
in CGV (p ^  0), with X"1/ /  = 0  or A //. Moreover, X /J  = lim  (X?/J), soP>-i
colim/ induces a CW structure on X/J. Now X/J has the natural structure of 
a CW complex in CGV with all attaching maps being images under colim/ of 
the corresponding attaching morphisms in /-CGV. Note that there is a 
one-to-one correspondence between cells in X and cells in X/J.
(2) Let X be a J-CW complex and let A be a subcomplex of X/J. Then A is a 
/-subcomplex of X.
(3) If Ap is the p-skeleton of X/J, then (A1*)" is the p-skeleton of X.
From 1.4.12 the following corollary is immediate.
1.4.13 Corollary. All J-CW pairs are special.
1.4.14 Fact (LOCAL CONTRACTIBILITY). Let (X,A) be a special pair in /-CGV 
with X a J-CW complex and A = {a}, a e X/J. Then there exits a unique object 
j  e /  such that A as Dj  and (X,A) is a local /-NDR pair.
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Proof. See [Piacenza 2] 3.7 p. 818. A proof different from that of Piacenza 
using collaring techniques is given in 1.6.12.
1.4.15 Fact. Let (X,A) be a J-CW pair. Then (X,A) is a /-NDR pair.
Proof. See Corollary 1.4.13 and [Piacenza 2] 3.8 p. 818.
1.5 Closed Model Category
1.5.1 A closed model category is a category M with three distinguished 
classes of morphisms, which were originally called cofibrations, fibrations, 
and weak equivalences, and which satisfy appropriate axioms; see [Quillen] 
or [Baues] for formulations of the axioms. Piacenza in [Piacenza 2] pp. 820­
821 showed that a Quillen closed model structure can be defined cm /-CGV; 
Quillen’s cofibrations are defined as weak cofibrations 3.9, fibradons are 
defined as weak fibrations 3.7 , and weak equivalences are defined as in 3.6. 
A trivial weak fibration is a weak fibration that is also a weak equivalence.
1.5.2 Facts.
(1) (QUILLEN’S FACTORIZATION LEMMA). Any morphism f:X >Yof/-CGV
may be factored f = p°g where g is a weak cofibration and p is a trivial 
weak fibration ([Piacenza 2] 5.3 p. 821).
(2) /-CGV is a closed model category ([Piacenza 2] 5.4 p. 821).
(3) Let X = lim  X , where the limit is taken over a system {X } of•'  ^ 11 11
/-cofibrations such that each Xn has the /-homotopy type of a J-CW complex. 
Then X has the /-homotopy type of a J-CW complex ([Piacenza 2] 5.5 p. 821).
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(4) Each /-complex is of the /-homotopy type of a J-CW complex ([Piacenza
2] 5.6 p. 822).
(5) (APPROXIMATION THEOREM). There is a functor IV -CGV---- >/-CGV and a
natural transformation p:T ---- » id such that for each X e  /-CGV, FX is a
/-complex, and px is a trivial weak fibration ([Piacenza 2] 5.7 p. 822).
(6) The category Hc/-CGV is equivalent to the category of J-CW complexes 
modulo homotopy ([Piacenza 2] 5.8 p. 822).
1.6 Collars for J-CW  Complexes
This section is devoted to the proof of the Local Contractibility 
Theorem 1.4.14. All constructions presented in 1.6.1-9 are exhibited and 
hold for Top. Recall that if a diagram of spaces is already in CGV, then its 
colimit in Top is a k-space (1.1.2(12)). As a result of the commutativity of 
the colimit over /  with the adjunction construction (pushouts), we will see 
in 1.6.2 that some inverse image sets (diagrams) have a very simple product 
structure with one factor being all of Dj  and the second being a subset of 
the unit ball. In fact, the specific manipulations are done inside the unit 
ball. The relative version of the Lemma on Collaring is obtained by 
modifying a collar itself instead of changing any characteristic maps.
1.6.1 Let (X, A) be a special /-pair. Assume that (X, A) is the adjunction
of n-cells, and let f  = u<j>a :J [ D/ xBn ---- > X be the characteristic map and
a a_ i vxS ‘  > A be the corresponding attaching map. Then after
a a_
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taking the colimit over J  we obtain that a pair (X //, A) is an adjunction 
pair of n-cells with the characteristic map f /J  = u<j>o//:J [ ® a  * X //, B£ *
a n-1Bn for all a, and with the corresponding attaching map f /J  = ii<|><x//:J [ Sg
a
 * A, Sq  9£ S .
1.6.2 Let U be an open subset of A. Then f//"l(u) = J [ is an
a
open subset of J [ S ^ 1, and f*(u) = J [ *s a weB defined open
a a
subdiagram of I I D/ xS“' \  Because the colimit over J  commutes with the 
a a_
taking of pushouts, (^o)'1^ )  = D/ x f a o / / ) ^ ) .  Therefore f^u ) = J_[
a a
Dy x ((JJaA)'1^ )- Analogous statements hold for a closed subset F of A.
1.6.3 Note that each n-ball B“ can be regarded as a subset of r“. Therefore
a product ty, t e [0,1], y e J [ B£, is well defined. Similarly, a
a
multiplication of a element (x,y) of J [ D; xB by t e [0,1], given by
a or_
t(x,y) = (x, ty), is well defined. Denote f/T^u)*^, 1] = [ts: s e 
f/y '(U ), t e  ( i  1]) and f'(u)-(j,l] = {ts: s e f ‘(U), t e (i,l]) =
I ID; x note that r'(6)*(^,l] is a well defined diagram.
a a 2 2
Clearly the above construction with *(i 1] depends on a chosen embedding of 
B“ into R".
Denote by Bn(|) = {x e B“{ nxa <, i} and U(i) = {x e B“| uxh > ^}. The
radial "retraction" K of B“ to Sn l is defined as the homotopy K:BnxI  > Bn
" ( l+t )x if nxu <, l/(l+ t)by K(x,t) = - . Clearly Ko = 1 K^B’-tO}) cx / IIXII if HXH £ l/(l+ t) B
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Sn l, and K is stationary on S“' \  The homotopy K restricts on U(^)xl to the
deformation retraction R of U( )^ to S"'1. Qearly, if {b £} is a collection
of n-balls, then K induces the homotopy on the disjoint union J [ Bg.
a
1.6.4 Lemma on Collaring. Let a pair (X, A) of spaces be an adjunction of
n-balls {B£} with the attaching maps {Yo^S^1 ---- » a}, t = uYa- Denote by t
the characteristic map of the adjunction. Recall that the t-collar is the 
set C-(U) = U u  c  X (see [Fritsch - Picdnini] p. 20). Let
U be an open subset of A and let F be a closed subset of A. Then
(1) c-(u) n a = u,
(2) V ic - w )  = t^uM j, l],
(3) C-(U) is an open subset of X,
(4) There exists a deformation retraction F of C^ (U) to U induced by the 
radial deformation retraction R of t'^uH j.l] to t_1(u) and by the
stationary homotopy T of U to U,
(5) C ^F J = F u  tfr'ffW ^l]).
(6) C-(U) is a pushout of U and t'^u)*^, 1],
(7) A homotopy G:XxI > X induced by the homotopy K on |J{B^ } and by the
stationary homotopy T on A has the following properties:
(i) G0 = lx,
(ii) G is stationary on A,
(iii) G(C-(A)xl) C C-(A), G^C^A)) C A,
(iv) If Y can be obtained by the adjunction of F and some subcollection 
of {B£J (with corresponding characteristic maps >1%), then G(YxI) c  Y.
Proof. See [Fritsch-Piccinini] le mmas 1.1.7-8 for statements (l)-(6) and
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[Brown] Remark 7.3.6 for details on inducing homotopies on adjunction spaces.
(7)(i)-(iii) follows again from [Brown], 7.3.6. (7)(i)—(iii) follow directly
from the construction of G. For 7(iv) note that Y is well defined subspace 
of X (see [Fritsch-Piccinini], Lemma 1.1.8) and K is mapping any n-ball into 
itself, and hence K restricts well on the disjoint union of n-balls used to
produce Y (compare [Switzer], Lemma 7.4).
1.6.5 Lemma. If (X; A, B) is a CW-triad (of spaces) then there exist an
open set V, A c  V, and a homotopy G:XxI > X satisfying
(i) G0 = lx,
(ii) G is stationary on A,
(iii) G(vxl) c  V, G,(v) £  A,
(iv) G(BxI) £  B.
Proof. See [Switzer], Lemma 7.4.
1.6.6 Remark. Before presenting the generalization of 1.6.4 and 1.6.5 to 
the case of diagrams, we discuss a construction of induced subdiagram of a 
given diagram, and categorical constructions of intersections and unions of
two diagrams in the cases when it is possible.
(1) Let X be a diagram and let {A}>€ohJ be a family of k-spaces such 
that A £  X» and X(/)(A) £  A, for /  e 7(a,b). Then clearly X^(Ax/(a,b)) £  A
and thus a continuous map A^ = X J£x/(a,b):£x/(a,b) ---- » A is is well
defined. Therefore a diagram A J  > CGV with A* = A is well defined and is
a subdiagram of X.
(2) Let (X; A, B) be a 2-nd of diagrams. Assume that either A or B are
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closed or open. Note that the pullback Z of A c  X 2  B can be chosen such
that each Z» is £(A*nB«), a e ob /  (1.1.2(12) and [MacLane 2], p. 111).
Since either A or B are closed or open, each A*nB» is a fc-space in the 
subspace topology (see 1.1.2.(3)-(4)). Therefore Z denoted AnB is a well 
defined subdiagram of A, B, and X with (AnB)« = A*nB«.
(3) Let (X; A, B) be a 2-ad of diagrams. Assume that both A and B are
either closed or open. Then AnB is a diagram . Note that the pushout W of A 
2  AnB c  B can be chosen such that each W* is a k-space A* u  B«, a e ob J  
(1.1.2(12) and the dual statement to [MacLane 2], p. 111). Therefore W 
denoted AuB is a well defined subdiagram of X, and A and B are subdiagrams of 
AuB with (AuB). = A* u  B».
1.6.7 Definition. Define the f-collar C|(U) of U to be a subdiagram of X 
with C|(U)(a) = U. u  1]), a e ob / .
1.6.8 Lemma (One-step Collaring for Diagrams). Let a special pair (X, A) be 
an adjunction of n-cells {Dy^xB"}. Let U be an open subset of A and let F be 
a closed subset of A. Then
(1) C p )  n A = U.
(2) f'(C j(6)) =
(3) Cf(U) is an open subdiagram of X.
(4) Cj(U) is a pushout of U and 1].
(5) C p )  = (Cf//U ))V.
(6) There is a deformation retraction DFt of Cj(U) to U induced by the 
radial deformation retraction DR of 1] to f !(6) and the
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stationary homotopy DT of U. The colim/ maps homotopies DR, DT, and DF to 
R, T, and F, respectively.
(7) Cf (F ) = F u  1]).
(8) A homotopy G:XxI > X induced by the homotopy K chi | | D/^xB” and by
the stationary homotopy T o n  A has the following properties:
(i) G0 = lx,
(ii) G is stationary on A,
(iii) G(Cj(A)xl) C Cj(A), G,(Cj(A)) C A,
(iv) If Y can be obtained by the adjunction of F and some subcolection 
of {Dya xB“} (with corresponding characteristic maps <}>(*), then G(YxI) c  Y.
Proof. (1), (2), and (3) follows directly by checking for each a e  / ,  since 
each set C|(U)(a) is a pushout of Ua and fa"1(Ua)*(i, 1] and it is open in 
Xa. (4), (5) and (7) follow directly by checking for each a s  ob / . (6) and
(8) are induced by property of the adjunction.
In obtaining the relative version of the Lemma on Collars for Diagrams, 
our general approach is to modify the radial neighborhood of f^U) and to 
keep the characteristic morphisms of adjunctions unchanged.
1.6.9 Lemma (One-step Relative Collaring for Diagrams). Let (X, A) and U 
be defined as in Lemma 1.6.8 and moreover assume that there exists V open in 
X /J  such that U c  V. Then, there exist an open subdiagram Njy,y(U, V) of J [
B^, an open subdiagram Nt(U, V) of J [ D; xB", and a modified f-collar
a a
Cj(u,v) such that Cj(U, V)(a) = U« u  f«(Nj(U, V)(a)), a e ob / ,  and
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(0) Cf (U, V) c  V.
(1) Cj(U, V) n A = u.
(2) f ^ U ,  V)) = Nj(U, V).
(3) Cj(U, V) is an open subdiagram of X.
(4) Cj(U, V) is a pushout of U and Nj(U, V).
(5) Cj(U, V) = (Cjyry(U, V)) , where Cjy-y(U, V) is an adjunction of U
and an open subdiagram N ,^y(U, V) of J [ B£. The diagram Njyy(U, V) is a
subdiagram of f/T^U)*^, 1] and admits a radial retraction R to
f / f l(J3) induced from that of f/r^ U H ^ l] to f / f l(J3).
(6) There is a deformation retraction DF of Cj(U, V) to U induced by the
radial deformation retraction DR of N^ (U, V) to f !(u) and the stationary 
homotopy DT of U. colimy maps DR, DT, and DF to R, T, and F, respectively.
(7) A homotopy G:XxI »X induced by the homotopy K on | | D/^xB” and by
the stationary homotopy T on A has the following properties:
(i) G0 = lx,
(ii) G is stationary on A,
(iii) G(Cj(U, V)xl) c  Cj(U, V), G,(Cj(U, V)) c  A,
(iv) If Y can be obtained by the adjunction of F and some subcolection
Dy xfoa//)-1^ ) . Since S&1 =  =  Ba  with
(W ^ O O  °Pen *** B0C’ there is an open subset of B£ which can be 
radially deformed to Ma f| 1 and such that c  Gjta/^CO* (<t>//)_1(U) c  
M a  f l  Define N ^ ^ y y ( u ,  V) =  {x: x / i x i  e ( ^ d / / ) ' 1^ ) } .  Note that
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N<j>o//U» v) is °Pen in Ba» c  and it can be
radially deformed to foa/^CU)* Moreover we may assume that N^^y-y(U, V) c  
( W ^ O M p l]  with the retraction homotopy induced from 
(<t>oA)'1(uM ? 1]- Therefore replacing by N ^ / U ,  V)
in adjunctions of Lemma 1.6.6 yields the claim. Clearly, N j V) =
J LN^ o / / U’ v) 311(1 Nf&  *) = J L have 1116
properties.
So far, we obtained our results by redirecting manipulations to the unit 
ball Bn, all done for a case of finite J-CW complexes. In following part we 
shall prove similar result for infinite J-CW complexes.
1.6.10 Definitions ([Fritsch - Piccinini] Appendix).
(1) Suppose a set V is open (closed) in X iff each VnU^ is open (closed)
in U^, for ever 7c, this is equivalent to require that a function f:X  >Y
is continuous iff each f|U ^ is continuous for every X (p. 246). Then the 
topology of a space X is said to be determined by a family of subspaces
f y } .
(2) Suppose a function f:X ---- > Z, where Z is any space, is continuous iff
the compositions  » Z are continuous for all X (p. 246). Then
the space X is said to have the final topology with respect to the family 
of maps {fx,:Y^---- > X}.
(3) An expanding sequence of spaces is a sequence {Xn: n e w} of spaces 
such that, for every n e IN, X,, is a subspace of Xn+1, and every inclusion,
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Xjj c  X„+1, is a closed cofibration (p. 273). OO(4) The union space of the expanding sequence is the space X = U X„n = 0
endowed with the final topology with respect to the family of inclusions X„ 
C X. Then, all of the X^ are closed subspaces of X and X is determined by 
the family {X„: n e w }  (p. 273).
1.6.11 Useful theorems from [Fritsch - Picdnini], Appendix.
(1) Proposition A.5.1 (i)&(iii) (p. 273). Let {X„: n e w} be an expanding 
sequence and let X be its union space. Then
(a) For every space Z, the sequence {XnxZ: n e w} is an expanding 
sequence with union space XxZ (Remark: this claim requires the usage of 
the exponential law from CGV).
(b) The inclusions X„ c  X are closed cofibrations, for every n e w .
(2) Let {X,,: n e w} be an expanding sequence with union space X. Let Z be 
a space and {g„: n e w} be a sequence of maps g„:X — » Z such that g„+1 =
gn rel. X„. Then, the map g :Z  » Z defined by glX,, = gJX,, , for every n
e  IN, is homotopic to go rel. Xq (Proposition A.5.7, p. 277).
(3) Let {X,,: n e w} be an expanding sequence with union space X and such
that X_ is a strong deformation retract of X , for every n e w .  Then, Xq
0+1
is a strong deformation retract of X (Corollary AJ5.8, p. 277).
1.6.12 Definition of Infinite Collar (a reformulation from [Fritsch - 
Piccinini], p. 27). Let X be a (possible infinite) J-CW complex, and let 
{?} be a sequence of characteristic maps for the adjunctions (X“>Xn"1). 
Assume that A = Xm/J, for some m e  W. Let U be an open subset of A and V an
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open subset of X /J  such that U c  V. An infinite collar C°°(U, V) is defined
as follows. For every n ;> m, define 6n+1 = Cp+^D", v), and then take
C°°(U, V) = colim  u”. n > m
1.6.13 Proposition. Let all X, A, U, and V be defined as above. Then an 
infinite collar C°°(U, V) satisfies:
(1) C°°(U, V) intersects X™ in U,
(2) C°°(U, V) is an open subdiagram of X,
(3) each C°°(U, v)(a), a e  ob J, is the union space of an expanding
sequence of spaces,
(4) contains U as the strong deformation retract.Moreover
(5) A homotopy G:XxI »X induced by the homotopy K on each | | D;a xBn, n
> m, and by the stationary homotopy T o n  A has the following properties:
(i) G0 = lx,
(ii) G is stationary on A,
(iii) G(Cj(n, V)xi) c  Cj<6, V), G,(Cj(6, v)) c  i ,
(iv) If Y can be obtained by the adjunction of F, where F is closed
subset of A, and subcolections of {D,- xB“)  , n > m, with the
J a ~  aeA„
corresponding characteristic maps <t>a , then G(Yxl) £  Y.
Proof. The proof is in essence done by for checking the above properties for
each a e ob / .  (1) is obvious from the construction since
oo v v C U P 1, v) if n > mC (U, V) n  Xn = - f  .. U if n = m
(2) Let a e ob J. For n > m, the intersections C°°(U, V)« n  Xn« =
Cjn^'^vJCa) are open in X“a and note that X* has the colimit topology
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(3) Each inclusion C ^u"'1, v) c  Cp+^u", v) = Cp+^C^U"'1, v), v) is
a closed cofibration.
We show that each C°°(U, V)« has the colimit topology with respect to 
{Cjn(un l,v)}. Let W g  C°°(U, V) be a diagram such that W n  C^D11'1, v) 
is open in C ^ u ” 1, v). Since Cpi(6n'1, v) is open in Xn, W n  C ^ u ” 1, 
v) is open in X“. Note that W n  Cj^U11'1, v) = W n  X“, and thus W is open
in X, so it is open in C°°(U, V).
(4) The claim follows from 1.6.11(3) ([Fritsch - Picdnini] Appendix,
Corollary A.5.8).
1.6.14 Proposition (LOCAL CONTRACTIBILITY THEOREM). Let (X,A) be a special 
pair in 7-CGV with X a J-CW  complex and A = {a}, a e X/J. Then there exists 
a unique object j  e  ob /  such that A as D j and (XA) is a local /-NDR pair. 
Proof. Let V be an open neighborhood of a  in X/J. We show that there is an 
open subdiagram Y of X which is contractible to A. Since X /J  is a CW 
complex, the point a is in the interior of some m-ball By, which in turn 
corresponds to a representable diagram Dy, for some j e ob J. Clearly, A = 
Dy x {a} a Dy. Since a e int(By), there exists an open neighborhood U of a 
in int(By), which is contractible to a, and such that U g  V. Clearly U = 
DyxU is /-contractible to A. An applicadon of 1.6.13 gives us the existence 
of an open, infinite collar C°°(U, V) which is still contained in V. Take Y = 
C°°(U, V). The contracdbility of C°°(U, V) to U followed by the 
contracdbility of U to A gives us the assertion.
52
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Note that if U is inside a cell of the induced CW-structure on X //, then
v vU = DyxU . In such case {xQ} = Dy-xfxo) is a strong deformation retract of 
U = Dy-xU.
1.6.15 Lemma. If (X; A, B) is a J-CW-iriad then there exist an open
subdiagram V of X, A c  V, and a homotopy G :X xI > X satisfying
(i) G0 = lx ,
(ii) G is stationary on A,
(iii) G(Vxl) C V, Gi(v) C A,
(iv) G(BxI) c  B.
Proof. Compare with [Switzer], Lemma 7.4. Let A = A/ J  and B = B/J. Both A 
and B are closed subsets of X /J  and thus r  = ArtB is a closed subset Since X 
can be obtained from A by the successive attaching of cells, we apply 1.6.13.
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CHAPTER 2
AXIOMATIC HOMOLOGY AND COHOMOLOGY FOR DIAGRAMS
We shall assume a knowledge of the axiomatic approach as can be found in 
the book of Eilenberg and Steenrod, "Foundation of Algebraic Topology". 
Section 2.1 contains the definition of an admissible category which will
serve as a domain for homology and cohomology theories. Pairs of diagrams in 
an admissible category are subject to a set of axioms modeled on the 
Eilenberg- S teenrod approach. The condition on one-point spaces is replaced
by the analogous condition on representable functors. Sections 2.2 and 2.3
contain a formulation of axioms for homology and cohomology for diagrams. 
These axioms are a reformulation of the classical Eilenberg-S teenrod axioms 
for homology and cohomology. The dimension axiom is formulated for 
representable functors.
Section 2.4 contains the proof of the uniqueness of homology on the
category of finite J-CW complexes. With the additional additivity assumption 
on homology, we obtain the uniqueness theorem for J-CW arbitrary complexes. 
The uniqueness theorems show that homology theory, as in the classical case, 
when restricted to (finite) J-CW complexes, is completely determined by the 
its values for representable functors. Section 2.5 contains the analogous 
results for cohomology theories.
54
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2.1. Admissible Categories
This section contains the definition of the admissible category of pairs 
of diagrams following the Eilenberg-Steenrod approach.
2.1.1 Definition. An admissible category ML of pairs of diagrams is defined 
as a subcategory of the category of pairs of J-C GV satisfying the following 
six conditions:
(1) If (X A) is in A t then the pairs (0 , 0 ) . (A, 0 ) , (X, 0 ), (A. A), (X. 
A), and (X, X) together with all induced inclusion morphisms between them, 
lie in A t These pairs and inclusions are called the lattice of the pair 
(X, A).
(2) If f:(X,A) ---- > (Y,B) is in ML then ML contains all morphisms induced
by f  between lattices of (X, A) and (Y, B).
(3) If (X,A) is in ML and I = [0,1] is the unit closed interval, then the
product pair (X, A)xl = (Xxl, Axl) is in A t together with morphisms
g0’gi:(X’ ---- > G Q  A5P by S0(x) = (x»°) 811(1 S fr) = (x»l)*
We say that a diagram X is in ML if the pair (X ,0) is in A t Similarly, a
morphism of diagrams f:X -----> Y is in M l if the induced morphism of pairs
f:(X ,0)---- <Y,0) is in A t
(4) All representable diagrams, Dj, are in A t
(5) If for some j  e ob J, a morphism f:Dy ---> X is in /-CGV and X is in
ML then f is in A t
(6) If f:X  » Y is a map of finite CW-complexes, j  i in / ,  then
DjxX —h-om(- ' h)xf > D jxY  is in A t
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2.1.2 7-pairs and their morphisms in ML are called admissible. We say that 
a triple (resp. an n-tuple or n-ad) of diagrams (and their morphisms) is 
admissible if all resulting /-pairs are admissible. Moreover, two admissible
morphisms are homotopic in ML if there is a homotopy between them which is 
admissible.
2.1.3 Examples of Admissible Categories
A(1) /-CGV . It is closed on tensoring and cotensoring by spaces and
morphisms from CGV (see 1.1.10 & 1.1.11).
(2) jid  is the category of all special pairs and their morphisms.
(3) is the category of pairs of finite J-CW complexes and theirFCW
morphisms.
(4) dd. is the category of pairs of J-CW complexes and their morphisms.v*W
(5) is the category of all /-pairs (X,A) and their morphisms such that
, coliniyA) in LocCHaus.
(6) A /-p air (X,A) is saturated if X‘1(/)(A*) = Ab for all a,b e ob / ,  f  e 
/(a,b). Denote by the category of saturated /-pairs and their
morphisms.
2.1.4 Let (X,A) be a /-pair. Let a € ob / ,  and let f:j  > * in / .  Then
each Xa-Aa is a subspace of Xa. If it is always true that X(/)(Xi-Ai) c  
Xj-Aj, then we can define the complement of A  in X as a (difference) diagram
X-AJ 09-----> Top with (X-A)(a) = X.-A. and (X-A)(/) = X(/)|Xi-Ai. The
difference diagram X-A as a diagram taking values in Top can be naturally 
regarded as a subdiagram of X. Note that that happens in the case of
colim/ gives rise to the pairs (colim.X
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saturated diagrams (see 2.1.3(6)). Clearly, if each Xm-Am, with the subspace 
topology, is already a £-space, then X-A is a /-diagram and moreover (X.X-A) 
is a /-pair. Similarly, if (X;A,B) is a 2-ad in / ,  then the assignments 
(AnB)(a) = A* n  B» with the subspace topology, and (Ar\B)(/) = X(/) | AmBi 
defines a (intersection) diagram taking values in Top. If each AmnBm, with 
the subspace topology, is already a fc-space, then the intersection AnB is a 
/-diagram and moreover (X,AnB), (A,AnB), and (B,AnB) are /-pairs.
2.1.5 Lemma (On Saturated and Special Pairs).
(1) Let U be an open (resp. closed) saturated subdiagram of X and let A be 
a subdiagram of X. Then the difference A-U is a well defined subdiagram of 
A and X. Similarly, the intersection AnU is a well defined subdiagram of 
A, U, and X. Since for a special pair (X, U), the induced /-pair (X, U) is 
a saturated pair, the claim holds for special pairs too.
(2) If U and A are saturated subdiagrams of X with U open, then A-U is a
saturated subdiagram of X.
(3) Let (X, U) be special pair with U locally closed. Then, for any 
subdiagram A of X, the intersection Anu is a well defined subdiagram of 
A, U, and X.
Proof. For (1) we note that for a € ob / ,  sets U«nA« and A»-U* with the 
subspace topology from Am, are already k-spaces as closed or open subsets of 
Am. The part (3) follows from observation that each UmnAm is a locally
closed subset of Am and therefore a k-space (compare 1.4.8).
2.1.6 Definition. Let A and B be two subdiagrams of X. We say that A is
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contained in the interior of B if, for every a e ob / ,  A* c  int^B*.
2.1.7 Definition. e  is called a category of admissible supports if 6 is a 
full subcategory of dd which is closed on taking finite unions, that is, if 
(XltAj), (X2,A2),—»(Xni,Am) are subdiagrams of (X,A) in dd and each (X ^ )  
is in is, then (Xi,Aj)i^(X2,A2)u...u(X m,Am) = AjOA2VJ...U/Am) is
in G.
2.1.8 Definition. A pair (C, D) in CGV is called a compact pair if C is
Hausdorff compact and D is closed in C. Let (X, A) be a special pair. A 
compact pair (C, D) c  (X/J, A) is called a special compact (sub)pair of (X, 
A). From 1.4.10 follows that (X, C) is a special pair, and (C, D) is a 
/-subpair of (X, A).
2.2 Axiomatic Homology
2.2.1 Let dd be an admissible category of pairs of diagrams. A homology 
theory on dd consists of a covariant functor H* from dd to a graded abelian 
category (usually with Ab or RMod) and a natural transformation 3* from H* on 
pairs (X, A) to H* restricted to pairs (X ,0), satisfying the following 
axioms. We set H.(X) for H*(X,0).
2.2.2 HOMOTOPY AXIOM. If f,g:(X,A)---- > (Y,B) are homotopic in dd, then
H*f = H*g.
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2.2.3 EXACTNESS AXIOM. For any pair (X,A) in Ad with inclusion morphisms 
i:A >X and j:(X ,0) KX,A) there is an exact sequence
...---- > H ^ X ^ )  flqtl(X ,A )) H,(A) H,(X) H ,(X ,A )------>... .
2.2.4 EXCISION AXIOM. Let (X,A) be a pair in Ad. Let U be an open 
saturated subdiagram of X whose closure U is contained in the interior of A. 
Then the inclusion morphism n:(X-U,A-U) — > (X,A), if admissible, induces an 
isomorphism H*n:H*(X-U,A-U) — > H*(X,A).
2.2.5 EXCISION AXIOM FOR SPECIAL PAIRS. Let (X,A) be a special pair in Ad. 
Let U be an open subspace of X/J whose closure U is contained in the interior 
of A. Then the inclusion morphism u:(X-U,A-U) —> (X,A), if admissible, 
induces an isomorphism H,w:H,(X-U,A-U) —> H*(X,A).
2.2.6 DIMENSION AXIOM. For every representable functor Dy, ^(Dy) = 0 for
q f  0.
We have the following Supplementary Axioms.
2.2.7 AXIOM OF ^-SUPPORTS. Given any pair (X,A) in Ad and given z e Hq(X,A) 
there is a pair (X ,a ') in & such that (x',A ) is a subpair of (X,A) and z is 
in the image of H*u, where u is a inclusion morphism (X \A )  c  (X,A).
2.2.8 AXIOM OF COMPACT SUPPORTS FOR SPECIAL PAIRS. Given any special pair 
(X,A) in Ad and given z € H ^xjt) there is a special compact subpair
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(X ,A) c  (X//,A) in ML such that z is in the im age o f H »u, where it is a 
inclusion morphism (k 'X )  c  (X,A).
2.2.9 ADDITIVITY AXIOM. If X is a coproduct of {X } in ML with inclusionu>
morphisms wa :Xa  » X, then the morphism H*(Xa ) ------> H*(X) is an
a a
isomorphism.
2.3 Axiomatic Cohomology
2.3.1 Let ML be an admissible category of pairs of diagrams. A cohomology 
theory on M i consists of a contravariant functor H* from ML to a graded 
abelian category (usually with Ab or Mod) and a natural transformation 3*K
from H* on pairs (X, A) to H* restricted to pairs (X ,0), satisfying the 
following axioms. We set H*(X) for H*(X,0).
2.3.2 HOMOTOPY AXIOM. If f,g :(X A ) > (Y,B) are homotopic in ML, then
H*f = H*g.
2.3.3 EXACTNESS AXIOM. For any pair (XA) in ML with inclusion morphisms 
i:A  > X  and j:(X ,0 )---- » (X,A) there is an exact sequence
...— > H^XA) ^ (X ) ^ (A ) d (X ’A )> H ,+1(X A )----->...
2.3.4 EXCISION AXIOM. Let (XA) be a pair in ML Let U be an open
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saturated subdiagram of X whose closure U is contained in the interior of A. 
Then the inclusion morphism «:(X-UA-U) — > (X,A), if admissible, induces an 
isomorphism h ’m:H‘(X A ) > H*(X-U,A-U).
2.3.5 EXCISION AXIOM FOR SPECIAL PAIRS. Let (XjL) be a special pair in ML. 
Let U be an open subspace of X/J whose closure U is contained in the interior
of A. Then the inclusion morphism u:(X-U,A-U) ---- > (X,A), if admissible,
induces an isomorphism H*u:H*(X,A)---- > H*(X-U,A-U).
2.3.6 DIMENSION AXIOM. For every representable functor Dy, F^ CDy) = 0 for 
q * 0.
We add the following Supplementary Axiom.
2.3.7 ADDITIVITY (WEDGE) AXIOM. If X is a coproduct of { X I in Ml with
inclusion morphisms “a :Xa  » X, then the morphism jju^:H*(X) ■ —  fl H'(Xa )
a  a
is an isomorphism.
2.4 Uniqueness of Homology
The purpose of the present section is to show that on the category of 
finite J-CW complexes homology theories are determined, up to isomorphism, by 
their coefficient systems.
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2.4.1 Homology of Finite Coproducts
Let (X,A) be a special pair. Assume that X = U X2. Then each X. is 
a special subdiagram of X, and an induced separation of A is given by A. = 
A n  X /J  (i = 1, 2). The following proposition holds for any homology 
theory satisfying the Exactness and Excision axioms.
Proposition. Let (X, A) be an admissible special pair with X being the
coproduct X = X 11 X . If u :(X JL) c  (X, A) and u :(X i ,) c  (X,A) are the1 2  1 1 1  2 2 2
inclusions induced by the coproduct, then
u *©u *:H (^X , Aj) © H,(X2, A2) --> H,(X, A) is an isomorphism.
Proof. Note that X^A is well defined and XjUA = Xj a Aj = ( X /J  u  h / ) ,
and (X, XjUA, A) is a special triple. For any homology theory satisfying the 
Exactness Axiom there is the homology sequence of the triple (see [Spanier]
4.8.5 p.201):
...-» H (X u  A, A) H (X, A) H (X, X,U A) H ,(X,U A, A) ->....q 1 q q 1 q-1 1
The inclusion k:(X2> A2) ---- > (X, X^A) is an excision of X / J  which is open
and closed in X/J, and similarly, t:(X , At) ---- > (XjUA, A) is an excision of
A/ J  which is open and closed in X / J  a A2> Therefore both k* and t* are
1 visomorphisms. Since k = j ° i2> and k, = j, o i „  i2*°(k*)’ :H*(X, X}uA)
 > H*(X, A) is a splitting of the long exact sequence.
Let (H, a) be a homology theory defined on some admissible category ML.
For each j  e ob J  we define a homology theory {■fH, }a) on a subcategory of
•yCGV consisting of pairs (X, A) such that Dyx(X, A) € Mi by putting
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^ (X .A ) = H^D.x (X, A)j, ^ ( f )  = H,(idD x f), and
ja,(X,A) = a^D x  (X, A)].
Note that {Tl, ja} is defined on the category of finite CW complexes and
their maps.
Let Gy = Ho(Dy) for j  e  ob J. In fact G is a (covariant) coefficient 
system on J, that is, a covariant functor from J  to Ab (or RMod). Define 
G/ = H*(Dy) for j  e ob J, and Gf  = H*(hom(_/)) for /  e morph J. Then G is 
called the coefficient system of H*.
2.4.2 Proposition. For each object j  o f J , {^ H,, j3*} is a classical
homology theory with coefficient group Gy = Ho(Dy).
Proof. Direct calculations show that {^ H, •'a) satisfies the corresponding
Eilenberg- S teenrod axioms with the coefficient group Gy.
In a view of 2.4.2, all classical theorems hold for {TL, ja*}, with the
coefficient group Ho(Dy), and in particular we have the following corollary.
2.4.3 Corollary. Let j  e ob /. For n ^ 0, we have
H,(Dy x ( B » ,S - ) ] ,  {  ^
Proof. Apply [Hu], 1.8.1, to ^ ( B ”, Sn l) = H^Dy x (Bn, Sn ,)j.
Let (X,A) be a J-CW pair. Assume that X is obtained from a diagram A by 
the adjunction of m > 0 n-dimensional cells. Let p..DyX (Bn, Sn l) ----->
(XyA) (i = 1,2,...,m) be the characteristic morphisms of those cells.
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2.4.4 Proposition. The induced homomorphisms
p.,:H*|Eyx (Bn, Snl)j ---- > H*(X,A) (i = l,2,...,m) are monomorphisms
and
<{>. = ©pj.r.Sj H* x (Bn,Snl)j  > H*(X,A) is an isomorphism.
Proof. Denote <{> = 11 p.. The claim follows from the diagram 
[J Dyx (B“, S"'1) — $— > (X, A)
i
1 <*> 1 ®
II D/x (Bn, Bn-{0}) * -> (X, X-$(ll D/x{0}»“  f  i l
(3) (4)
H Dyx (B"(I), B”(±)-{0}) — > (X-Cj(A), X-Cj(A)-$(U Dyx(O))),
i
where Bn(i) = {x e Bn: 0x1 <, M. The inclusions (1) and (2) induce 2 *
isomorphisms in homology because DyxBn is a strong deformation retract of 
Djx(Ba-{0}) = ^By-{0}j\ and A is a strong deformation retract of
X-^diDyxlO}) = |X /J  - <j>//(U{Oi}jv. The inclusions (3) and (4) are excisions 
of open sets Ui5 each U£ = {x e B“: Bxl > and resp. V = C ^^AJJ) (see 
1.6.4, Lemma on Collars). Note that ^Cjyy(A//)j = C|(A) and all pairs in 
the above diagram are special. Note that the bottom morphism is not only an 
inclusion but it is an isomorphism.
2.4.5 Proposition. If (X,A) is a finite J-CW  pair of relative dimension n, 
then
H,(X,A) = 0
for every q < 0 and q > n.
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Proof. The following proof is a formal modification of Hu’s proof ([Hu], 
Proposition 8.4).
If dim(X,A) = -1, then A = X and H*(X,A) = 0 from the long exact 
sequence of (X,A) = (X,X).
Assume that the claim holds for every finite J-CW pair of relative 
dimension less than n. Let Y be the relative (n-l)-skeleton of (X,A). Then 
dim(Y,A) < n and therefore the induction hypothesis holds for (Y,A). 
Moreover X is obtained from Y by the adjunction of n-cells and satisfies the 
claim by 2.4.4. The homology long exact sequence of the triple (X, Y, A) has 
the form:
"  • • Q
...— » Hq+1(X,Y) — > H,(Y,A) H,(X,A) ^ (X .Y )  — » H^CY.A) — ► ...
If q < 0, then from the inductive hypothesis Hq(Y,A) = 0 and H^CYjA) = 
0, and therefore H^XA) a H,(X,Y) = 0.
If q > n, then Hq+1(X,Y) = 0 and H^CX.Y) = 0, and hence HqCX.A) as 
HqCY^ A) = 0.
2.4.6 Let X = {H*, a,} and X' = {Hi, a,} be two homology theories defined on 
admissible categories Ad and Ad' each containing the category Ad of finitePC
J-CW complexes. Denote by G = H*(D_) and G = IL(D_) their coefficient 
systems.
A homomorphism between two coefficient systems G and G' is a natural 
transformation between functors G and G *
A homomorphism between two homology theories, say from X to X defined 
on some common admissible category, is a natural transformation h from H* to 
commuting with a* and a*. That is, for both theories and every admissible
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pair (X,A), we have hq_j(X) © aq(X,A) = a'(X A ) 0 hq(X,A). Since 
representable diagrams Dy are admissible for both homology theories, any 
homomorphism between them induces a homomorphism between their coefficient 
systems.
2.4.7 Proposition. Let h:G -- > G be an arbitrary homomorphism between
coefficient systems of homology theories X and x ' defined on some admissible 
category containing . Then, there is a unique homomorphism h fromr CW
Xljdd to x ’l^d which induces h.r CW FCW
Proof. The proof is a formal modification of Hu’s proof ([Hu], Th. 9.1,
p.51). Here we shall present the construction of iu:H*(X,A) ---- » IL(X,A)
by induction on the relative dimension dim(X,A).
Case dim(X,A) = -1. X = A and from the Exactness axiom both H*(X,A) = 0 
and HU(X,A) = 0. Therefore, the zero homomorphism is the only possible 
extension of h.
Case dim(X,A) = 0 . X is obtained from A by attaching finitely many
0-cells, say Dy xVj Dy xvm. From 2.4.4 both <j>, = ©pi»:.© H.fD.xVj]1 m ' " I  L J i  J
 > H*(X,A) and <j>« = ©p[*:.®j FL |^y xvjj ---- > FL(X,A) are isomorphisms
attachings). After identifying H, |DyJ with H,^DyXv|J and ^ [ ^ y j
with HU ^ DyXVij via canonical isomorphisms, we define (uniquely) ho = 
fahp ft,-1) and hq = 0 for q ^  0.
Case dim(XA) > 0. Assume that h* has been constructed for every finite 
J-CW  pair of relative dimension less than n = dim(X,A). Before pursuing the 
general case we first consider two special subcases. Let j  e ob J. Note
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that (DyxBn, DyxSn l) is a J-CW pair of relative dimension 1. Choose v0 e
Sn l. Then (D^cSnl,Dyxv0) is a J-CW pair of relative dimension n-1.
Because Dyxv0 is a 7-deformation retract of DyxBn, H*(Dy-xSn'1,Djxv0) = 0 and 
tL  (DjxS*'1JDy'Xv0) = 0. The exact homology sequences of the triple (DyxBn,
DyxSnl, DjXVg) taken in both homology theories give us the following
commutative ladder, where both a and a' are isomorphisms.
o  > H (^DyxB",DyxSnl) H .^1(DyxSn,Dyxv0) ---- » 0 —>...
Therefore hq:Hq(DyxSnl,DyxSn’1) ---- > H (^DyxSn~1 JDyxSn"1) can be uniquely
defined as hq = (aM)ohq_i°9.
Assume now that (X,A) is an adjunction of n-dimensional cells. Then we 
have natural isomorphisms:
H* x(B”,Sn l)j ---- >H*(XA) and
© fc .f j  H^(D/.x(Bn,Sn l)j ---- > IL(X,A).
From the previous part h* is already defined on each D .x (B^S”'1), andi
denoted ‘h,. Define h*: H»(X,A) ---- > £L(X,A) as the composition
(0^i.)o(©1h*)o(® i^*)'1 and note that h* is unique.i i i
Let (X,A) be an arbitrary J-CW complex pair of relative dimension 
dim(X,A) = n. For the relative (n-l)-skeleton Y of (X,A), we have dimension 
dim(Y,A) < n an therefore h» = h is already uniquely constructed for (Y,A).
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Similarly (X, Y) is an adjunction of n-cells and thus h* = iu:H*(X,Y)
H*(X,Y) is already uniquely defined The following diagram is induced by 
long exact sequences of the triple (X, Y, A).
...— > H,+1(X,Y) H,(Y,A) - X  HqCX.A) H,(X,Y) —»...
(1) 1 q +1
a . i ,  , _ j .* Hq+1(X ,Y )---- > HqCY^ A)  > H ^ A ) --- > H,(X,Y) — >...
If q f  n, n-1, then 2.4.3 and 2.4.4 yield Hq(X,Y) = 0, Hq+1(X,Y) 
H^(X,Y) = 0, Hq+1(X,Y) = 0, and the above ladder around takes the form
= 0,
0 Hq(YfA ) > Hq(X ,A ) > 0
0 ---- > H ,(Y A )------> HqCXjA) 0,
where both i*, i* are isomorphisms. Therefore, we define the unique
hqiHqfXjA) ---> H^(XA) by hq = u°\o(u)-'.
If q = n-1, then H^CX.Y) = 0 and H^CX.Y) = 0, and thus the diagram
(1) takes the form:
a i* j *...-+  H (X ,Y ) > ^ ( Y A ) ---- > H ^X .A )  > 0
q+i
-  f  .  /  u r
f a  /  1 * /  j *H (X ,Y ) > I ^ Y .A )  > ^ ( X A )  ---- > 0
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Since the rows are exact and the rectangle on the left commutates, there 
is the unique map between cokemels of 5 and d - hq:Hn.1(X,A) ---- »
h ; , ( x a ).
If q = n, then H ^ X /T ) = 0, H„(Y,A) = 0, l C 1(X,Y) = 0, and I<(Y,A) = 
0 and the diagram (1) yields:
0 - X  H„(X,A) H„(X,Y) -i->  H^OT.A)
i* / j* , « ,0 ---- > Hn(X,A) ---- > H„(X, Y ) > Hn.1(Y ^) .
Since the rows are exact and the rectangle on the right commutates, there is
the unique map between kernels of j* and j*: hq:Hn(X,A)  » H^(X,A). This
completes the inductive construction of h*.
Uniqueness of the homomorphism between homology theories (both 
restricted to 4cL__) gives us the following corollary.FCW
2.4.8 Corollary (The Uniqueness Theorem). If a homomorphism h between 
homology theories on some admissible category containing induces anFCW
isomorphism between their coefficient systems, then h | is itself an
isomorphism.
Assume that the homology theory X = {H*, a*} satisfies the Axiom of 
Compact Supports for Special Pairs. Then, as in [Spanier] p. 204, we have 
the following proposition.
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2.4.9 Proposition. Let X be a homology theory with compact supports and let 
(x', a') be a special compact subpair of (X, A). Given z e in the
v /  Vf V ft ftkernel of H^X A ) -----> H^XA), there is a special compact pair (X A ) of
(X, A), with (x\ a*) £  (X*a ") £  (X //, A), such that z is in the kernel of
V/  V/  V * v/lfHq(X A ) ---- ^ ( X A ) .
Proof. The proof is a formal modification of Spanier’s proof ([Spanier]
Lemma 4.8.12, p. 204) obtained by replacing compact pairs by special compact 
pairs. This is possible since special compact subpairs of a given special 
pair are closed upon taking finite unions.
2.4.10 Proposition. A homology theory X = {H*, a,} has compact supports for 
special pairs if and only if for any special pair (X, A), the induced
homomorphism irlim  {H(x'a ) | (x 'a  ) is a special compact pair of (XA)} 
 > H(XA) is an isomorphism.
Proof. The proof is a formal modification of Spanier’s proof ([Spanier]
4.8.13, p. 204).
2.4.11 Proposition. Let h be a homomorphism from K to X which is an 
isomorphism for coefficient systems. If X and x ' have compact supports for
special pairs, h is an isomorphism for any J-CW pair.
Proof. First note that colim/ and the operation (_)v gives a one-to-one
correspondence between special compact subpairs of a special pair (XA) and 
compact pairs in (X//A). Furthermore they preserve the inclusion relations. 
Since finite CW subcomplexes of (X//A) are cofinal in the family of all 
compact pairs in (X//A)> finite J-CW subcomplexes of (XA) are cofinal in
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the family of all special compact pairs in (X,A). The theorem follows from
2.4.7 and 2.4.10 as in [Spanier] (Theorem 4.8.14, p. 205).
2.5 Uniqueness of Cohomology
In this section we list results on cohomology parallel to those in 
Section 2.6. The proofs are dual.
2.5.1 Proposition (Cohomology of Finite Coproducts). Let (X, A) be an
admissible special pair with X being the coproduct X = X} U X2. If 
u : ( X l )  c  (X, A) and u :(X Jk  ) c  (X,A) are the inclusions induced by1 1 1  Z * 2
the coproduct, then m*© «*: H*(X, A) ---- » H*(Xj, Aj) © H*(X2, A2) is an
isomorphism.
Let {H*, 5*} be a cohomology theory defined on some admissible category 
ML For each y e  ob J  define a cohomology theory {^ H*, j8*} on a subcategory 
of CGV2 consisting of pairs (X, A) such that Dyx(X, A) e Mi by putting
^ ‘(XA) = H* ^ DyX (X, A)j, ^ ’(f) = H*(idD x f), and
j8*(X,A) = 8* (d x  (X, A)j.
Note that {%*, ja*} is defined on the category of finite CW complexes and 
their maps.
Put G/ = H°(D.) for j  e ob J. In fact, G is a (contravariant) J Jcoefficient system on J, that is, a contravariant functor from J  to Ab
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(or Mod). Gj -  H (D.) for j  e  ob J, and G/ = H (hom(_/)) for /  e morph J.R JG is called the coefficient system of H*.
2.5.2 Proposition. For each object j  of / ,  {*H*, j5*} is a classical
cohomology theory with the coefficient group Gy = H°(Dy).
2.5.3 Corollary. Let j  e  ob J. For n ;> 0, we have
« •(» > *  » ■ '»"’) •
Proof. The proof is dual to that of [Hu], 1.8.1, with WCB”, Sn l) =
Hq^D/.x(Bn, Sn l)j.
Let X be obtained from a diagram A by adjunction of m>0 n-dimensional
cells. Let p.:D x (B“, Snl) ---- » (X,A) (i = l,2,...,m) be the1 J i
characteristic morphisms of those cells.
2.5.4 Proposition. The induced homomorphisms
p*: H*(X,A) ----> H*^D/.x(Bn,Snl)j (i = l,2,...,m)
are epimorphisms and <j>*= xp*: H*(X,A) ---- > .©t H * ^ .x  (Bn, Sn l) | is an
isomorphism.
Proof. The proof is dual to that of 2.4.4.
2.5.5 Proposition. Let h:G ---- > G be arbitrary homomorphism between
coefficient systems of cohomology theories X and X defined on some
admissible category containing . Then, there is a unique homomorphism hFCW
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from X \ifcl , to X I4 c £ ,r which induces h.1 FCW 1 FCW
Proof. The proof is dual to that of 2.4.6.
Uniqueness of the homomorphism between cohomology theories (both 
restricted to gives us the following corollary.FCW
2.5.6 Corollary (The Uniqueness Theorem). If a homomorphism h between 
cohomology theories on some admissible category containing a*cL_, induces anFCW
isomorphism between their coefficient systems, then hi is itself anFCW
isomorphism.
2.6 Mayer-Vietoris Sequence for Diagrams
Recall that a triad of diagrams (X; A, B) is a triple of diagrams such
that A and B are subdiagrams of X, X* = AauBa for a e  ob / ,  and AnB is a
subdiagram of A and B (see 1.6.6(2)).
2.6.1 Definition. A triad of diagrams (X; A, B) is called excisive with 
respect to homology theory X = {H*, a*} if the inclusion e:(A,AnB) c  (X, B) 
induces an isomorphism e*:H*(A, AnB) ---- » H.(X, B)
In next two propositions we shall prove every closed saturated /-triad
(X; A, B) (A, B are closed saturated subdiagrams of X with X» = AauBa for a e 
ob J) such that int(Aa) u  int(Ba) = Xa for a e ob /  is excisive as well as
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every J-CW-triad is excisive.
2.6.2 Proposition (compare [Switzer], 7.2 and 7.3). For every closed 
saturated /-triad (X; A, B) (A, B are closed saturated subdiagrams of X with 
X* = A»uB» for a € ob J) such that int(A») u  int(B») = X* for a e  ob /  the 
inclusion e:(A, AnB) £  (X, B) induces an isomorphism:
e*:H,(A, A n B ) > H.(X, B).
Proof. Compare [Switzer], 7.3. Note that X-A is an open subdiagram and 
X .-A . c  X,-int(A>) c  int(B.) for a e ob / . Since (X-(X-A), B-(X-A)) = 
(A,AnB), the Excision Axiom yields the claim.
2.6.3 Proposition. For every /-CW-triad (X; A, B) the inclusions e:(A,AnB) 
£  (X, B) induces an isomorphism:
e*:H*(A, A n B ) > H*(X, B).
Proof. The proof is a modification of the classical proof for CW complexes 
as given in [Lundell - Weingram], Theorem V.1.1. For a given J-CW-iriad 
(X;B,A) there exists an open subdiagram V of X, B £  V, and a homotopy G:XxI
 > X as in Lemma 1.6.13, and thus the inclusion morphisms it:(A,AnB) c
(A ,A n V ) and i2:(X,B) ---- > (X,V) induces isomorphisms in homology. We have
the commutative diagram:
j*H*(A,AnB) H.(X,B)
i * 2 *
H*(A,AnV) ^  H*(X,V)j*
Note that X-A is an open subdiagram and X-A c B c V  and thus X-A c  int(V).
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Since (X-(X-A), V-(X-A)) = (A,AnV), the Excision Axiom gives us that
j*:H,(A,AnV) ---- > H*(X,V). is an isomorphism. Therefore j* is an
isomorphism.
2.6.4 Theorem. If (X: A, B) is an excisive triad of diagrams and C c  AnB, 
then there is an exact sequence
...—-> H^AnB.C)--------Hq(A,Q©Hq(B,C) - il>  ^ (X .C )-----> H^CAnB.C) —
where i.(z) = (ij,(z),i2.(z)), j*(x,y) = i3,(x) - i4*(y) and A is the
composite
H,(X,C) H,(X,B) Hq(AtAnB) -i->  H,.,(AnB,C).
Here it, i2, i3, i4, e, J are the inclusions
. (A, C) . eh y  (A, A n B )------> (X, B)
(AnB, C) (X, C),
i2^  U (X , C ) T ^ ( X , B)(B, C)
and a is the boundary operator for the triple (A, AnB, C).
Proof. The proof is a formal modification of the proof given in [Switzer], 
Theorem 7.16.
The following corollaries are applications of the Mayer-Victories 
sequence, proved by the formal modification of classical proofs given in 
[Switzer]..
2.6.5 Corollary. If (X: A, B) is an excisive triad of diagrams, then the
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inclusions iA:(A, AnB) ---- > (X, AnB), y fB , AnB)  > (X, AnB) induce an
isomorphism
iA*®iB*:H.(A^nB)0H,(B, A n B ) > H*(X, AnB).
2.6.6 Corollary. If X = Xt u X2, then the inclusions ipXj ----> X, i2:X2
 > X induce an isomorphism
i1.0 i2.:H,(X1)©H,(X2) ---- > H*(X).
2.6.7 Corollary. If (X, A) = (Xlt A,) u (X2, Aj), then the inclusions 
i^CXj, A j)  > (X, A), i2:(X2,  > (X, A) induce an isomorphism
i}*0i2*:H*(Xj, Aj)0H»(X2, A ^  > H*(X, A).
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CHAPTER 3
SINGULAR /-HOMOLOGY AND /-COHOMOLOGY
This chapter contains a generalization of Dlman’s approach from 
G-spaces, over the orbit category of G, to diagrams of topological spaces 
over a small topological category. The applied apparatus follows the tone of 
the preprint of [Vogt 2] but the specific constructions presented in this 
chapter deviate much from the very abstract approach in [Vogt 2] involving 
categories enriched in chain complexes. Also, the sketchy character of 
Vogt’s preprint does not give a convincing argument that his singular 
homology and cohomology for diagrams satisfy all the axioms.
In this chapter we expand and reformulate constructions from [Illman], 
in the purely algebraic way. We do not apply much more than tensoring and 
homing of (co)chain complexes, taking (co)kemels and we intensively modify 
the constructions from classical singular homology theory (see [Spanier]).
Section 3.1 introduces our notation for (co)chain complexes of modules 
over a commutative unitary ring. In Section 3.2 we define the coefficient 
systems as continuous functors on /  taking values in the category of 
(co)chain complexes. In sections 3.2 and 3.3 "singular" (co)chain complexes 
are constructed for any saturated /-pair. The homology of those complexes
77
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gives us, by definition, "singular" homology and cohomology of diagrams. In 
short, the singular functor is applied to the topological category J, to 
"components" of the diagram and to its adjoint maps. In a process similar to 
that of taking the coend and end of modules over a differential graded 
category, the required (co)chain complexes are obtained. The Exactness Axiom 
is established immediately from the construction. Sections 3.5 to 3.13 are 
devoted to the rest of the axioms.
The existence of induced morphisms between pairs of diagrams is proved 
in sections 3.5 and 3.6. The Homotopy Axiom is verified in sections 3.7 and 
3.8. Sections 3.9 and 3.10 are devoted to the Excision Axiom. The classical 
subdivision operator for singular simplexes is generalized to the case of 
diagrams. All constructions follow the pattern of the classical singular 
theory, as presented in [Spanier], The method of proving the Dimension Axiom 
(sections 3.11 and 3.12) gives the very pleasant results on the singular 
(co)chain complex of Dy, a representable functor. In Section 3.13 we show 
that the Additivity Axiom is satisfied.
3.1 Generalities on Complexes of Modules
3.1.1 If s and r  are rings let sComplR (resp. sCoComplR) denote the category 
of chain complexes (resp. cochain complexes) of (s-R)-modules. r  will always 
denote a commutative unitary ring and ® = <8>z. If A € M od; and B e zModR, 
then A®B = A®ZB has the structure of a right R-module ([Rotman] 1.8). If
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A e Modz and B e Modz, then Hom(A,B) = Homz(A,B) has the structure of a left 
R-module ([Rotman] l.lS(iv)). Let A be a chain complex of (right) Z-modules 
and IB be a chain complex of right R-modules. The chain complex A®B = A® ^ is 
given by [a®b] = )  A ®B with differentialn L—  p qp + q = n
3®(a®b) = aA a®b + (- l) l“'a®aBb.
Let A be a chain complex of (right) z-modules and B be a cochain complex 
of left R-modules. The cochain complex Hom(A,B) = Hom (^A,B) is given by 
[Hom(A,B)L = I T Hom(A ,B ) with differentialI I  p  qp  + q = n
(8h f) = f a + (-1)™ 6 f „pa p-M pfl-iwhere f = {f :A  >B } ([Hilton-Stammbach], p. 169). The same definitionsp a  p qof _®_ and Hom(. , )  are applied to graded modules.
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3.1.2 Lemma. Given the dimensionally split short exact sequence of chain 
complexes of abelian groups (iesp. split short exact sequence of graded 
abelian groups)
0 — * » » 0. 
a chain complex B (resp. a graded abelian group), and a cochain complex C 
(resp. a graded abelian group), the sequences
0 ---- > a'®zB A ®ZB a^ ®zB ------> 0, and
0 ---- > Homz(A/',C) Hom(P»D > HomI (A, C) Homz(A/, C) ---- > 0
are dimensionally split short exact sequences of chain complexes.
Proof. This follows quickly from the corresponding statements for modules 
([Spanier] 5.1.12 & 5.4.7) applied to each grading.
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A3.1.3 Denote the singular chain functor by S#:CGV >zCompl. If (X,0) e ob
CGV2 and f 6 morph CGV2, we write 5#(X) for 5#(X ,0) and f# for S#(f).
3.1.4 Remark. If (X,A) is a pair of topological spaces, with the inclusion 
i:(A ,0) £  (X ,0) and the induced inclusion j:(X ,0) c  (X,A), then we have the 
induced short exact sequence of singular chain complexes:
O  > S*(A) 5*(X) 5.(X, A )------> 0,
which splits in each dimension p:
i# j#0 —> 5r(A)' > Sp(X) — ^  Sp(X,A) — > 0,
z p  s pwhere the quotient module Sp(X,A) is identified with the free submodule of 
5p(X) generated by singular p-simplexes of X which do not map into A, and 
Sp:Sp(X,A) c  Sp(X) denote the inclusion of modules and is an unnatural
splitting for j, j#oSp = 1, and Zp:Sp(X) ---- > Sp(A) is the identity on
simplexes of X which map into A and zero on the others, zoi# = 1. Then
s = {sp:Sp(X,A) C Sp(X)}:S.(X,A) > S*(X), and,
z = {zp:5p(X )---- > Sp(A)}:5.(X)---- > 5,(A)
are graded maps. In the diagrams of chain maps graded maps will be denoted 
by dashed arrows.
3.1.5 Let A,, denote the standard n-simplex, that is, A„ = {(tfl,...,tn) e 
r“+1| t{ S> 0, £  t- = l}, and let X and Y be topological spaces. Let pr^Y xi = 0
X ----» X and pr2:X x Y  » Y be the canonical projections. If gkA,,-----> X x
Y is a singular n-simplex, then co = (ct x  Ti)°dn, where o  = pr^corAj, » X,
T) = pr ©carA,, ---- > Y, and d ---- > A„ x A„, x — > (x,x) is the diagonal map.
*  11
There is one-to-one correspondence between singular n-chains in the product
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X x Y  and the free Z-module generated by pairs (a,T)) of singular n-simplexes
n .in X and in Y respectively ([MacLane 1] p. 238). Moreover, Sto =X (-1)1 to®i = 0n .corresponds to X (-1)1 (of1),!!®).i = 0
3.2 Coefficient Systems
3.2.1 Definition. A covariant coefficient system for /  is a covariant
functor w J  » ComplR (resp. M j  > Ab) which is homotopy invariant; that
is, if f,g  € 7(a,b) and /  and g are in the same path component of 7(a,b),
then W(/) = M(g):Ma ------ > Mb. A contravariant coefficient system for /  is a
covariant functor KJop > RCoCompl (resp. Kif*  > Ab) which is homotopy
invariant Note that every covariant or contravariant coefficient system K 
taking values in Ab can be regarded as a coefficient system taking values in 
Complz (resp. zCoCompl) and concentrated in dimension 0; there is an 
obvious converse statement
3.2.2 Definition. Recall that each /(a,b), a,b € ob J, is a topological 
space. Impose the discrete topology on the horn sets ComplR(A,B) (resp. 
Ab(A,B)). A covariant coefficient system M on J  is called continuous if
the functions M = M^Jfob) ---- > CompIR(M>, Mb), a,b e ob J, are
continuous. Continuous contravariant coefficient systems are defined in 
similar way.
81
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3.2.3 Lemma. Every continuous coefficient system on J  is homotopy invariant 
Proof. This follows easily from the definitions.
3.2.4 Extensions of coefficient systems. Let M 'J  > ComplR be a homotopy
invariant coefficient system on J. We denote by 7Cq(C) a set of path 
components of a topological space C. Let a,b e  ob /  and M = M^t/fob)
 > ComplR(iMa, Mb). Since M is homotopy invariant M  ^ is in fact defined
in fact on 7Co(7(a,b)). Let yic0(/(a,b)) be a free Z-module generated by the 
set itQ(/(a,b)). Additive stmcture of chain complexes allows the extension 
M  ^ over yjc0(/(a,b)) by the obvious formula. We notice that there is the 
canonical set map from S#(/(a,b)) to 7t0(/(a,b)), which allows us to extend 
M L over S(J(  a,b)). Explicitly, we extend M over S (/(a,b)) in theab # tb w
following way.
Let t^ A,, ---- > /(a,b) be a singular n-simplex and let /  e  image(n). We
define M (r|) =  » Mb. Since \  is path-connected, image(T]) lies in
vone path component of /(a,b) and therefore MCn) does not depend on a choice 
of / .  Extensions of continuous contravariant coefficient systems are defined 
in similar way. This type of extension is used in [Illman] p. 12.
3.3 Singular /-homology
Let (X,Ay j09 ) CGV be a pair of diagrams over J  and let M*J >Compl
be a coefficient system on / .  Our purpose in this section is to construct a 
chain complex cf(X,A; m) whose homology gives us the "singular" homology of
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(X,A) with coefficients in M. The construction will be to some extent 
similar to that in [tom Dieck], 1.11.6 and in [Vogt 2].
We shall develop a singular /-homology in the language of chain 
complexes composed of ordinary singular simplexes. The chain complexes which 
we are seeking will be extracted with the help of cokemels of chain maps.
3.3.1 Remark. We begin with an explanation of what is meant by a singular 
simplex of a diagram X. Let j  be an object of / .  Modifying Illman’s 
definition of equivariant n-simplexes in [Illman], we call the diagram 
Dy x A„ (/(_*/) * A j the standard singular /-n-sim plex of type j. Let
X J 09---- > CGV be a diagram of topological spaces over / .  A natural
transformation:
T:Dy x A„ > X
is called a singular /-n-simplex of type j  in X. We will not further employ 
the notion of /-simplexes because by the canonical isomorphism 
/-CGV(/(_/)xAn> x ) — CGV(A„, Xj) (see 1.1.14(2)), a singular /-n-simplex T 
may be viewed as an ordinary singular n-simplex of the topological space Xj.
3.3.2 Notation. Let (X,A):/op---- > CGV2 be a saturated /-pair with i:(A,0) c
(X ,0) and the induced inclusion j:(X ,0) c  (XA)- Let a,b e ob / .  There are 
sequences of topological pairs and their maps
i ,  j ,A, —*-> X. (Xa,A»), and,
j  x 1 * 1AbxJ(a,b) — > Xbx/(a,b) - -b~ > (XbAb)x/(a,b),
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where all maps are inclusions of pairs induced by i and j. An application of 
the singular functor S gives short exact sequences with the splittings
(i.)#  (j.)#0 — S»(Aa) « ._____ 2 S.(Xa) z -  _ _ 2  S*(X.,A.) — > 0, and,
0 —> S*(Abx/(a,b)) ^ ^ 1 * 2  S*(Xbx/(a,b)) S.((Xb,Ab)x/(a,b)) — > 0,• ib l ab
where graded maps sa, za, t^, and are induced canonical splittings (see 
3.1.4). Denote by (X,A). # = S#(X A .) , the chain map induced by theID SO lb
functor 5 on a pair (X A  J:(Xb,Ab)x7(a,b) > (X*,Aa).sb sb ■“
3.3.3 Lemma. Let a,b € ob /. Each saturated 7-pair (XA) induces the 
following diagram of chain complexes and graded maps (dashed arrows) and 
chain maps (solid arrows).
S# (Abx7(a,b)) 
(H x ! )#
<A J.
ib
S#(A .)
(i.)#
5 # (Xbx7(a,b))
(jb S D #
tIi t ib
-> S#( X . )
(j.)#
(X ,A)tb#
TII G I S‘
-> Sg(X. a , Aa)S#((X b, Ab)x7(a,b))
The diagram of solid arrows commutes in zCompl. The columns made of solid 
arrows are short exact sequences in zCompl which split (unnaturally) in each 
dimension. The diagram made of dashed arrows (splittings) and horizontal 
arrows commute in G rzMod. The columns made of dashed arrows (splittings) are 
short exact sequences in GrzMod.
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Proof. Let a,b e ob / . By the naturality of the inclusion i:(A,0) c  (X,0) 
the diagram below commutes:
i .  j .
ab (X^.A^)
Abx/(a,b) i,x l -» X bx/(a,b) Jb*1 (X b,A b)x/(a,b)
An application of the singular functor S to this diagram proves the
commutativity of the claimed diagram with solid arrows in zCompl.
Let (0 2 (o;n) be a singular n-simplex of Xbx/(a,b) that does not map by 
ibxl into Abx/(a,b). This is possible only if o  does not map into Ab.
Recall, that the pair (X, A) is saturated (see 2.1.3(6)) and therefore
(Xj-VA.) = Abx/(a,b). If the singular simplex a  does not map into Ab,
then X (to) does not map into A*. Thus (X J # maps tlb5#((XbvAb)x/(a,b)) toao ao
s1S#((X»vAji)). Therefore the bottom square made of the two bottom dashed 
arrows and the two bottom horizontal arrows commutes in Gr?Mod.
To prove that the upper square made of two upper dashed arrows and two
upper horizontal arrows commutes in Gr^Mod we check the commutativity
separately on tlbS#((Xb,Ab)x/(a,b)) and on its complement 
(ibX 1 )#S#(Abx7(a,b)). Since (X )# maps t4b5#((Xb^Ab)x7(a,b)) toab —
s,S#((X«,Aa)) and both r^  and z, vanish on trfyS#((Xb^Ab)x/(a,b)) and
saS#((XarAa)) respectively, the upper square commutes (taking zero values) in 
GrzMod. Since X^ | Abx/(a,b) = A^, and both r^, and z, are identities on 
(ibxl)#5'#(Abx/(a,b)) and (ia)#5#(A*) respectively, the graded maps commute 
again.
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We refer to commutativity of the diagram in 3.3.8 by saying that the 
diagram containing the solid arrows commutes in Compl, and the diagram 
consisting of the dashed arrows and horizontal solid arrows commutes in 
GrMod.
3.3.4 Definition. Define chain maps a x’A, a,b e ob / ,ib
a XAS#((Xb,Ab)x/(a,b)) ® z IH.------ —---> S#(X*,Aa) ® 2 Mt
by a x’A = SJX  A  J  ® I ... Clearly each a X’A is a chain map. Asib ib ib ini ib
special cases, we have a x and a A , which are defined for pairs (X ,0) andib ib
(A ,0) respectively,
a x
S#(XbxJ(a,b)) ®z M . - — > S#(X.) ® z
(XS#(Abx/(a,b)) ®z  M .----—— > 5#(Aa) ® z  M.
defined by = ( x j ,  ® 1^ and a*b = (A J , ® 1^.
3.3.5 Proposition. Let a,b e ob J. Each saturated /-pair (X,A) induces the
following diagram of chain complexes and graded maps (dashed arrows) and
chain maps (solid arrows). The diagram of solid arrows commutes in Compl .
The columns made of solid arrows are short exact sequences in Compl , 
splitting (unnaturally) in each dimension. The diagram made of dashed arrows 
(splittings) and horizontal arrows commute in GrModR. The columns made of 
dashed arrows (splittings) are short exact sequences in GrMod .
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S # (A b x /(a ,b ) )® M »
(ifcXl)#®! 1 r.b® l
4r|5 #(Xbx/(a,b))®M «*
t .b ® l
5#((Xb, A b)x/(a,b ) )® M a
a *b -» S # ( Aa ) ®M i
(i.)#®  1
a ab
*I1 z .® l
-> S # (X a) ®Ma
S,® 1
-> 5 | (X a ,A a ) ® M a
a X , Aab
Proof. Tensoring the diagram 3.3.3 with Ma gives the commutativity for solid 
and dashed arrows. Since columns of the diagram in 3.3.3 are split both for 
solid and dashed arrows, Lemma 3.1.2 and definition 3.3.4 yield the claim.
3.3.6 Definition. Recall that we identify singular simplexes to of the
Y Aproduct Xbx7(a,b) with pairs (ct.ti) (see 3.1.5). Define maps P ’— IDpX.A
S#((XbrAb)x/(a,b)) ®z Mb — —— > 5#(XbAb) ® z  Mb 
by px*A([a,T]]®m) = [a]®M('n)(m), a,b e  ob J. It is not obvious that eachID
Y  A Y  AP ' is a chain map. As special cases, we have P and P . which areAb Ab Ab
defined for pairs (X ,0) and (A ,0) respectively,
PxS#(Xbx/(a,b)) ® z  Mb —— > 5#(Xb) ® z  Mb. and
pAS#(Abx/(a,b)) ®7 Mb —— > 5#(Ab) ® Mb.
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3.3.7 Lemma. Each [J^A is a chain map.
Proof. If [a,Ti]0m is a generator of 5#(Q0>rAb)x/(a,b))®zM>, then
a([a,Ti]®m) = 3([a,T]])®m + (- l) i a , [a,T|]®am
= 'S 'f - l )1 [0©,T|®l«in + ( - l ) ia i[a,n]®am.i = 0
Since imageCn®) c  imaged), = WOl). and
P*;Aa(([a],T»®m) = 'S 'c -iy  [<^]«*-n®)(in) + (-l) ,CT,[o]®w(Ti)(am)i = 0
= 12 ' (- l/tctf>]®W0l)(m) + (-1)1 ° 1 [o]®W(Tl)(am).i =0
On the other hand,
a p ^ A([o,Ti]®m) = a([a]®M(Tl)(m)) = a[c]®it(Tl)(m) + ( - l) l c , [o]®a(*Ti)(m))
=  ^ ' ( - D ' f o C O j g ^ n X m )  +  ( - l ) l o l [ o ] ® a ( M ( T l ) ( m ) ) .i = 0
Note that M(n) is a chain map, so a(lM(Ti)(m)) = M(n)(am). Therefore 
p*;Aa([<j,ii]®in) = ap ^A([o,
3.3.8 Lemma. Let a,b € ob / .  Each saturated /-pair (XA) induces the 
following diagram of chain complexes and graded maps (dashed arrows) and 
chain maps (solid arrows). The diagram of solid arrows commutes in CompI .K
The columns made of solid arrows are short exact sequences in ComplR, 
splitting (unnaturally) in each dimension. The diagram made of dashed arrows 
and horizontal arrows commute in GrModR. The columns made of dashed arrows 
(splittings) are short exact sequences in GrModR.
88
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5 #(Abx/(a,b))®M« ab -> S t (Ab)®Wb
( i bx l ) # 0 l ! r,b®l
U5 #(Xbx/(a,b))®Mt ab
z b ® l
-> 5 # (Xb)®Mb
(jtaXl)#®! t . b ® l
5#((Xb, A b)x/(a,b) )®M«
s b ® l
-> 5# (Xb ,Ab )®Mb
P‘X . Aab
Proof. By checking directly we see that the square inside the following 
diagram of solid arrows commutes.
5#(Abx/(a,b))®M>
( i b X l ) # ® l
P‘ab-» 5#(Ab)®Mb (o,T])®m
Pab
( ib)#®l
-» 5#(Xb)®Mb (iboo,'n)® m  ---- » ib o o®M(q) (m)
3.3.9 Definition. Denote by it, a € ob J, the canonical injection of 
S#(X»rA«)® M» into ^  5#(XCtAc)® Me. We define chain maps a x,A =
Z  and f#“  = I
a,b a,b
a X ,  A
^ 5#((Xb,Ab)x/(a,b)) 8^ ^ S#(Xc,Ac) ®^ Me,
a,b qX.a c
and finally define d>XrA = a x,A - f3x,A. As special cases, we have a A, a A, pA,P' X  _ A  QX
pA, and Ox = <xx - px, <DA = a A - pA
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a
Y ~  S#(Xbx/(a,b)) ®z m. * Y ~  S#(Xc) ®z Me,
a,b pX c
a
r  5#(Xbx/(a,b)) ®z M. * Y ~  5#(Xc) ®z Me.
a,b pA c
3.3.10 Definition. Define the /-singular chain complex of (X,A) with
coefficients in M as
d(XyA; m) = cokemel(<I>x,A),
and, as special cases, ci{X; m) = cokemel(Ox) for (X ,0) and d { A; m) = 
cokemel(0A) for (A,0).
3.3.11 Proposition. Let a,b e ob / . Each saturated /-pair (X,A) induces the 
following diagram of chain complexes and graded maps (dashed arrows) and 
chain maps (solid arrows).
y  S#(A bx/(a,b))®M « a,b
( ( i b*1 ) #®1) ( r a b ®  0
y  5 # (X bx/(a,b))® M  a a ,b
1 ( t . b ® 0
y  5 # ( ( X b  , A b ) x / ( a , b )  )  ®Ma
a , b  p x ,  a
a
a
Px
a X . A
Z 5 , ( A c ) ® M c
z
III1 1
U c ® l )
S ,(X c )8 « c
z 1 ( s c0 l )■i i5 1 (Xc ,A  c ) ®M c
The diagram of solid arrows commutes in Comply. The columns made of solid
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arrows are short exact sequences in Compl , splitting (unnaturally) in eachK
dimension. The diagram made of dashed arrows (splittings) and horizontal 
arrows commute in GrModR. The columns made of dashed arrows (splittings) are 
short exact sequences in GrModR.
Proof. Direct sums preserve exactness and splittings. Commutativity follows 
from that of the components of a ’s and p’s as given in 3.3.5 and 3.3.8.
3.3.12 Commutativity of the diagram in 3.3.11 induces one chain map, i*, 
between cokemels of d>A and Ox, and another, j#, between cokemels of Ox and
3.3.13 Corollary
(1) o  > C^ (A; (M) -X  d (X - M) -X  d (X A ;  M) > 0
is a s.e.s. with unnatural splitting.
(2) d (X A ; M) « d (X ;  M) /  d ( A; W).
Proof. We take the cokemel sequence of rows of the diagram in 3.3.11.
Splittings assure that the cokemel sequence is exact and unnaturally splits
3.3.14 Definition. We define the singular /-homology of (X,A) with 
coefficients in M as
d (X ,A ;  M) = H .(d (X A ; M))
where H* is the homology functor. The boundary operator d  of the singular
/-homology theory is defined to be the connecting morphism of a long exact
sequence in homology of the short exact sequence of chain complexes 
3.3.13(1).
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From Corollary 3.3.13 and 3.3.14 we have.
3.3.15 Proposition (EXACTNESS). The singular /-homology theory satisfies 
the Exactness Axiom.
3.4 Singular /-cohomology
Let (X,A):/op---- > CGV be a pair of diagrams over /  and let R if9 ---- >
CoCompl be a contravariant coefficient system on / .  Our purpose in thisK
section is to construct a cochain complex Cy(X,A; k) whose homology gives us 
the "singular" cohomology of (XA) with coefficients in K. We shall develop 
a singular /-cohomology by the technique of cochain complexes made of 
ordinary singular simplexes (and K), and the cochain complexes which we are 
seeking will be extracted with the help of kernels of cochain maps.
3.4.1 Definition. Recall (XAAj#=S#((XbAb)x/(a,b)) > S#(X*A*)-
X ADefine chain maps <J>^  , a,b e ob / ,
<j>x. :H o m ,(S #(Xa,Aa), K »)------------- > H om ,(S*((X b,A b)x/(a,b)), Ka)AD " £. L  ™
by the assignment 4>X’A(f) = {f °(X J k  u)#:S„((XbAb)x/(a,b)) — » Ka }ib ib ib » “  q
for f  = {f :Sd(X*A*) — > Ka }. As a special case, we have <|>x and <j>A .p,q “  q ad ad
which are defined for pairs (X,0) and (A,0) respectively, with
(j)X :Hom (5#(Xa), OCa) > H om (S#(X bx/(a,b)), Ka) and
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(ft^:Hom(S#(A»), K a )  » Hom(S#(Abx7(a,b)), Ka).
3.4.2 Lemma. Each <J>>b is a chain map.
Proof. This easily follows since (X^)# is a chain map.
3.4.3 Lemma. Let a,b £ ob 7. Each saturated 7-pair (X,A) induces the 
following diagram of cochain complexes and graded maps (dashed arrows) and 
cochain maps (solid arrows).
Hom(S#(A ») , Ka) ab
Hom(( i , ) # ,l)
1Hom(S# ( X « ) , K .) abt  I
i Hom(s,,l)
1
H o m  ( iS #(X  a , A a )  , Ka) -
XISi <' O?It 7(a, b)), K a)M
Hom( ( i kxI)* , l) 1I Hom(r.K,l)
i-> Hom(S* (Xb x
4
7(a ,  b)), K a)M
Hom((i.x»,,l) 11 Hom(t.K.l)
i
*X . Aab
Hom(S #((Xb ,Ab) x 7 ( a,b)), Ka)
The diagram of solid arrows commutes in RCoCompl. The columns made of solid 
arrows are short exact sequences in CoCompl, splitting (unnaturally) in eachK
dimension. The diagram made of dashed arrows (splittings) and horizontal 
arrows commute in Gr Mod. The columns made of dashed arrows (splittings) are 
short exact sequences in GrRMod.
Proof. Apply Homz(_, Ka) to the diagram in 3.3.3 to get commutativity. 
Since columns of the diagram in 3.3.3 are split both for solid and dashed
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arrows, Lemma 3.1.2 yields the exactness.
3.4.4 Definition. Recall that we identify singular simplexes CO of the 
product Xbx/(a,b) with pairs (a,il) (see 3.1.4). Define chain maps a,bab
€ ob / ,
\y X .A
H om z (5#(XbAb), K b) —— > H om z (5#((X bA b)x/(a ,b )), Ka),
by the assignment xi^‘A(f) ([a,T|]) = K(r|)(f ([a]) for f  =p / i p.q{f :SJXbyAb) ---- > Kb }. It is not obvious that each is a chain map.p*q P q ab r
As special cases, we have W*. and , which are defined for pairs (X,0)ab ab
and (A,0) respectively, with
V*H om z (5#(Xb), K b)------ —— > H om z (5#(X bx/(a,b)), Ka) and
y*H o m ^ A b ) ,  Kb) - — > H om I (5#(A bx/(a,b)), Ka).
3.4.5 Lemma. Each \|/^A is a chain map.
Proof. Recall that (8H f) = f  a + (-l)1**1 8 f , where f  =PA  P - U  Pf l - l
{f :5_(XbA»>)  > Kb }, each 5#(Xb,Ab) is a chain complex with thepa F q
differential d, and each Ka is a cochain complex with differential S. Then
5H (V ^ f ) )  = , 9 + 8 V*LA(f)ab p,q ab p-l,q ab p,q-l
n na[o] = X (-l)k [c A  and a([a,til) = X (-l)kk = 0 k=0
Therefore 8H ( / ’A(f)) ([a,ill) =a b  p,q
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y ^ < fw ([w i])+ ( - i r  5 ^ Acf>M..([<w® =
£  (-l)k KCn*°)(f (to®])) + ( - l r 1 8 K(ti)(f ([a])).k = 0 P'1'q Pfl'1
On the other hand v ^ A(SH 0  (KMll) = K(Ti)(C5Hf)pjq( [o])) =
W f . M  + ( - i r  s  f  ,([o])) = £ (-l)k fa )(f . (lo ^ l)) +P -M  Pfl-l k = 0 P"1"*!
( - i r  k n )  s  (f^M([o])).
Note that K(q) is a cochain map: K(rj)S = 8k(ti), and K(q) = KCn^*)
since imaged***) c  im aged). Therefore 5H(\j/X’A(f)) ([o,T]]) =ab p,q
3.4.6 Lemma. Let a,b € ob J. Each saturated /-pair (XA) induces the 
following diagram of cochain complexes and graded maps (dashed arrows) and 
cochain maps (solid arrows).
The diagram of solid arrows commutes in CoCompl. The columns made of solid1C
arrows are short exact sequences in RCoCompl, splitting (unnaturally) in each
Hom(S#(A b) , K b) » Hom(S#( A b x /(a , b )), K .)“ I
Hom((i b ) # ,l)  I Hom(zb,l)4Hom(S#(X b) , K b ) - ■» Hom(S#(X b x /(a , b )), K «)11
Hom(( j k ) # »l) I Hom(sb,l) Hom( ( j k x 1 )#. 1 ) i Hom(t,b,l)4
H o m ( S # ( X b  ,A » > )  , Kb) » Hom(5 #((Xb ,A b )xJ ( a,b)), K«)
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dimension. The diagram made of dashed arrows (splittings) and horizontal
arrows commute in G rRMod. The columns made of dashed arrows (splittings) are 
short exact sequences in GrRMod.
Proof. We shall show the commutativity of the upper square of solid arrows. 
Let f = {f :Sp(Xb) ---- » Kb }. Then
ic(n) [(H om ((y.,lKL) ( 0 ) jq ) ]  = KOflffJObM o))) and
^Hom(<ibx lJ(_M),,l#.b)(v^b(f)))M(o,Tl)= =
= *<n)(fM((y#<<*)))-
Therefore \|^fe o Hom((ib)#,l |Kb) = H o m C ^ l^ y i ^ )  o
3.4.7 Definition. Denote by pe, e e  ob / ,  the canonical projections from
1 7  Hom(S#(Xa), k») to Hom(S#(Xe), Ke). Define chain maps
a * *  -  n  ^  “ d v xa= n  wherea , b a , b<J>X-A
1“ [  Hom(S,(X^A.), K.) I j ~ [  Hom(5#((XcAc)x/(b,c)), Kb),
a yc.A b ,c
and finally we define *PXrA = (J)*^  - xp* .^ As a special case, we have *FX and
\PA, which are defined for pairs (X ,0) and (A ,0) respectively, with
4>x
1 7  Hom(S.(X.), K.) ’ n  Hom(5.(Xcx/(b,c)), Kb) and
a ’ b ,c
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$
|  f  Hom(S#(A«), K«) > |  H o m (5#(A c x /(b ,c )), Kb).
a * b’c
3.4.8 Proposition. Let a,b € ob J. Each saturated /-pair (X,A) induces the 
following diagram of cochain complexes and graded maps (dashed arrows) and 
cochain maps (solid arrows).
H o m ( 5 # ( A i ) ,  K a )
( H o m ( ( i . ) # , 1 ) )
V* b »'
H om (S« ( A c x / ( b , c ) ) , Kb)
(H o m ( z . , l ) )  ( H o m ( ( i c x l ) # , l ) )
♦
(H o m ( rbc, l ) )
n H o m ( S # ( X , ) ,  K . )  ------------- * n H o m (S« ( A c x / ( b , c ) ) ,  Kb)
( H o m ( ( j . ) # , 1 ) )
V* b.,
(H om ( s . , l ) )  ( H o m ( ( j  c x l ) #, l )  )
<t>X , A
(H o m ( tbc, l ) )
H o m ( 5 #( X . , A . ) , Ka) * 1 I H o m ( 5 « ( ( X c ,A c ) x / ( b , c ) ) ,  Kb)
a b .c
The diagram of solid arrows commutes in RCoCompI. The columns made of solid 
arrows are short exact sequences in CoCompl, splitting (unnaturally) in each 
dimension. The diagram made of dashed arrows (splittings) and horizontal 
arrows commute in Gr Mod. The columns made of dashed arrows (splittings) are 
short exact sequences in GrRMod.
Proof. Products preserve exactness and splittings. Commutativity follows
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from that of components of <j)’s and y ’s as given in 3.4.3 and 3.4.6.
3.4.9 Definition. Finally we define the /-singular cohomology of (X,A) with
coefficients in K as
k) = kemelOF^),
and as special cases Cy(X; k) = kemelOFx) few (x,0), Cj(A; k) = kemelOPA) 
for (A,0).
Commutativity of the diagram in 3.4.8 induces one chain maps j* between 
kernels of *FX,A and VFX, and another i# between kernels of *FX and 4/A.
3.4.10 Corollary
• # •#(1) 0 ---- > CJ(XA; M) -L >  C}(X; M) Cj(A; M) > 0
is a s.e.s. which splits in each dimension.
(2) C*/XA\ M) a C /X ; M) /  C}(A; M).
Proof. We take the kernel sequence of rows of the diagram in 3.4.8. 
Splittings assure that the kernel sequence is exact and unnaturally splits.
3.4.11 Definition. We define the singular /-cohomology of (X,A) with 
coefficients in K as
H}(X,A; K) = H.(c}(XA; k))
where H* is the homology functor. The coboundary operator fij = 
the singular /-cohomology theory is defined to be the connecting morphism of 
long exact sequence in cohomology of the short exact sequence of cochain
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complexes in 3.4.10(1).
From 3.4.10 and 3.4.11 we have.
3.4.12 Proposition (EXACTNESS). The /-singular cohomology theory satisfies 
the Exactness Axiom.
3.5 Induced Morphisms for Singular /-Homology
3.5.1 Let f:(X,A) --- » (Y,B) be a morphism of saturated /-pairs. We shall
give a procedure for assigning to f a pair (?, f2) of chain maps with the 
following properties:
(1) The following square commutes:
Y~  5#((Yb,Bb)x/(a,b))0W.  > ^  S#(Y c,Bc)®Mca,b
Af.
c
y  5#((Xb^\b)x/(a,b))®Mi------------- » y
f 2
' (XbyAb)x/(a,b))®W«  > [ _  S#(Xc>Ac)®Mea ,b  ^ x .a c
(2) If f  is the identity morphism, then both f^  and f2 are the identity 
chain maps.
(3) If f:(X,A) ---- > (Y,B) and g:(Y,B)  > (Z,C) are morphisms of saturated
/-pairs, then
(g°f)i = g^f,, and (gof)2 = g ^ .
We shall derive explicit formulas on f^  and f2, from which we immediately
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conclude properties (1)—(3>. These formulas are essentially the same as have 
already been developed on in the course of obtaining the short exact sequence
0 — > d (A ;  M) -!*-> d (X ;  M) d ( X A ;  M) — > 0
from the inclusions i:(A ,0 )---- > (X,0) and j:(X ,0 )----- > (X,A).
3.5.2 For f:(X,A) ----- > (Y,B) we use the following notation concerning
morphisms induced on (A,0) and (X,0): f* = f|A:(A,0) -----> (Y,0), f* =
f|X :(X ,0) ---- > (Y,0). For the remainder of this section let f:(X,A) ----->
(Y,B) be a fixed morphism of saturated 7-pairs and WJ ---- > ComplR a fixed
covariant coefficient system on J.
In the following lemma we use the notation from 3.3.2.
3.5.3 Lemma. Let a,b e ob J. The following diagram commutates in zCompl.
(Y ,b.Bab)#S#((Yb,Bb)x/(a,b>)  > 5#(Y.,B»)
(fcD # b#
-» 5 # ( X a vA « )S#((Xb,Ab)xf(a,b>) ------------(Xlb .A ,b)#
Proof. By the naturality of the morphism f:(X,A) ---- > (Y,B) the diagram
below commutes
(Y .b.B .b)(Yb,Bb)x/(a,b) --------------- > (Y.,B.)
f bx l
(Xb,Ab)x7(a,b) (X .b.A ,b) (X*,Aa)
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An application of the singular functor S to this diagram yields the 
commutativity of the diagram.
3.5.4 Lemma. Let a,b e ob J. The following diagram is commutative in
ComplR.
a
S#((Y b  , Bb)x/(a,b)) 0 Z M.A
( f „ x l )#® l  
5#((Xb , Ab)x/(a,b)) ®_ Mi
Y.B • b
a X . A''ib
-> 5#(Yi,B») ® z  Mi 
f . ,® l  
-> 5#(X i, Ai) ® — Mi
Proof. A tensor product the diagram in 3.5.3 with Mi and the definition of 
a ’s in 3.3.4 yields the assertion.
3.5.5 Lemma. Let a,b € ob J. The following diagram is commutative in
ComplR.
S#((Yb , Bb)x/(a,b)) ® 7 Mi 
( f ^ t l )#® l
S#( (X b , Ab)x/(a,b)) ®_ Mi
PY . Bab S#(Yb,Bb) ® Mb
PX . Aib
fb#®l 
-> S#(Xb, Ab) ® 2 Mb
Proof. By the direct calculation we have
= fb iS lJ to l^ T lX m )) = [f*(o)]®M(Tl)(m) and
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= P*;B([fb.(o).’l]®n>) = [f„(o)]®M(il)(m).
3.5.6 Definition. Define
f :  JT S#((Xb,Ab)x/(a,b)) ®z Vk -----------> ^  S#((Yb,Bb)x/(a,b)) ® z M.
a,b a,b
by f, = (<felI(.w).®l«.)a,b € ob J '
Define
f2: Y_ S#(Xc,Ac) ® z  Me ------------ > Y_ ^#(Yc,Bc) ® z Me
c
by f2 = s  ob J -
3.5.7 Proposition.
(1) The following square commutes in Compl .K
<pYB
Y~  S#((Yb,Bb)x/(a,b))®M.  > Y L  S#(Yc,Bc)®Mca,b
Af.
C
S#((XbrAb)x/(a,b))®iM« -----------------> Y l.a,b <j>XA c
f2
S#(Xc,Ac)®Mc
(2) If f is an identity morphism, then both f{ and f2 are the identity chain 
maps.
(3) If f:(X,A) ---- > (Y,B) and g:(Y,B)  > (Z,C) are morphisms of saturated
/-pairs, then
/  \ A A A /  \ A A A(g°f)! = g^fj. and (gof)2 = g2of2.
c
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Proof. (1) follows by combining commutative diagrams in 3.S.4 and 3.S.S;
vertical arrows combine into f and f, (see definitions in 3.5.6), and1 *
horizontal arrows combine into and C>YJB. (2) and (3) are an immediate 
consequence of definitions in 3.5.6.
3.5.8 Definition. Define f#-.c{(X,A; M) ---- » C^(Y,B; M) as a chain map
induced by the commutative diagram in 3.5.7(1) between cokerld)*’*) =
cf(X,A; w) and cokerfa*3) = cf(Y,B; M).
3.5.9 Proposition. Let f:(X,A) — > (Y,B) be a morphism of saturated /-pairs 
and W J  > ComplR a covariant coefficient system on / .  Then
(1) If f  is an identity morphism, then f# is the identity chain map.
(2) If f:(X,A) ---- > (Y,B) and g:(Y,B)------ > (Z,C) are morphisms of
saturated /-pairs, then (g°f)# = g#°f#.
Proof. The claims follow directly from 3.5.7 and from the properties of the 
cokemel sequence.
3.5.10 Definition. Define f.:H^(X,A; M) ---- > H^(Y,B; M) by applying the
homology functor to the chain map f#:C{(X,A; IM) > c{(Y ,B ; M)
3.5.11 Proposition. Let f:(X,A) ---- » (Y,B) be a morphism of saturated
/-pairs and M J  » ComplR a covariant coefficient system on / .  Then
(1) If f is an identity morphism, then f* is the identity of a graded 
module.
(3) If f:(XA) ---- > (Y,B) and g:(Y,B)  » (Z,C) are morphisms of saturated
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/-pairs, then (g°f)* = g*of*.
Proof. The assertions follow directly from 3.S.9 and from the properties of 
the homology functor of chain complexes.
3.5.12 Corollary. Let f:(X,A)  > (Y 3) be a morphism of saturated /-pairs
and wi f  ---- > CompIR a covariant coefficient system on / .  Then the following
diagram commutes in ComplR.
0 —» d (B ;  w) 1(Y,B)#> d ( Y ; M) j(Y,B)#) cf(Y,B; M) — > 0
0 — > d (A ;  w) 1(X,A>#) d ( X ;  IM) * > d p t ,A ;  M) — > 0
Proof. Pairs (X,A) and (Y,B) induce inclusions i a '(A ,0) ---- > (X,0),
-  (Y’0 ) ’ W ) :(X-0 ) -> (XA). and }v n x y 0 >(Y,B). Note that in 3.3.12 we already defined i ^ # ,  i ^  and
j # using in fact definitions from 3.5.8. The following diagram of
saturated /-pairs
1(Y.B) ^(Y,B)(B, 0 ) ------------ > (Y, 0 )   > (Y, B)
(A, 0 ) ->(X, 0 ) -»(X, A)
(X,A) (X,A)
commutes, and 3.5.9 and 3.3.13 yield the corollary.
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3.6 Induced Morphisms for Singular /-Cohomology
3.6.1 Let f:(X,A) ---- > (Y,B) be a morphism of saturated /-pairs. Let K'J09
 ^CoCompl be a fixed contravariant coefficient system on / .  We shall give
a procedure to assign to f  a pair ( J , f2) of cochain maps with the following 
properties.
3.6.2 Proposition.
(1) The following square commutes in CoCompl:Iv
  y X . A ________ _____
n  ic) ---------- > n  Hom(S#((Xc Ac)x/(b,c)), Kb)
a b,c
f 2
n  hohi(s.<y.,b.), k.) — > n  Hom(5#((Yc,Bc)x/(b,c)), Kb)a Y •B b , c
(2) If f  is the identity morphism, then both f} and f2 are the identity 
chain maps.
(3) If f:(X,A) ---- > (Y,B) and g:(Y,B) -----> (Z,Q are morphisms of
saturated /-pairs, then
(g°f)j = g,0^  and (g°f)2 = g2<>f2.
  v3.6.3 The proof is given in 3.6.7. We shall derive explicit formulas for f 
and f2, from which we immediately conclude properties (1)—(3). These
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formulas are essentially the same as we already developed on a way of
obtaining the short exact sequence.# . #0 ---- > C'j(XA; IH) CJ(X; «) C*j(A; M) > 0
from the inclusions i:(A,0) ---- » (X,0) and j:(X ,0 )----- > (XA).
3.6.4 Lemma. Let a,b € ob / . The following diagram is commutative in
CoCompl.
Hom(5#(Xa,A>). Ka) *
X.Aab
Hom(f . # , 1^)
Hom(5#(Yi,B«)» Ka)
Hom(5#((XbAb)x/(a, b)), K a)
HomfcfhXl),,!^)
Hom(S#((Yb,Bb)x/(a, b>), Ka)
♦Y.Bab
Proof. The proof is done by taking Horn of the diagram in 3.5.3 with Ka and 
the assertion follows from the definition of <)>’s in 3.4.4.
3.6.5 Lemma. The following diagram is commutative in RCoCompl.
Hom(5#(XbA>), Kb)
Hom(f b# . ijc,)
Hom(S#(Yb,Bb), Kb)
J^C.A
ab H om (5#((X b A b )x /(a , b)), K .)
Hom((fbXl)#, l J
Hom(S#((Y b ,B b )x /(a , b)), K .)rY,Bab
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Proof. Let g = {gM-.Sp(Yb,Bb) ---- » 0Cbq} e  Hom(Sp(Yb,Bb), Kb) and [(<y,r|)] e
5p(XbAb). See in 3.4.4 the definition of y ’s.
Then [ v ^ B (H onK U yX g))] J [ (o .n ) l)  =
( < bB ({gyof^iOCbAi.) — > Kb,l)]M([(o,n)]) = and
(H om ((ftx l J(iW) . , l J  K bB( I ) ) ] M([(a ,tl)]) =
K ; B% ^ 1W * :Si(X^ Ab) ~ =
-  ¥ i B® M(« o ) .il)  -
K(-n)(gPiq(fa#(o))) which proves the assertion.
3.6.6 Definition. Define
f j j j - [  Hom(5#(Y«,B.), K.)  > j~~[ Hom(S#(Xa,A.), K.)
a a
by f  = [ H a f t *  y ) ,  e  ob J  ’
Define
f2:j"~ [ Hom(S#((Yc,Bc)x/(b,c)), Kb) — > J  [ Hom(S,((Xc>Ac)x7(b,c)), Kb) 
b ,c  b ,c
by \  = [HomfCf^xl^),, l j ) b c  e < A J .
3.6.7 Proof of Proposition 3.6.2. (1) follows by combining the commutative
diagrams in 3.6.4 and 3.6.5; vertical arrows combine into ^  and f2 (see
definitions in 3.6.6), and horizontal arrows combine into 'PX,A and *PY,B. (2)
107
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and (3) are an immediate consequence of definitions in 3.6.6.
3.6.8 Definition. Define f*:C^(Y,B; *0 ---- » C^(X,A; K) as a cochain map
induced by the commutative diagram in 3.6.2(1) between kernels ker(xFY’B) = 
CJ(Y,B; K) and ker^F***) = Cj(X,A; K).
3.6.9 Proposition. Let f:(X,A) ---- > (Y,B) be a morphism of saturated
7-pairs and K i f *  ^CoCompl a contravariant coefficient system on 7. Then
(1) If f  is the identity morphism, then f* is the identity chain map.
(2) If f:(X,A) ---- > (Y,B) and g:(Y,B) -----> (Z,C) are morphisms of
saturated 7-pairs, then (g°f)# = f*og#.
Proof. The assertions follow directly from 3.6.2 and properties of kernels.
3.6.10 Definition. Define f*:H^(Y,B; K) ----> H^(X,A; K) by applying the
homology functor to the cochain map f#:C^(Y,B; K ) > Cy(X,A; K).
3.6.11 Theorem. Let f:(X,A) ---- > (Y,B) be a morphism of saturated 7-pairs
and K it*  ^CoCompl a contravariant coefficient system on 7. Then
(1) If f  is the identity morphism, then f* is the identity on a graded 
module.
(2) If f:(X,A) ---- > (Y,B) and g:(Y,B) ----- > (Z,C) are morphisms of
saturated 7-pairs, then (gof)* = f*og*.
Proof. The assertions follow directly from 3.6.9 and properties of the 
homology functor of cochain complexes.
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3.6.12 Corollary. Let f:(X,A) ---- > (Y 3) be a morphism of saturated /-pairs
and K:/op  >RCoCompI a contravariant coefficient system on / .  Then the
following diagram commutes in CoCompl.Iv
0 — > C)(X,A; IM) j(X,A> > C}(X; W) 1(X>A> > C)(A; W) — » 0
x^# jA#
’ # i #0 _ >  C^(Y,B; M) - J(Y,B) > C)(Y; M) —  ■—> C}(B; M) — > 0
Proof. The pairs (X,A) and (Y,B) induce inclusions i^  :(A,0) ---- > (X,0),(X^A)
w ® ^  — ” (Y-0 ) ’ w ® - 0 ’ -» (XA), and j(Y3)‘(Y’^ )  ---- *(Y,B). Note that we i ^ * ,  and j ffm already defined
in 3.4.10 using definition from 3.6.8. The following diagram of saturated
/-pairs commutes
N y .B) J (Y.B)(B, 0 )  -------------> (Y, 0 )  -------------> (Y, B)
(A, 0 ) + (X, 0 ) -»(X, A)
'(X.A) J(X.A)
and thus 3.6.9 and 3.4.10 gives us the conclusion.
3.7 Homotopy Axiom for Singular /-Homology
In this section we shall prove singular /-homology satisfies the
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homotopy axiom.
3.7.1 First we sketch the construction of a chain homotopy induced by a
given homotopy between continuous maps in Top. Let f,g:X »Y be two
continuous maps of topological spaces X and Y. Assume that there is a
homotopy F:f0 * fl5 F:IxX ---- > Y (I = [0,1]). Recall that the standard
1-complex A(l) can be obtained as the free chain Z-complex generated by two 
(singular) 0-simplexes {0} and {1}, in dimension zero, and by Q, the 
1-dimensional simplex [0,1], in dimension one. Its differential is taken to 
be zero in all dimensions but one, where aQ = {0} - {1}. From the above 
interpretation of A(l), it is immediate that it is a subcomplex of S#(I).
The canonical inclusions io,i,:5#(X) ---- » A(1)05#(X) are defined by o  ---- »
(O}0o and a  > ( l ] 0 a ,  respectively. Given F we shall construct a chain map
A m  A A A AF:A(1)®S#(X) ---- » S#(Y), such that F<>i0 = f^, Foij = f1#, and note that the
existence of F is equivalent to the existence of a chain homotopy between *0# 
and *i# (see [Baues] p. 41).
Observe that A(1)05#(X) is a chain subcomplex of 5#(I)05#(X). Let e be 
the Eilenberg-Zilber map, a chain homotopy equivalence from 5#(I)05#(X) to 
5#(IxX) (see [MacLane 1] p.239). For a topological space X define e =
ex:A(l)®S#(X) ---- > S#(IxX) by e = e|A(l)®S#(X). Explicitly, e is given on
generators by
e({0}® a) = ({0}, a), e({l}0 a) = ({1}, a)
where on the right side both {0} and {1} are treated as singular 
i o  i-simplexes in I = [0,1] concentrated at points 0 and 1, respectively, and
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u
e(Q ® a) = ^ ( - l ) k(sn...sk+isk i...soa  sko),k=0
where sk’s are the degeneracy operators of the singular simplicial structures 
on I and X (see [May 2], p. 133). By checking direcdy we obtain the 
following lemma.
3.7.2 Lemma.
  A A(1) The canonical inclusions i^i^C X ) -» A(1)®S#(X) are related to
the top and bottom inclusions i^i^X ---- > IxX, x  > (0,x), x  > (l,x),
by
E°io = io#> ®°ti = M#-
(2) The chain ex is natural in X, that is, if h:X —» Z is a continuous 
function between topological spaces X and Z, then the following diagram 
commutes:
A(1)®S#(Z) 5#(IxZ)
l®h* (lxh)#
A(1 )®5#(X) -> 5#(IxX).
3.7.3 Definition. Define F:A(1)®S#(X) ---- > S#(X) by F = F#°e. Note that
Foik = F#°e°ik = F#©^ = fk#, k = 0,1. and therefore F is a homotopy
between fo# and fi#.
3.7.4 Let fV ^X .A )  » (Y,B) be two homotopic morphisms of saturated
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/-pairs with a homotopy G:(IX,IA) ---- > (Y,B), G:f° ® f1. Recall that f°
gives rise to a pair of chain maps (?, f )^ such that the left square of the 
following diagram
a,b -> y~  Sm(Y c,B c)®Hc C
y  S§((XbyAb)xJ (a,b))®M» a,b S#(X«^Ac)®IMc
d ( Y,B; M)
f°#
d(XA; h)
X.A
commutes, and the chain map f°#:c{(X,A; M) ---- > C^(Y,B; M), a map between
cokemels cokerfO***) = C^ (X,A; W) and coker(<X>Y’B) = d(Y,B; W), is induced
by (f°, f?>. Similarly, f1 gives rise to a pair (f), f*) and the induced 1 2 1 «chain map f*#:c{(X,A; w) ----> cf(Y,B; M) with the same properties as just
described in the case of f° (see Proposition 3.5.2). We shall prove the
following proposition.
3.7.5 Proposition. Let f , f l:(X ^)  > (Y,B) be two homotopic morphisms of
/-pairs. Then there exists a pair (Gj.G^ of homotopies, * fj,
G2:f^  » f‘, such that, for k = 0,1, the following diagram commutes:
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S#((Yb, Bb) x/(a,b>) ®M.a ,b
A G1
A( 1)0 [X I 5# ( (X b ,Ab)x/(a,b) )  0M.U,b
5#((Xb, Ab)x/(a,b))® M a  a ,b
Proof. The proof is given in 3.7.14.
0,Y .A* E 5 |(Y c ,B  c )®Mc \
 > A ( 1 ) ® | X _  5 # ( X c , A c)® M c
1®0*-A 1 c J
E I'5#(X c,A c)® M c0 ,X ,A  C
3.7.6 Proposition. If fV^X.A) ----> (Y,B) are two homotopic morphisms of
/-pairs, then the induced chain maps f°^f1 #:C^(XVA; M)  > C^(Y,B; M) are
homotopic.
Proof. By the Proposition 3.7.3 there is a pair (G^G^ of homotopies. Then 
the commutativity of the upper middle square in the diagram 3.7.3 induces the
existence of a chain map G:coker{ 1 ®Ox,A) ---- » coker(0Y,B). Note that A(l) is
a free chain complex and therefore a functor A(l)®z_ is exact Thus 
cokeKl^d) ®z «*•*) = A(l) ®z coker{0x’A) and it is easy to see that G is a 
homotopy between f°# and fl#.
From Proposition 3.7.6 we have an immediate corollary.
3.7.7 Theorem (HOMOTOPY). If f^f^X.A) -----» (Y,B) are two homotopic
morphisms of /-pairs, then f°* = f\:H{(X,A; M) > h £(Y,B; *0.
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3.7.8 Lemma. Let f°,f1:(X,A) -----> (Y,B) be morphisms of /-pairs such that
there is a homotopy G:f° * f1, G:(IX,IA) ---- > (Y,B). Let a,b e ob / .  The
following diagram commutes.
5# ( (Y b ,B b )x /(a ,b )) --------- —— —----- > S#( Y . , B . )
(G bx l ) #
S # ( I x ( X b ,  A b ) x / ( a ,b ) )
G .
» 5 #(lx  (Xa , Aa) )
A ( 1 ) ® S # ( ( X b ,A b ) x / (a ,b > )
Proof. If a,b e ob / ,  the naturality of G is expressed as
< * .b ’® .b>( Y b ,B b ) x / ( a ,b )  -------------------> ( Y . , B . )
Gt :Ix(Xa,A.) -----> (Y.,B«) G bx l
I x ( X b ,  A b ) x / ( a ,b )
G.
Ix(Xa,Aa).
which gives the commutativity of the upper square. The bottom square 
commutes by 3.7.2.
3.7.9 Note that the chain map Gb#oe:A(l)®S#(Xb,Ab) » S#(Yb,Bb) is a
homotopy between and fj*, and the chain map
(G ^ x  1 )°e: A( 1 )® S #((X b,A b)*/(a,b)) ------» S#((Y b,B b)x/(a,b))
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is a homotopy between (f£xl )# and (f^xlT(. )#. The following 
commutative diagram summarize relations between all these chain maps and 
and ( Y ^ J ,
S# ( (Yb,Bb)x/(a,b))
(G b i1)# 06
( Y_. ,B )b a b -» S#(Y a , Ba)
\G .#°e
A(l)®5# ((Xb,Ab)x/(a,b))
( f f e o .
\
■> A(l)®5 0 (Xa,Aa) 
f  k» 1 a #
S# ( (Xb,Ab)x/(a,b)) 
where k = 0,1.
■* S A X . ,  A.)
Tensoring of the diagram in 3.3.7 with Ma gives us the following lemma.
3.7.10 Lemma. Let a s  ob /.
(1) G ^oeQ l^ is a homotopy between
a homotopy between
^ 1J(aJb)?#®1lfc*
(3) The following diagram commutes
and
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S# ( (Y b ,B b )x/(a,b))®Mi a
Y . B  a b -> S |(Y  i  , Ba)®M a
(Gbx l ) # 0 £ ® 1
\
G , #°£ ®1
A ( 1 ) ® S # ( (X b  ,A b ) x / ( a ,b ))®Ma ----------- > A ( 1 ) ® S # (Xc , Aa)®Ma
( f £ x i ) #®i Aik
Vx  5 # ( (X b  ,A b  )x/(a,b))®lH*
l®a'X . Aab f j # ®i
a X . A -> 5 | ( X a , Aa ) ®Ma
/
ab
where k = 0,1. Here and in the sequel the same notation ik, used in the form
A —ik:A ---- > A(1)®A in figures, is always understood to be one of two canonical
inclusions of a shown chain complex A into A(1)®a (see 3.7.1 for the 
definition of ik in the case of A = S#(X)).
Let a,b e ob J. Define
P ^ : S #(lx(Xb,Ab)x/(a,b)) ® z * ----------- > S#(lx(Xb,Ab)) ® z  Mb,
by pI*’IA([a,'n,ci)]®m) = [a,q]®iM(a>)(m). As in 3.3.7 we have that is aab ab
chain map.
3.7.11 Lemma. The following diagram commutes.
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PY.BS# ( ( Y b ,B b ) x / ( a ,b ) ) ® M » » S #(Y b , B b  ) ®  M b
(G bx l ) # ® l G b # ® 1
5 #( l  x  (X b , A b ) x / ( a ,b ) ) ®M. — —  > S # ( l x ( X b  , A b  ) ) ®Mb
P i X.IA.  U
£ ® 1 e®  1
A ( l ) ® 5  m ( ( X b ,A b ) x / ( a ,b  ) )® M t----------> A ( l ) ® 5 # (X b  , A b  ) ®M>
i® p x : Amb
Proof. We show that both squares commute by checking directly on generators. 
The upper square commutes since
(3^b ^ (Gbxl)#®l([a,,n,co]®m)j = p ^BpGb(o,Ti),©]®mJ = [Gb(a,ri)]®M(w)(m) and
Gb#®1 JpJJJA([ofT|1<D]®m)) = Gb#®l pa,Ti]®w(co)(m)j = [Gb(a,ri)]®M(o>)(m), and
therefore P^CG^cl)# = (Gb#®l)o^b.
Recall that A(l) is generated by two O-simplexes {0} and {1} in degree 
zero (see 3.7.1). As in 3.7.2 if n = 0 or n is a positive integer we denote 
by (0) (resp. (1}) the unique n-simplex concentrated at the point 0 (resp.
1) of I. If c = {0} or {1}, then
pKM ( (c®[rj,to]®m)) = ([c,T|,0)]®m)) = [c,ii]®M(o))(m), andmb mb
e® 1 (l®px (c®[r|,©]®m)) = e®l (c®[q]®M(0))(m)) = [c,ri]®w(©)(m).mb
In degree one A(l) is generated by Cl, and then
P ^ M(e® l(G ® [T i,co]® m ))= p ^ ^ - l ^ K
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= ) ( - l ) k[(s ...sL s ...sftQ,stri)]®ii(s and e® l(l® px (Q®[il,(D]®m)) =■ n k+1 k-1 O k  k t ok=0 n
e®l (Q®[ri]®M(co)(m)) = yi)l]®*(<»)(m)-
Since imageC^T]) c  imaged), *kskTl) = Hd)» and therefore 
p“ M(e®l(Q®[TifCD]®m)) = e®l (l®pxK (Q®d, <o]®m)). Thus p ™  ° e®l = e®l oab
1®P ., as required.ab
3.7.12 Recall that G^oeA( 1 )®S#(Xb,Ab) ---- > S#(Yb,Bb) is a homotopy between
4  and fj* and ( G ^  1 )°e: A( l)®S#((Xb,Ab)x/(a,b)) -------> S#((Yb,Bb)x/(a,b))
is a homotopy between ( f ^ lJ(#Jb))# and (f^xl^^)#. Lemma 3.7.11 gives us 
the following commutative diagram which summarize relations between all these 
chain maps and pxbA and P ^8.
S #( ( Yb ,B  b )x/(a,b))®M P
Y . Bab -» S  ff ( Yb , Bb ) ®M b
( ( G b x l ) # o i ) ® l
A (1) ®S# ( (X b, A b)x/(a,b)) ®M.
( f b* 1 )#®1 aik
x 5 #( (Xb ,Ab )x/(a,b))®M
\
1®PX . Aab
(G b# ° e )  ®1
-» A (l)® S # (Xb ,A b  )®  Mb
PX . Aab
f£ # ® i
S  # (Xb , Ab ) ®M b
3.7.13 Proposition (for a ’s and P’s). The following diagram commutes for k 
=  0,1
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aY,B _
T j  #((Yb,Bb)x/(a,b))®M. * /  ya(Yc,Bc)® M ca , b
( ( (G b51),-e)® l) P
Y , B C
l® aX , A
\
A ( n a l )  5.((Xb.Ab)x/(a,b))8Wil ’ A ( l ) s |)__S,(Xc  , Ac)®HCI
U  h  J i ® b x  a  l c ( « . • ! )
La , b 
j ( f j x l ) , ® l )
X a X ,A / /E . S  #((Xb,Ab)x/(a,b))®M« | Y~~S A X c,Ac)8Hca ,b  p x ,a c
Proof. The claim follows immediately by combining diagrams from 3.7.10 and 
3.7.12.
3.7.14 Proof of 3.7.5. We obtained in 3.7.13 the existence of a pair
[ ( ( 0 ^ 1 ^ ) 0 6 0 1 ^  e Qb j, (GrfoeQl^ € Qb yJ
of homotopies with properties as it is described in 3.7.5.
3.8 Homotopy Axiom for Singular /-Cohomology
In this section we shall prove singular /-cohomology satisfies the 
homotopy axiom.
3.8.1 Denote by A ^ l)  a cochain complex obtained from A(l) by ’reversing 
arrows, that is, Aop(l) is a free Z-cochain complex generated by {0} and {1} 
in zero dimension, and by fl in dimension minus one. The only non-zero
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differential is 8£2 = {0} - {1}. Let A be a cochain complex. The canonical
inclusions IqJ^A ---- > A(1)®A are defined by a  » {0}®a and a  » {1 }<S>a,
respectively. First, given a homotopy F:f0 * fj, F:XxI ---- > Y (in CGV) and a
module K we shall construct a cochain map f:Aop(l)®Hom(5#(Y), K) ---- >
Hom(S#(X), K), such that F<>i0 = f0#, F®!, = fj#. Note that the existence of
v |F is equivalent to the existence of a classical cochain homotopy between f0
and f1#:Hom(5#(Y), K )  > Hom(S#(X), K) (similarly to [Baues] p. 41).
As the reader may expect, the duality principle shall guide us in 
constructing the induced cochain homotopy. Let Y e ob CGV. Denote Y1 =
CGV(I, Y) and for k = 0,1, let p^Y1  » Y, p --> p(k). If a : \ ---- > Y1 is
a singular n-simplex, denote by orlxA,, ---- » Y the adjoint of a. We define a
cochain map r) = q y: 1 )®Hom(5#(Y), K )  > Hom(5#(YI), K) by Ti(co®f)(a) =
^ ^ (£ (0)®!^))), where e:5#(I)®5#(An)  > 5#(IxAn) is the Eilenberg-MacLane
chain map (see 3.7.2) and u) e A(l) c  S#(I).
Note that on generators {k}, k = 0,1, T|({k}®f)(a) = f(pk#(o)) = 
Pk#(f)(o) (pk#:Hom(S#(Y),K) > Hom(5i,(YI),K)).
3.8.2 Lemma. tjy is a cochain map.
Proof. We check the claim on generators. Let f  e Hom(S#(Y),K) with ifi = n
and let o : \  ---- > Y1 be a singular n-simplex. For k = 0,1, &ny({k}®f)(a) =
T]Y({k}®f)(aa) = f(pk#(3o)) = f(apk#(a)) and T]y(8({k}®f))(a) = riy({k}®(5f))(o) 
= (5f)(pk#(o)) = f(apk#(a)).
Next Sq («®f)(a) = t\ (fl®f)(ao) = f((ao)#(e(Q®l. ))). If aa = it/ 0
^  i = 0
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= £  ooe1. then each o (l) = o  o (l^te1), and thus, aa = £  o(l^e*).
Therefore, St] (f2®f)(o) = X f((a(l JcjE*))#(e(fl®l * ))). Alsoi = 0
Tiy(5(Q®f))(o) = TlY({0}®f - {l}® f -£2®5f)(o) = 
f(po#(a)) - tfPi#(°)) - (SO ft^co® !^))) = 
f(Po#(a)) - f(p1#(o)) - fUa^eCoxai^)))) = 
f(Po#(a)) - f(Pi#(o)) - f(a#(ea(£o®l^))) =
f(po#(a)) - f(p1#(a )) - ^ ( £ ( { 0 } ® ^  - { 1 } ® ! ^  - 0 ® ( i  e1)))) =
X ffoteCQ®^))).i = 0
We use the following notation as in [May 2]:
(1) E1 is a singular simplex induced by the standard k-face operator on A„
(2) sk is the k-degeneracy operator on Aj, and "sk" is the induced singular 
simplex on A„.
To prove the assertion we shall show that ( l ^ 1)* ^ !!® !^ )) = e(Q®e1), 
i = 0,l...n. From 3.7.1 we have
n
£(£*81^) = Z (-D k( s , . , k+lsk.r s0O, skl ^ ) .  Then (l^E ^eC O ftl^ )) =
n
(1,ie') . [ Z ( - l ) ‘(s|i...sktls1[r.s1)a  S ^ ) ]  =
n
^ ( - l ) k( lIxe1),(sn...sh ls ..s O, V )  =k=0
n n
E (- i )k<s„ -sk. i sk.i-soQ- = I< - i )k(s. - sk..sk l -soQ’ skei)k=0 k=0
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= £(03 1^).
3.&3 Lemma.
(1) The canonical inclusions i0,i1:HOTa(S#(Y), K) ---- > Aop(l)®Ifom(S#(Y), K)
are related to the top and bottom projections p^pjiY1  > Y, by
V r  #Tl°l0 = PO . v  y  0Tl°l, = P,’.
(2) The chain f)Y is natural in Y, that is, if h:Y  > Z is a continuous
function between ^-spaces Y and Z, then the following diagram commutes.
aTlvAop ( l)®Hom(S#(Y), K) Hom(5#(Yr), K)
l®h (h1)*
Aop ( l)®Hom(S#(Z), K) Hom^CZ1), K)
where h^Y1  > Z1 is induced by h.
Let F:f0 * f,, F:X xI > Y be a homotopy and F :X -----> Y be the adjoint
map. Note that Pk 0 F = fk, k = 0,1.
3.8.4 Deflnition. Define F:Aop(l)®Hom(S#(Y), K)  » Hom(S#(X), K) by F =
F^o^y. Note that F°ik = F*°riY0ik = F*op^ * = fk#, k = 0,1. and therefore Fu uis a homotopy between f0 and ft .
3.8.5 Let fV ^X A ) -----> (Y,B) be two homotopic morphisms of saturated
/-pairs with a homotopy G:(IX,IA) ---- > (Y 3), G:f° = f1. Recall that f°
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gives rise to a pair of cochain maps (1°, £?) such that the right hand square1 it
of the following diagram
*jjX,A  ^ ^
C*j(X.,A; K) — > ] [  Hom(S#(X .,A .),K .) > j [  Hom(S#((Xc,Ac)x/(b,c)),ICb)
a b,c
C)<Y,B; K) — > n Hom(S#(Ya ,B»),K»)  > n Hom(S#((Yc,Bc)x/(b,c)),Kb)a »pY,B b >c
commutes, and the cochain map f°#:C^(Y,B; K) ---- > C^(X,A; K), a map between
kernels ker(d>x,A) = C^X^A; K) and ker(0Y,B) = C^(Y,B; K), is induced by
(f°, f°). Similarly, f1 gives rise to a pair (f), f*) and the induced chain1 1 *
map f1#:Cy(Y,B; K) ---- > C^(X,A; K) with the same properties as just described
in the case of f°.
We shall show the following proposition.
3.8.6 Proposition. There exists a pair of cochain homotopies, where
6  if1 » f2, 6  if1 » f*, such that for k = 0,1 the following diagram commutes:1 1 1 2  2 2
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¥ [X, A
/ ■
] |H o m (S ,(X .,A .),ic .)  > j [Hom(S#((Xc,Ac)x/(b,c)),Kb)
a b ,c
A ( 1 ) 0 n~THom(5‘ ( Ya,Ba),Ka) —> A(1)0 Hom(S# ((Yc ,Bc)x/(b,c)),Kb)
’ & ¥y b L b , c
] [H om (S#(Y.,B»),K«)  > ] [ltom(,S#((Yc,Bc)x7(b,c)),Kb)a *j#y,b 5 >c
Proof. The proof is given in 3.8.14.
3.8.7 Proposition. If f°^!:(X ^) ---- > (Y,B) are two homotopic morphisms of
/-pairs, then the induced chain maps f°#,f1#:cf(X,A; M) ----> d(Y,B; «) are
homotopic.
Proof. By the Proposition 3.8.6 there is a pair ( 6 ,  G2) of homotopies. 
Then the commutativity of the upper middle square induces the existence of a
chain map G:ker(l®'J/Y’B)  > ker(xPx’A).
Note that A^fl) is a free cochain complex and therefore a functor 
A ^ l) ® ^  is exact Thus ker(l^(1)op ®z ^ Y3) = A(l) ®z k e r ^ 3) and it is 
easy to check that 6  is a cochain homotopy between f1# and f2*.
From Proposition 3.8.7 we have an immediate corollary.
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3.8.8 Theorem (HOMOTOPY). If fV^CX.A) -----» (Y,B) are two homotopic
morphisms of 7-pairs, then f°* = f1*:H^(Y,B; K ) > H^(X,A; K)-
The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of Proposition 
3.8.6. First we obtain a commutative diagram fen* <|>’s.
3.8.9 Lemma. Let fV^XjA)  > (Y,B) be morphisms of 7-pairs such that
there is a homotopy G:f° ~ f1, G:(IX,IA) ---- > (Y,B). Let a,b e ob 7. The
following diagram commutes.
Proof. Let G» and (Gbxlj(^ )  be adjoint maps of G» and Gbxl^^, 
respectively. By reformulation of the naturality of G expressed as in the 
proof of 3.7.8 in terms of the adjoint maps, we obtain the following 
commutative diagram
Hom(S# ( X*, A«),K») * H o m (S #((Xb,At>)x7(a,b)), K*)
(Gbxl)*
H o m (S #(Y a ,B a )X,Ka ) * Hom( 5 # ((Y b ,B b)x 7(a ,b ))1, IC«) .
Aop(l)®Hom(5#( Y*, B«),K»)  > &*( 1 ) ®Hom(S , ( ( Yb,Bb)x7(a,b)),K«)
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(X b , A b )x /(a ,b ) <X . b ’ Y .b >-» (Xa,Am)
( G l ib
( (Y b .B b ^ a .b ) )1
G. .
<Y . b ’ B . b >
Taking Hom(_. Ka) of the above diagram gives us the commutativity of the 
upper square. The commutativity of the bottom part follows from 3.8.3.
3.8.10 Lemma (for 0’s).
(1) The cochain map G ,#tyn A( 1 )<8Hom(S#(Y»,B»), Ka)  > Hom(5#(X«yA»), Ka)
is a homotopy between f{f and fb#.
(2) The cochain map (G^x 1 JWj))°r|: A( 1 )®Hom(S#((Yb,Bb)x/(a,b)), Ka) ------ >
Hom(S#((XbrAb)x/(a,b)), Ka) is a homotopy between (f^xlj^)* and
(3) For k = 0,1, the following commutative diagram summarizes relations 
between all these cochain maps and 0X’A = (X lVA )# and 6Y'B = (Y -B )*.T ab ab ab Tab ab ab
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♦X , A abHorn ( 5 #(Xa ,A■ ),Ka) — Horn ( S # ((Xb,Ab) x / ( a ,b ) ) ,K.)
r' *G . °T\ (g ; £ i >#o^
Aop(l)®Hom (S#(Y .,B.),K .)  > £*( 1 )®Hom(S« ((Yb, Bb )x /( a,b)) ,K«)
r n r
l®4>Y,B
ib
H om ( S#(Y a ,B a ) ,K a )
AY-BTab
H om (5#((Yb,B«») x/(a,b)),K a)
3.8.11 Definition. Let a,b e ob J. Define
V (X^ )I:Hom(S*((Xb,Ab)1), Kb) > Hom(S*(((Xb,Ab)xJ(a,b))1), K.),tb “ |_' "
by V * ^ ( f)  (o,Ti) = K(Tl(0))(f (CT)) for f  = {f ^((Xb.Ab)1)ab p,q P*
As in 3.4.5 we have that is a cochain map.
P 4 Kb}.
3.8.12 Lemma. Let f^f'tfX.A) -----> (Y,B) be morphisms of /-pairs such that
there is a homotopy G:f° » f1, G:(IX,IA)  > (Y,B)- Let a,b e  ob / .  The
following diagram commutes.
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H o m ( S # ( X b , Ab),Kb) V
X , A a b
-> H o m (5 #((X b ,A b )x/ (a ,b )) ,  K«)
G  * (Gb£i)#
V ( Y . B)
Hom ^CYb.Bb/ .K b ) ——— > H o m (S # ( (Y b ,B b )x / (a ,b ) )1, K.)
Aop( l ) ® H o m ( S # ( Y b , Bb),Kb) Aop( 1 )®Hom (S#((Yb,Bb)x/(a,b)),K«)l®\|fY.Bab
Proof. We show that both squares commute by the checking the generators 
directly. The upper square commutes since
'l^ ;A(Gb'(f))M«Wl) = K(n)(Gb'(f)M(o)) = K(n)(fM(Gb*(o))), and
((G^Ca),^1), where r\l: \   > /(a,b)! is given by tftx)® =^  *b )p / \
T|(x).
Continuing, we have (Gbjxi JW>))# P^ ° ,T^  =
K(q) as required. The commutativity of the bottom square
follows from the following calculation; first observe that
y (m W <o®f)) = KCn^ o)) rn(co®f) (Oi)] and that• d p,q I  P4 ./
r\ p  1 ® v ^ B)(o>®f)j p^ fCTihTl!) = q If <B = {k}, k = 0,1,
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then v £ 3^({k}0 O )M(<Vli) = f c l iT O ^ W q ) ) ]  and
= v ^ B(f)M(pk#(oi)*Pk#(iii)) =
Equality holds since both of the images of T^ o) 
and Pk#0li) lie in the same path component and thus KOlrfO)) =
K(Pk#Cni)(°))-
If 0) = a  then ¥ £ 3% Q ® 0 )m(<V1i) = i(x\^)) [fJ^CeCQ® 1^)))] 
and Ti^(l®v^)(f2®f)]M(Oi,Tli) = V ^B(0m ((o^T ^eC a®  1^))} =
=#<(^(£(£201^))) ( ^ ( c^ e^ ®  1^))), 
and equality holds since both of the images of Tfto) and ^(£ (£201^)) lie in 
the same path component and thus KOl^ o)) = k(tii#(£(Q01^))).
3.8.13 Summary for y. For k = 0,1 the following commutative diagram
« u  u  v X  A Y Bsummarize relations between Gb . (GbXlJ(^ )  . tj and with y ^ ’ .
129
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Horn ( S #(X b , A b ),Kb) / • A • b Hom(S#((Xb,Ab) x/(a,b)),K>)
G b * °ri (G li I ) #on
Aop(l)®Hom(5#( Yb, Bb),Kb) -----> A°P( 1 ) ®Hom(S,  ((Y b , Bb)x7(a,b)) ,K.)
( n r
1®\|TT.B
ab
Horn ( 5#(Y b ,Bb),Kb) Hom(S #((Yb,Bb) x/(a,b)),K «)
Y , B
ab
3.8.14 Definition. Define
6 ,  = (G,#°'n)a e  ob p  6 2 = e  ob j -
Note that 6 , is a cochain homotopy between fj and and 6  is a cochain1 1 1 £
homotopy between and F  (see 3.8.6).
3.8.15 Proof of 3.8.6. The claim follows by combining 3.8.10, 3.8.13 and 
3.8.14.
3.9 The Excision Axiom for 7-Homology
3.9.1 Let Z be a topological space. Let sdz:S#(Z) ----> S#(Z) denote the
classical subdivision functor and D :S#(Z) ---- » S#(Z) (degree +1) denote the
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chain homotopy from sdz to 1 ([Spanier] p.177). Recall that both sdz and Dz
are functorial in Z; that is, if f:Z  > W is a map of topological spaces,
then there are commutative squares 
sdw5#(W )------ > S#(W) S#(W)  > 5#(W)
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f# f#
S#( Z )  — — » 5#( Z )  S#( Z )  — — > 5 #( Z )sdz Dz
Let n be an nonnegative integer. Let o  be a singular n-simplex on X. 
Note that by definition sd(a) = G#(sd(l^)) (see [Spanier] p. 177). We can
N (n )write 5^/(1^) = cot for some singular n-simplexes o \  of A„ and
k = 0
integers e. [-1, +1}, which is independent of a  or the space X, but is a
N (n )
function of n only. Therefore for every o, sd(a) = z^ .
k = 0 M(n)
Also by definition, D(o) = o#(D (l^)), and we have D ( l^ )  = ^ 2^ 0^
k = o
for some singular (n+l)-simplexes cb^  of A„ and integers e {-1, +1},
M (n )
Therefore for every o, D(ct) = ooco^ , where M(n), z ,^ and c \  depend on n
k = 0
only.
Recall that D = Dz:A(l)®S#(Z) ---- > 5#(Z) defined by
N (n )
D({0}®o) = idz(a) = a, D({l}®a) = sdz(a) = ooa^, ioi = n, and
k= 0
M(n)
D(Q®a) = Dz(a) = Y } k oobi ,^ ioi = n, corresponds to the chain homotopy D.k=0
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D is also called a homotopy.
Then D is functorial in Z and it is expressed by the following z
commutative square:
_ DwA(1)®S#(W )-------» 5#(W)
l®f*
A(1)®S#( Z ) -------> S#(Z )Dz
Now, we shall establish that sd induces a chain map on cf(X; M).
3.9.2 Lemma (for a ’s). The following diagram commutes.
5 # (Xbx/(a,b))®Hi a lb
sd ® 1 „XinJ(aJb) Ma
S # (XbX/(a,b))®Ma ------------- > S#(Xa)®Ma
a
ab
Proof. By the functorial property of the functor sd, the following diagram 
commutes.
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5#(Xbx/(a,b)) -» S#(X.)
sdX b x J (a .b ) sd.Xa
S#(Xbx/(a,b)) -> S#(X .)
X K#•b*
Tensoring with Ma yields the assertion.
3.9.3 Lemma (fen* P’s). The following diagram commutes.
S  # (Xbx7(a,b))®Ma Pab -> 5 #(Xb)0 Mb
sd  01».XbxJ(a^>) Ma s d Xb8 1 Hb
S  # (Xbx/(a,b))®Ma -> 5 #(Xb)0 Mb
Pab
N (n )
Proof. By direct calculation we have 
P ^ dxb*j(.M®1l J (o’Tl)0m)) = P*b(M<y,tl)®m ) = p*b£( ^ z k(ao©k,Tioa)k))<8>mj
k = 0
N (n )
= Y_ \ o°cok0M(Ti°cok)(m) and sda ®lfcjp*b((a/n)®m)J = sd^®l^{o^m(y\)(m))
k = 0
N (n )  N (n )
= sd(a)0M(T|)(m) = ( Y 2* °°0)k)<^ '(Tl)(m) = Y 2* o ^ ^ ^ O lX 111)-
k= 0 k= 0
Since imageCnoo^) c  imaged), MCn°(Ok) = M(n). and therefore
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= s d » . ® i M b K ( ( a -i ' ) ® m ) )  * r e q u k e d
3.9.4 Lemma. The functor sd induces the following commutative square of 
chain maps
r -  ° X r —2  S#(XbxJ(a,b))®w« ----------------- > £__5#(Xc)®Mca , b
E 5#(Xbx/(a,b))®!Mi  > S#(Xc)®Mca , b c
Proof. Combine 3.9.2 and 3.9.3 and the definition of O.
Denote sd, = (»<1IWW)® lM|) a>b e  o b  y  . sd, = (Wx S I* ) ,.  e  o b  y  ■ 
The commutative diagram in 3.9.4 gives us the following corollary.
?Corollary. The functor sd induces a chain map sd:d(X; M)  > d (X ;  M).
Now, we establish that D induces a homotopy on d (X ;  M).
3.9.5 Lemma (for a ’s). Let a,b € ob J. The following square commutes.
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S # ( X b x / ( a ,b ) ) ® M i  ---------------------»
A
D  ® 1XbxJ(a ,b )
A ( l ) ® S # ( X b x / ( a ,  b  ))® M a ---------------------> A ( 1 ) ® S # ( X . ) ® M .
l® axab
D ®1R1 is a homotopy between 1 and s d  ^® 1„. D is aXbxJ(aJb) Ma Xbod(a« X*
homotopy between 1 and 5 ^ 0 1 ^ .
Proof. By the functoriality property of the functor D (see 3.9.1), the
following square commutes.
S # ( X b x / ( a , b ) )
a*
^ X b x J ( t  . b )
A ( l ) ® 5 # ( X b x / ( a ,b ) )  ---------------------> A ( 1 ) ® 5 #( X » )
1®X fc#a b "
Tensoring with Mi yields the assertion.
3.9.6 Lemma (for P’s). The following diagram commutes.
x  H# ab S#(X.)
DXa
S ,(X  a)® Mi
A
D ®1Xa
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P*F«bS # (XbX/(a,b))®fMa----------------> 5#(Xb)®IMb
^ X b x J ( a ,  b  ) ® * M « D X b ® 1 Mb
A(l)®5 # (Xbx/(a,b))®Ma -------------- > A(l)0S#(Xb)0Mb
10£ b
Proof. Clearly the square commutes for generators of the form {0}®(u,n)®ni 
since D({0}®_)) = 1. Since D({1}®_» = sd_, the claim for generators of form 
{l}®(a,ri)0m follows from 3.9.3. Take {l}0(o,T|)®m.
M(n)
Recall 6(00(0,11)) = D(o,ti) = (a,q)o(bk, i(o,r|)i = ioi = n. Then
k = 0
M ( n )
P!fb(]^xb«j(^ )®1ifc(Q®(0»T,)®m)) = P*b(D(a/n)0m) = P*b(( ^^(aomt,Tioa^))®m|
k = 0
M ( n )
= Y  ^  ct°0)b®w(Tioci)|C)(m), and
k = 0
Dxb®1^ ^ ® ^ ^ ® ^ ® 111)) = D ^l^Q B oS W dX m )) = D(o)0W(Tl)(m) =
M ( n )  M ( n )
( Y  "W o°O3k)0W('n)(m) = y  z^  o°(Ok0M(r|)(m). Since imagedoci^) c  imaged),
k = 0  k = 0
Mdoco )^ = Md) and therefore P^b^xbuwo®1!* /^ ® ^ ’7^ ® 111)) =
as required.
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3.9.7 Lemma. D induces the following commutative square of chain maps
s -  ®xI  S#(Xbx/(a,b))®M»  > £__5#(Xc)®M c
a ’ b t  ° T| ( 6 X .® W
A(1)0 E  S,(Xbx/(a,b))®m  > A (l)8  Y ~  S .(X c )« H c
“ • b c
Proof. Combine 3.9.5 and 3.9.6 and the definition of O’s.
3.9.8 Definition. Denote
“  (^xbxj(a^)® * M.) a,b e ob / ’ ~ Xc®*Mc)c e ob J  '
Note that D, is a homotopy between 1 and sdlt and D2 is a homotopy between 1
and sdt (see 3.9.4). The commutative diagram in 3.9.7 gives us the following 
corollary.
Corollary. D induces a homotopy D:A(1)®C^(X; w) ---- > ci(X ; M) between
*Ci(X;w) ^  ^
The next goal is to define chain subcomplex generated by the covering.
3.9.9 Definition. Let X J 09 » CGV be a /-diagram. Let It = {a} be a
collection of saturated /-subdiagrams of X, such that
X, = U {int^A,)! A e It}.
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The inclusions A c  X are denoted by iA, and usually all maps or
morphisms induced by A will be indexed by the letter A.
(1) Let a e ob / .  Then the family K> = {Aa| A s  It} is a covering of X*
with property Xa = U (int^CZ)) | Z € l/«}. Define S(Va) to be a chain
subcomplex of <S#(Xa) generated by all singular simplexes of Xa which map
tlinto some A», A e  IL Denote by i ,  the inclusion of S(IU) into S#(Xa). 
Denote by uA the inclusion of S§(A m)  into 5(Ita). Note that iA# = iY°uA.
(2) Let a,b e ob J. Then U/ab = {Aax/(a,b)| A s  It) is a covering of 
Xax/(a,b) with property Xax/(a,b) = U I ^  e UJab}.
Define S(UJ»b) to be a chain subcomplex of S#(X»x/(a,b)) generated by all
singular simplexes of Xax/(a,b) which map into some A»x/(a,b), A e U.
Denote by i ^  the inclusion of 5(K/ab) into S#(Xax/(a,b)). Denote by uAb
the inclusion of 5#(Aax/(a,b)) into S(it/«b). Note that
• u*,
Let a,b e ob /. Recall that X rf>#:.S'#(Xax/(a,b)) ---- » 5#(Xa), where
is the adjoint map of X^.
3.9.10 Claim. X^# maps S(VJ»b) to and hence it defines a map
SU^:S(Uf*b) » S(l/a) which fulfills the following diagram for every A e If.
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GilD.
S#(Xbx/(a,b))
• tu1 ab
\b* -> S#(X.)
iV
s u ab
\
S(ia«b) — .................. -> s ( u m)
AAU.b U , /■
iA*»#
5 #(A b x /(a ,b ) ) -> 5#(A.)
*b*
Proof. The commutativity of the above diagram of solid arrows follows from 
definition of involved maps (see 3.9.9). Commutativity of the outer square
allows us to define SU^ as the restriction map of X^# to S(Ufa>).
Let a,b e ob J. Define a U :S(VJ»b) ®__ f t  > S(IU) 0 ,  K by a**»b Z  Z  ■ ' • b
3.9.11 Lemma (for a ’s).
(1) ( i ^  ® iK) ° (u*„ ® i j  = a ix i) ,  ® iK,(2) (i“ ® 1J  ° (ui 0  1J  = ® 1^
(3) The following diagram commutes.
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(i£ x D # ® l
5#(Xbx/(a ,b ) ) ®Wi
i .b ® l
a i  b
l ,0 1a ua b
S ( U /.b )® ! M ,
\ utb®l
S #(A b x /(a  , b ) ) ®M«
-> 5 ( It a)® Mm
u j® l |  y
-» 5 ,  ( A. ) ®M.
if,® l
a a b
Proof. Tensoring the diagram in 3.9.10 with Ife gives us the claim.
Let a,b e ob J. Define $U :S(VJ,b) ® , K  -------> S(Kb) ® _  Mb by pW. =1 ib " *"a b
P *JS (lt/ab ) ® z  Ma.
3.9.12 Lemma (for P’s). The following diagram commutes.
P a b5 #(X b x /(a  , b ) ) ®W a ----------------------> 5 # ( Xb ) ®M>
(ijxl)#®!
i .b ® l
PIta bS(VJ ab)®W,
\ u^b® l
1 b® l
-> S ( t t b ) ® M b
uj®l
i j . a i
5 #(A b x /(a  , b ) ) ®Ma -> S  # ( Ab ) ®Mb
Pa b
Proof. The commutativity of the above diagram of solid arrows follows from 
definition of involved maps (see 3.9.9). Commutativity of the outer square
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O I vallows us to define B as the restriction map of P to S(U/*b)®M«.ft d  f tb
3.9.13 Definition. Let i„ a e  ob / ,  be the canonical injection of
S#(Ka)®lM* into ^  S#(lfc) ® Me. We define chain maps a U = ^  l«a ^ b 
c c
= Y_ ib(^b- Define 0U = aU - $U.
Define i f .y j  _  . ^11 ~ [‘ •b ® Mtja,b e  ob /  ’
Define Sf = (u?b <9 1* ,].^  e  ob /  •
*11 f «  1 112 -  | l c ® l ||cJc e o|) j  .= (ui ® ifcjc s  ob y •
3.9.14 Lemma.
y . x  *11 " A  *A *11 „  *A *A (1) ° U] -  1), 12 0 U2 — l2>
(2) The following diagram commutes.
y  5 #(X i> x /(a ,b ))® lM »
a ,b
•11
?A
za,b S (1 1 /« b )® IM .
\
* AufEl S .(A * x / ( a , b  ))®Mia,b
On
5#(Xc)0Mc
I tv
-> Y 1  s ( u c )® M c 1 2
5#(Ac)®Mc
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Proof. The claim follows by combining 3.9.11 and 3.9.12.
3.9.15 Definition.
(1) Define d(U ; M) = coker^1*).%t *9/(2) Denote by i a chain map induced by the pair ( i , ,  i 2).
(3) Denote by iA# a chain map induced by the pair (iA, i2).
A  A A  A A(4) Denote by u a chain map induced by the pair (u2, u2).
3.9.16 Corollary.
uA i u(1) d ( A; M) > d(V; W)---- > d(X; M)
(2) iU o UA = iA#
Proof. The proof follows directly from the definition of maps and 3.9.14
Our next goal is to define a retraction and a subdivision operator
determined by the covering.
3.9.17 Lemma. Let 1/ = {a } be a collection of saturated /-subdiagrams of X, 
such that Xa = U {int^fAa)! A e U}.
(1) Let a g ob / . Then IU -  {A* | A g 11} is a covering of Xa with property
Xa = U {int^fZ)) | Z e 1/a}. For any singular simplex a  of Xa, there is an
integer m(a) 2: 0, such that s c F ^ a  e S(Vm) (where = r d ^ a ^o).
(2) Let a,b g  ob /. Then VJa> = {Aax/(a,b)| A g  11} is a covering of 
XaxJ(a,b) with property Xix/(a,b) = U { in ^ j  (Art/(a,b))| A g  11}. 
For any singular simplex (o,ti) of Xax/(a,b), there is an integer m(a,T]) £0,
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such that iSi/ n(a »Tl)(a>11) e s(U»b). Moreover m((CT,ri)) = m(a).
Proof. [Spanier] Lemma 4.4.13 p. 178.
3.9.18 Definition.
m (O ) - 1
(1) Let a e ob 7. Define R1:S#(X«) > 5#(X«) by R,(o) = D(stfja)).
k = 0
Note that R, is subdivision homotopy associated with the covering V* =
{a* | A € 1i} of Xa. Defme xa:S#(Xa) > S(Hm) by
IO I m ( a ) - l
t.(a) = Z Z D(sAo(i))  + flf"(a)(a) (see [Spanier] p. 179).
i = 0 j=m ( 0^*^)
• I tRecall that the inclusion of S(Va) into S#(Xa) is denoted by i a. From
*u •U[Spanier], Theorem 4.4.14, we have x, ° i ,  = 1 ^ ^  and R,:ia ° xa * 1. We
have a chain map Ra:A(l)®5#(Xa) ---- > S#(Xa) associated with R,, defined by
R,({0}®_) = iV o t„  R.({1}®_) = 1, and R,(Q«L) = R..
(2) Let a,b e ob J. Define R/ab:S#(Xbx/(a,b>) ---- > 5#(Xbx/(a,b)) by
m (0 0 )-1
RJ^O)) = ^  D(j^ ( o))). Define t lbuS#(Xbx/(a,b)) > S(W*b) by
k= 0
IC0j_ m ( COJ^ -1
Tab(w) = J  J  D(s^(o)e))) + s<f(C0)((D) (see [Spanier] p. 179).
i = 0 j=m (
Recall that the inclusion of 5(U/ab) into S#(Xbx/(a,b)) is denoted by i ^ .  
From Spanier, Theorem 4.4.14, we have
■11 i j  n r  •U f 1Tab 0 * a b  -  15 ( l t / ib)  ^ a b : i a b  0 * *  *
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We have a chain map R/lb:A(l)®S#(Xbx/(a,b)) ---- » S#(Xbx/(a,b)) associated
with R/jt, defined by R/lb({0}®J = i^J o t* , !*/*({ 1}®_) = 1, and
R/.b(0® J =
3.9.19 Lemma (for a ’s). Let a,b e ob J. The following square commutes:
Su ( Xbx/(a,b))®W. a ab -» 5#(X.)®W.
A(l)®5#(Xbx/(a, b ))®M«
R,®1
-4 A( 1)®5# ( X a )® M »  .l® a
r/  ®1„, is a homotopy between (i^b ° 0 ® l» i . ^  is a homotopyib re re Xa
between (i^ 0 x j s l ^  and 1.
Proof. First, we check the commutativity of the following diagram.
5# ( Xbx/(a,b)) • b* -> 5#(X»)
RJ ab
A(l)®S#(Xbx/(a,b))
1®X uab
-> A(1)®S#( X.)
Let (o,^) be a singular simplex of Xbx/(a,b). Note that m(o,T|) = m(o) 
and recall that X^# commutes with sd and D (see 3.9.1). Moreover, since all 
subdiagrams A e It of X are saturated in X, and 0) is any singular simplex of
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Xax/(a,b), then X ^co ) e image(i*(5#(Aa») if and only if to e
image((i^xl)#(S#(A*x/(a,b)))). This and the commutativity sd{X^(co)) = 
X^#(^(co)), for any j, gives us that m(X^(co)) = m(co). Finally
m(x^(a.T])) = m(CT.ri) = m(a) for © = (ct.t]).
If © = {0}®(a,Ti), then:
x„,,[w Jfo)® (o,T i))] = x ^ J y w i ) ]  =
l(CT,T])l m fC T.Tp-lM E  E.  D ^ a M 51)) + sdm(aT1)(a,'n)j =
i= 0  j> B (a (9 .T )® >
ICTI m (C T)-lE E x -b,^D(sdi(o“>,t)0>))) + =
i = 0 j=m  ( G<‘>)|X b,(o,Ti)| m (Xih ,«T,n))-lY_ ]T dMx^ o.ii)®)) + *i”(0n)(Xb,(a,Ti)) =
i=0 j =m(a^i ),'n^i>)
x.(xib,(<j,n))
and R .(lA(1)8X A,<{0)®(o,1l))] = R,({0)8X1>,<a,il)) = T . ^ o . i l ) ) ,
If © = {1 then
Xlb,(R /J{ l)0 (o ,t\)) ]  = X ^ a .n ) .  and
‘M ( 1)e * b * « 1> ® < 'M  " R.(H)®xib,(o,ii)) = x^co .n).
If © = f2®(a,Ti), then
m (O .T l) - 1Xib,[R7jQ0(o,il))] = XjpJJ.o.H)) = ^D tA o .il))] =
k = 0m (x#b#(a,Ti))-l
^ D ^ X ^ o . r i ) ) )  = R,(Xib#(o,Ti)) and 
k=0
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=  R . ( Q ® X <^ ( o fT i) )  =  R ^ X ^ a / n ) ) .
Thus the squares commutes. Tensoring the above diagram with M* gives us the 
claim (see definition of a ’s in 3.3.4).
3.9.20 Lemma, (for P’s). The following diagram commutes.
f mb
S # (Xwt/(a,b))®M« --------------   > 5 #(Xb)®Wb
Rb®lMb
A( 1) ®5 # (Xbx/(a,b))®M* --------------> A(l)®S#(Xb)®Wb
Proof. For {0)®(o,ii)®ni, ^[R /^S l^ lO lS K o.rD O m )! = p*b(Tlb(<j,ii)®m) =
KCT.TDI m ( O .T lH£(Z z D(sdi(o0),Tifl)))®m + j</ n(a-Ti)(a,ri)®mj =i=0 j= m ( O ( i ),-q0))
I(CT.T1)I m (G .T p - lZ Z  +i= o  j = m ( a < ‘>,'qCi))
In view of Lemmas 3.9.3 and 3.9.6, the above sum becomes 
KCT.TDI m (C T .TD -lZ Z  5xka1H.(1A(i)®P>® (^<j0’’'“>)®m>) +
i = 0 j=m (CT<i) ,l l( i))
(id a lJ " <aT,)[^ b((a,il)®m)] =
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I (O’. T|) I m (C .r ,HZ Z Dxb® 1 Wb (a®l^ bMa(i)>TlG)M) +i=0 j=m(a<i>,,n(i))
^ • ^ Q l J o ^ T l X i n ) )  =
1(0,11)1 «n(O.TlHZ Z  D ^ a i^ f a s p ^ f e d a i^ y ^ V ^ s m ) ) )  +
i=o j=«<o<».n<>>) 
sa^a'n \o)®M(T])(m) =
I«T.Tl)I m ( a , l l HZ Z Dxb® l|b [Q®(sl<®l(k)i(p*|i(«j(i),11<i>)®m))] +
i= 0 j ^ O ^ . T l ® )
s(f*a™{a)®kr\)(m) =
l(afTl)l m (0  ,T|)-1Z Z D^l^fl^telJa^n^On)))] +i= 0 j=m(0<i>.H®)
s(F(G^ \a)GM(T\)(m) =
1(0,11)1 m(a,Tl)-lZ Z *\b® 1*, ( a ^ ( < ^ ® K T l e))(»n)] + s ^ (0,11)(a)®M(Tl)(m) =i=0 j=m(0(*\T|®)
1(0,11)1 m (O  , T|)-l
z  zi=0 j=m(0(i),ll(i))
On the other hand, Rb® lWb^ l^jj® |i*b({0}®(o,ii)®m)j
IOI m( O ) -1b^®1 Mb( (0) ®^®^(Tl)(m)) = xb(o)®W(Tl)(m) = Y_ Z  D(Mo®))®M(Tl)(m)i = 0 j=m(OK*))
5dm(a}(o)®M(ri)(m). Since MOi®) = k j f \  we have 
P*b[R /- ,® l1(i({0)® (a,11)® m )] =  Rb® l |k [ l i ( 1 ) ® P*b({0)® (o,T ))® n i)] .
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For {0}®(o,r|)®m, we have 
P*b 1 )®(a,T|)®m)l = p*b((<j,tl)8m) = o8*Kn)(m), and
Rb81H>(lS a )8 ^ b({1)®(o,il)®ni)] = Rb81 |fc({l)0P*b(«Ml)8m)) =
I^Sl^fm O oO H O lX m )] = o®i(Tl)(m), and thus
P*b[Rytl,®l|u({l)®(o,il)®m)] = Rb81H,[lA(1)8P*b({l)®(o,il)®iii)].
For O0(G,r|)0m, we have
p*b [R /a ,8 1 H-(Q 8 (o ,1 1 )8 m )] =  p ^ R / J c v D O m ]  =  
mfO.Tl ) -1 m(CT.TlH
^ b ( Z  DUfavD)®111) = Z  P^ b [d ® l K(n®^(a,ri)®m)] =
k = 0  k= 0m(a,T])-l m(CT,T])-lY_ D S l^  Jl£(1)®P*b(Q®s^(o,il)0m)j= Z  D 01^Q 0p*b(s< (^a,Ti)0m)j =
k = 0  k= 0mfO.TD-l
Y_ D81M>[ o 8 ^ b((sd81Mi)k((o,tl)®ni))] =
k = 0m(O.TlHl
Y_ D 01Mb[f l® (^ 0 lMb)k(p*b((a,Ti)®m))) =
k = 0mfCT.TD-ll m(G, Tp-11
D 0 1 ^  ^ 0 ( 5 ^ 0  l |Mb)(o0M(Ti)(m))j= Y_ D01Mb^ Q0sdk(a)0W(il)(m))j =
k = 0  k= 0
Y_ D(^(a))®Kri)(m).
k = 0
On the other hand,
*b®lMb[1®P*b^ ® (a’Tl)®m)) = ^ b®1Mb(Q 0 ^ J (a’ll)<8>m)) =Rb® lMb(«®<y®IM(Tl)(m))=
148
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m(O) - 1
Rb(o)0M('n)(m) = ^D (*f(c))0fi(n )(m)-k = 0
Therefore, p*b^RJ*0l^(Q®(a,Ti)0m)} = R,® !>*, [l 0£*b(Q®(o,Ti)0m)j.
3.9.21 Lemma. R induces the following commutative square of chain maps
*  r -l  S,(Xbx/(a,b))®M.  > I __5,(Xc)®Hca , b c
( R . e i J
A ( 1 ) 0  H  5#(Xbx/(a,b>)0 Mi -> A ( 1 ) 0  r  5 „ ( X c ) 0 M c
a  ’ b  1 0 ^  c
Proof. Combine 3.9.19 and 3.9.20 and the definition of <3>.
3.9.22 Definition. Define
= (<c*b®^n,)a,b e  ob 5#(Xbx/(a,b))0!Mi -----> )  5(l//*b)0lM«a,b a ,b
h  = k a i J c  g ob J $ -  — * z l  s w b h c
C C
Denote by R, = [ ^ 0 1 ^ ] ^  s  ob y and R2 = € ^  j ,  the two
vertical maps in Lemma 3.9.21.
3.9.23 Proposition.
A A*}/ -  — A ^ |(1) Rj is a homotopy between i 1 ° x, and 1, moreover xt <> i t = 1 .
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(2) R2 is a homotopy between iY 0 *2  and 1, moreover % 0 iY
(3) x induces the following commutative square of chain maps:
= 1.
S(UJm b)®w.a , b
<DV.
= k b ® ! ,,.)
^  S>(ilc)®Mcc
y  5#(Xbx/(a ,b))®IMi ------------ » Z " S#(Xc)®Mca , b O '
Proof. Note that R, ° io = [r / . i,({0)®_) 8  1Ml)a,b e  ob /  =
[(>Vb ° O  ® 1n.]a,b e  o b /  = ('■>9  'n.]a.b £ ob y ° (T“  ® 'n .)a,b e ob J  
= iV - i,. Also R,oi2 = e o b y = [l® l(ll)a,b s o b r 1
Similarly, R2 « i, = (r.((0)« D  8  l (t) c £ ob y = (OY « ® >k ) c £ ob /  =
R1 « i ,  = (Rc( { i ) 8 j e i H;] c e o b y = ( i ® g  
Commutativity of 3.9.20 proves (3).
c e ob J = 1.
3.9.24 Remark. We summarize commutativity of the maps in Proposition 3.9.20 
by the following commutative diagram:
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y  5#(Xbx/(a,b))®M« a, b
R , =  ( R / . b® l J
A(1)0 Y L  S#(Xbx/(a,b))®M. -----------
a ’ b l®<fr*
-> H  S,(X< )®M<
( Rc® 11^ ) -  R2
-> A(1)0 Y i  5#(Xc)®Mc c
E 5 #(Xbx/(a,b))®Ma -> E -5,(Xc)®M<a, b
The commutative diagram in 3.9.24 gives us the following proposition.
3.9.25 Proposition. R induces a homotopy R:A(l)®cf(X; M)  > d (X ;  w)
between i^ox and 1, and T°i^ = 1.
Qearly 3.9.25 yields that iU:d(U, W) ---- > d (X ;  M) is a chain homotopy
equivalence.
3.9.26 Theorem (GENERALIZED EXCISION). M)  > h {(X; m) is an
isomorphism.
The above theorem is stated for a single diagram X, but it is obvious 
that we can perform the previous constructions for a saturated pair (X, B) 
and a covering 11 of X with the additional assumption that each intersection 
space AiTtBa is a it-space, for a e ob / . Therefore we have a version of the 
generalized excision theorem for /-pairs. We denote by
c
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 > c{(X,B;W) the induced inclusion morphism between the complex of ll-small
singular /-chains and cf(X,B;IH) (compare with i^  in 3.9.15(2)).
3.9.21 Theorem (GENERALIZED EXCISION). M)----- > h{(X,B;W)
is an isomorphism.
3.9.28 Let (X, B) be a saturated J-pair and U be an open saturated 
subdiagram of X such that U £  B. Let V = {B, X-U}. First, V is a covering 
of X since Xa = int(B») u  (Xa-int(B)) £  int(B«) u  (Xa-Ua) £  int(Ba) u  
int(X.-U.), a € ob / .  Second, we check that the restriction of V to B is
satisfactory. For a € ob / ,  both BanBa = Ba and B«n(Xi-U») = Xa-Ua are
k-spaces. Our next goal is to describe c{(V,VnB; M) in detail.
3.9.29 Lemma.
(1) There exists an natural isomorphism cf(V,VnB; w) st cf(X-U,B-U; W).
(2) iV(X3):c{(V,VnB; M) ---- > cf(X,B; M) (see 3.9.26) under the
isomorphism in (1) can be identified as a morphism induced by the inclusion 
u:(X-U3-U) £  (X, B).
Proof. First note that trivially (B, BnB) = (B, BrSB) and (X-U, (X-U)oB) = 
(X-U, B-U). Then S#((Bb, BbnBb)x/(a,b)) = 0 and 5#((Xb-Ub,
(Xb-Ub)nBb)x/(a,b)) = S#((Xb-Ub, Bb-Ub)x/(a,b)), and thus canonically 
5v(X,B)/ab st S#((Xb-Ub, Bb-Ub)x/(a,b)), for a,b e ob /  (compare 3.9.9(2)).
Similarly, S#((Bc, BcnBc)) = 0 and S#((Xc-Uc, (Xc-Uc)nBc)) = S#(Xc-Uc, 
Bc-Uc), and then canonically SV(X,B)c * 5#(Xc-Uc, Bc-Uc), for c e ob /  
(compare 3.9.9(1)). Therefore st d>x,B and we obtain the natural
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isomorphism of the cokemels: cf(V,Vr*B; IM) « c{(X-U,B-U; M).
3.930 Theorem (EXCISION). Let (X,A) be a saturated pair. Let U be an open 
saturated subdiagram of X whose closure U is contained in the interior of A. 
Then, the inclusion morphism u:(X-U,A-U) — » (XA) is admissible and it 
induces an isomorphism u*:H»(X-U,A-U) * H*(XA)-
Proof. From theorem (3.9.27) for the covering V = {B, X-U}, the canonical 
inclusion iV:c{(V,VnB; M) c  cf(X,B; H) induces isomorphism in homology. An 
application of Lemma 3.9.29 yields the claim.
3.10 Excision Axiom for /-Cohomology
3.10.1 Let f:Z ---- > W be a map of topological spaces and K be a R-module.
The functoriality of the subdivision functor sd^ in Z, as described in 3.9.1, 
induces the following commutative diagram:
Hom(S#(W), K)
s d ,w
Hom(S#(W), K)
Hom(S#(Z), K)
sd*
Hom(S#(Z), K)
where sd1, induced by taking horn of sd^ with K, is given explicitly by 
sd^(f)(P) = fisdzio)). Similarly, the functoriality of the chain homotopy Dz
(Pz:sdz ~ 1; degree +1) in Z, as described in 3.9.1, induces a cochain 
homotopy Dz:Hom(S#(Z), K) ---- > Hom(5#(Z), K) degree -1 and the following
f
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commutative diagram
Hom(S#(W), K) ------> Hom(S#(Z ), K)
Dw D2
Hom(S#(Z ), K),
where D ^fko) = f(Dz(a)). The cochain homotopy D2 induces a cochain map
Dz:Aop(l)®Hom(S#(Z), K) ---- > Hom(S#(Z), K) by = S ( F { f),
Dz({ 1 }®f)=f, and = D^f). Clearly D2 is functorial in Z, that is,
the following square commutes:
H orn( 5 # (W ), K) Horn(5 # (Z ) , K)
Dw D2
1 ) ©Horn ( S#(W), K)  > Aop (1 )0H om (S# (Z ), K).
f#
For the remainder of this section X € ob /-CGV and K is a contravariant 
coefficient system on / .
3.10.2 Lemma (for <f»’s). Let a,b € ob / .  The following diagram commutes.
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Hom(S#(X.), Ka) *ab
sd Xa
Hom(5#(Xa), Ka) *ab
Hom(S#(Xbx7(a, b ) ), Ka)
Hom(5#(Xbx/(a, b ) ), Ka)
Proof. Take hom of the diagram in the proof of 3.9.2  with Ka and observe
that X # = <j>x .ab ab
3.10.3 Lemma (for y ’s). Let a,b € ob J. The following diagram commutes.
Hom(S#(Xb), Kb) ab
sd X b
Hom(5#(Xb), Kb) V"ab
Hom(S#(XbxJr(a, b)), Ka)
s</XtaJ( a.b)
Hom (S#(X b x /(a , b ) ) , Ka)
Proof. By the direct calculation we find y * (sd ^ f)) (O.T)) =ab
N (n ) N(n)
K(Tl)(sdX*(f) (a)) = K(T])(f (sd(p)j) = K (T l)(f( OotOfc)) =p,q Pfl P A ‘—  *—
KCn)(f (O0<Bk».
k = 0 k= 0
Also
N(n)
y* (f) (sd (O.T1))Y  a b P fl XbnJ(a,b) 1/7
N (n )
k= 0N(n)y  zk\i^b(f)p^ (oocok,-nocDk) = y ^  K(Tiocok)(fp^ (ao(Dk)). Since K^oc^) =
k=0 k=0K(r\), y* ( ^ ( f ) )  (O.TI) = <^iXbxJ(*4>)(\px (f)) (0.11) as required.ab p,q ab p,q
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3.10.4 Proposition. The functor sd induces the following commutative square 
of cochain maps
vpX  ^ ^
|  [ Hom(5#(X.), Ka) --------- ¥ ] [ Hom(S#(Xcx/(b,c)), Kb)
a b.c
156
( ^ ( b . o )
]  [  H om (S #(X a), K .)  > ]  [  H om (5#(X c x /(b ,c ) ) ,  Kb).
a *px b,c
Proof. The claim follows by combining 3.10.2 and 3.10.3 and the definition 
of 'F.
3*10*5 Definition. Denote sd, = [ ^ ) aeob r  ^  = ( " ^ ^ b e o b  J'
The commutative diagram in 3.10.4 gives us the following corollary.
Corollary. The functor sd induces a cochain map sd:C*j(X; K) ---- > C^(X; K).
*Our next goal is to establish that D induces a homotopy on Cj(X; K)
vbetween sd and 1.
3.10.6 Lemma (for <j>’s). Let a,b e ob J. The following diagram commutes:
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4>xY »bH om (S # (X«), K.) --------------> Hom(5 g (X bx/(a,b)), K*)
D x ‘ f*XbxJ(« ,b )D
A ^ l  ) ® H o m (S #(X »), Ka) --------- > Aop ( 1  )® H om (S#(X b x /(a ,b )) , K.).I0<j>xab
Proof. We shall show that <j>X (D^GXSf)) = DXaxJ(*^ )(l®<!>x (co®f)) for ©ab ab
generators of A ^ l).
The case © = {0} follows easily from 3.10.2 since ^({O J^f) = s< (^f).
The case © = {1} turns into an identity since &"({ 1 }®f) = f.
Let © = ft. Since D ^Q ^f) = D^f) and <j)Xb = X^*, the equality follows
from the fimctoriality of D as discussed in 3.10.1.
3.10.7 Lemma (for y ’s). Let a,b e ob /. The following diagram commutes: 
H om (S # (Xb), Kb) -------- —— > Hom(S # (X uc/(a,b )), Ka)
D Xb j jX b x J ( . fb)
A ^  1 ) ®Hom(S#(Xb), Kb) -----------> Aop ( 1 )®Hom(S#(Xbx7(a,b)), K«).
a bProof. We shall show that \j/^b(Dx*(co<8)f)) = Dx*xJ(*^ )( 1 ®\j^b(to0f)) for © 
generators of A ^ l).
The case © = {0} follows easily from 3.10.3 since D ^tO JSf) = scF{f).
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The case to = {1} turns into an identity since Dz({l}®f) = f.
Let co = Q. Then y 3* (D ^Q S f)) (a.rp = y*  (D*(f)) «H1> =ab p m  ao  p,q
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M (n )  M (n )K(Tl)(f ( Y \  CJot^)) = Y \ K(T))(f (OoO^)). PA »— 1— Pflk =0 k =0On the other hand Dx“ J(“’b)(l® yx (£2®f)) (O.q) =ab p,q
Dx^ W)(Q®y^b(f))M(a.ii) = D ^ ^ y ^ O j^ o .T p  =
M (n )  M (n )
=  ^ b ® „ (  I sk = 0  k =0M(n)
y* (f) ((O°C0|[,T|oC0jc)) = Y  \  K(Tlocbk)(f (O°(0k)).ab p/) i — Pilk =0
Since K O ^ )  = k(ii), D ^ ^ l g y X  (Q®f)) (0 ,11)a b P*4
<b<VIW >(a>,1)l as required.
3.10.8 Proposition. The functor D induces the following commutative square 
of cochain maps:
n H om (S #(Xa ) , Ka) —  n Hom(S M ( X c x J ( b ,c)), Kb)a b , c
(DX“ ) ^DXcxl(b.c)J
£*(1)® n  Hom(S# (X.), Ka)j ------ > A^ci)®^] I Horn( S«(Xcx/(b,c)),Kb)j
a 1®^X b»c
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Proof. The claim follows by combining 3.10.6 and 3.10.7 and the definition 
of ¥ .
3.10.9 Definition. Denote6 . -  ( ^ a  £ ob y  6 >=  e  ob ,
Note that Dt is a homotopy between sdx and 1, and D2 is a homotopy 
between s \  and 1. The commutative diagram in 3.10.8 gives us the following 
corollary.
Corollary. D induces a homotopy D:A(1)®C^(X; K) ---- > C^(X; K) between sd
and 1.
Our goal is to define a submodule generated by the covering.
3.10.10 Definition. We will us the following notation: u* = Hom(u*, 1^), 
u lb -  H2S<u*b. 1 ^ . i i  = Hom(i“  1 J ,  1 J ,  and =
Hom(Sl£., 1„ ).ib  m
Taking Horn of chain complexes in 3.9.10 with Ka gives us the next lemma.
3.10.11 Lemma.
(1) » ; .  i i  = i«  u -  o i -  = sj .
(2) The following diagram commutes:
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/ Hom(S#(Aa), Ka)
* ab Hom(S#(AbxJ(a,b ) ) , Ka )
u
\
u.i b
♦
V.
\
u
a b
Hom(5#(XbxJ(a,b ) ) , K a )
• a b1y j
Hom(5#(Xa), K.)
<tfb
Hom(5#(Xbx7(a,b ) ) , K a )
Let a,b e ob J. Define \vU. = Hom(5it , \ v ).1 ab --------  ab Ka
3.10.12 Lemma. The following diagram commutes.
Z
Hom(S#(Ab), Kb) ab Hom(S#(Abx7(a,b)), Ka)
u
\
u,a b
Hom(S#(‘iib), Kb) ------------------ > Hom(Sa(Xbx/(a,b)), Ka)
U
\
. a b
Hom(5#(X«), K.) Hom(S#(XbxJ(a,b)), K a ) Z 1
3.10.13 Definition. Let pc, c e ob / ,  be the canonical projections from
y~|Hom(S#((Ua),Ka) to Hom(S*(Mc), Kc). Defme cochain maps <J> ^  = n
a • b
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and = I I  Mne * “  = V " «Ai = K \eob r »Aj
« ,b
K  ^beob r  V  = ^ aeob  / ’ 311(1 ili2 = ^tlAbeob /•
3.10.14 Lemma. (1) The following diagram commutes:
V '
/ |  |^Hom(S#(Aa), K a )-------- > j  f  Hom(5#(A cx/(b,c)), Kb)b,c N
V
j  |^Hom(S#(lt.), K . )  > ] [ Hom(S#(Xcx/(b,c)),Kb)
a b,c
1 u 1
(ipc.A)):
|  fHom(S#(X.), K . )  » ] [ Hom(S#(X cxJ(b,c)), Kb)
a V  b,c
® V - ■  <W- V • V  ■ <w»>-
Proof. The claim follows by combining 3.10.11 and 3.10.12.
3.10.15 Definition.
u(1) Define C jV ; K) =  k e rO O .
(2) Denote by i^  a chain map induced by the pair (i^ ,, 1^ .
A ^  < y  \(3) Denote by i a chain map induced by the pair ((i )j, ( i(X ^ A )
(4) Denote by uA a chain map induced by the pair (ua1, ua2).
3.10.16 Corollary.
u.(1) C}(X; K) C'/U; K) - A  Cj(A; K).
i
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(2) \ ° i u  =
3.10.17 Now, we define a retraction and a subdivision operator determined by 
the covering.
(1) Let a e ob /. Define the subdivision homotopy R*:Hom(S#(X»), Kb) ---- »
Hom(5#(X«), Ka) by R*(f) (a) = f (R,(a)). We refer the reader to  p a  p a3.9.17 for definitions of R,, x#j R a n d  x*. Define 
T»:Hom(S(lta), K.)  > Horn(S#(X.), K.) by x*(f) (a) = f  (x,(a)).PA P*^Recall that i^:Hom(S#(X*), Ka) ---- > Hom(5(lta), Ka) defined by i^(f)p^ (o)
= f (i^(o)) is induced by the inclusion A s(lla) ---- > S#(Xa). Then u . o
PA * • “x* = 1 and R*:x* o » 1 are dual formulas to such in 3.9.18(1).
There is a cochain homotopy map R*:Acp(l)®Ifom(5#(Xa), Ka) ---- >
Hom(5#(X.), K.) defined by R‘({0}®f) = (x» o i^)(f), R*({l}®f) = f, and
R“(Q®f) = R*(f). Note that R‘(<D®f) (o) = f (R,(co®o)).
PA PA(2) Let a,b e ob J. Define R/*** :Hom(S#(Xbx/(a,b)), Ka) ---- >
Hom(5a(XbxJ(a,b)), K.) by R A f) (ct.T]) = f ( R ^ ct/h)). Define
P»^ l P l^x^HomCsCU/ab), Ka) ---- > Hom(5#(Xbx/(a,b)), Ka) by x ^ f) (a,il) =
    — PA
fnn(W ^1l)).
PA Recall that i^:Hom(S#(Xbx/(a,b)), Ka)  > Hom(S(tt/ab), Ka) defined by
C /( f )  (^»Tl) = f  (i<U^(cr,T|)) is induced by the inclusion i^ :S (lt/ab )XU  pa PA * ® > 5#(Xbx/(a,b)). Then ° x**> = 1  and rA x*  o * l are dual
formulas to those in 3.9.18(2).
There is a cochain homotopy map R/**3:Aop( 1) ®Hom(S#(Xbx/(a,b)), Ka) ---- >
Hom(5#(Xbx/(a,b)), K.) defined by ^ ({O JS tf) = (x* o i^ )(f),
rA { 1}«0 = f, and RA Q ® f) = RA O - Note that r A©®*) (a) =
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3.10.18 Lemma (for Let a,b e ob / .  The following diagram commutes: 
H orn( S M ( X a ) , Ka) -------------- » Hom(5 M (X bx/(a,b)), Ka)
R * S  i*bRT
£* (  1 ) ®Hom(S #(Xa ) ,  Ka) -----------> Aop (1 )®Hom(S#(Xbx7(a,b>), Ka) .
! < b
Proof. We shall show that 4>X (R*(co®f)) = R7*b(( 1 ®<j>x )(co®f)).ab ab
We have $xb(R*(co®0)M<a.Tl) = R ^coSO p^X ^a.ri)). Since
R*(a>®f)M(a) = fM(R.((o®a)), ^R ^co fcO ^a.T i) = ^ ( R . M x ^ ctji))).
On the other side the identity R/*b(co®f) (a.Tj) = f  (r ^ cd^ o.td))PA P^ l
gives us = R/*b(co«)<l)Xb(f))M(a.T]) =
<t>Xu(f) (R,b(o)®(a.Ti))) = f  (X u#(Rrt(o)0(O.Ti)))). Since in the course ofab p,q p,q ab
proving of 3.9.18 we obtained X^# ^ ^((1)0(0,11))j  = ^ (© 0 X ^ (0 ,t^ )), the 
claim follows.
3.10.19 Lemma (for \|/’s). Let a,b € ob J. The following diagram commutes:
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R/*b
A0^  1 )®Hom(S#(Xb), Kb) --------> Aop (1 )®Hom(S#(Xbx/(a,b)), K.) .i ® ^ b
Proof. We shall show that w* (R,(co®f)) = R/*b((l® V cJ(a)®f)).ID ID
We have wxjR ,(ci>®f)) (O.Tp = K(rj)(R*(to®f) (a)) =T «b '  " p ,q  ’ p *
K(Tj)(f (R,(co®a))). On the other hand R /^(( 1 ®\|/^b)((O0f)) (a.Tj) =P*^ ® P^ l
R /^ cd® ^ ( f>) (a.Ti) = V* (f) (^((00(0.11))). Let co = {0}. Then• D p/] »D pfl
^ b(R'({0)®0)M«J.Tl) = K(n)(fM(R,((0)®a>)) = i(n)(fM(aV • O (o))) =
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
K(ri)(fpiq(T,(a)» = *(Tl)(fPl/  Z Z. D(sd’(a0))) + scf’^ a ) ) !
i = 0 j=m (
i = 0 j=m (
On the other hand we have
I (O.TI) I m (G , TJ)-1
i= 0 j=m (a< i),,nf1))
165
KCT.Tpl m < O .T p - l
Y  t .  +
i= 0  j= m ( a < 1),T l® )
=
k c t . t d i  m c a .T p - iY Y  +
i= 0  j = m ( 0 (  9,1)0))
K O .T p l « n (0 ,T p - lY_ [D^ l^^ JCQSojp^ WCo®^ ®)) +
i=  0 j=m ( 0 ( 9 ,1 1 0 )
M(n,n) =
K O .T p i b ( o . t p -i
i=  0 j = m ( 0 (  9.1)0))
Using 3.10.7 and next 3.10.3 we continue
K O .T p l m (O .T p - lY Y. ((*^w%£, ° Dn,)(Q®o]M(oV>) +
i=  0 j= m ( 0 (9 ,1 1 0 ))
I (O . T l) I m ( O , H )- lY Y (^((s^ " D!a’)(Q®f)]M(o®,11(i) +
i=  0 j= m ( O ( 9 , l l0 ) )
I (O , TJ)I m (O .T p - lY Y  ° Dxb)(£l®0)M(of,))j +
i= 0  j = m ( 0 (  9.110))
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Kdi)[(«illT <w^ o ) Mw  =
l(O.T])l m(O.T])-l
Y Y +
i=  0 j-n (G < *> .11® )
Kdl)[fM(srf”<a1' >(0))] =
I(CT.T1)I m(O.TlHY Y idl^ ffJlxMo®)))] + idflffJ^W ))] =
i .o  j=m<O<».Tl<0)
Since K(n®) = K(T]) and 01(0 ,1]) = m(o), the required equality holds.
3.10.20 Proposition. The following diagram commutes:
n Hom( 5 #(Xa ) , Ka) ^  , n Hom(S# (X c x /(  b ,c)), Kb)a b , c
( R ‘ ) (R /*b)
A ^ l)® ^  |" Hom(S# (Xm),K*)j ------ > ^ (1 )® ^ ] [  Hom(S#(Xcx/(b,c)),Kb)j
a 1®*FX b ,c
Proof. The claim follows by combining 3.10.18 and 3.10.19.
3.10.21 Definition. Denote R, = (R*)aeob a,b€ob J' Define
*1 = (T*)ae ob j:|~[Hom(S#(K.),K.)---- > |~[Hom(S#(X.),K«), anda a
*2 = Ma,beob A~\ Mom(S(U/u,), K .)---- > Hom(S#(XbxZ(a,b)).a, b a , b
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3.10.22 Proposition.
v  v y  y  v(1) R, is a homotopy between Xj ° i^ , and 1, moreover i^ j o t ,  = 1.
(2) Rj is a homotopy between ^  © 1,^ and 1, moreover 0 X2 = 1 .
(3) x induces the following commutative square of cochain maps.
]  [  H om (S# (X » ) ,  Ka) --------- > ] f H om (S# ( X c x / ( b , c )) , Kb)
a b,c
jj f Hom(5 ( lta ), K a) -----------> | f Hom(5 (tt/« b ), Kb)
a b,c
Proof. The c laim s follow directly from the definitions of Rt and R2 by 
checking directly and by the commutativity of the diagram in 3.10.20.
3.10.23 Remark. We summarize  properties of R} and ^  in the following 
commutative diagram.
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n Horn ( 5 |(X  a ) ,  Ka) — n H om (S«(X cx/(b ,c)), Kb)a b , c
(R 1) (R7*b)
^ ( 1 ) 0 f| ^Hom(5|( Xa),Ka)j -----» Aop(l)©jj [Hom(S.(Xcx/(b.c)),*b)j
a i®>px b ,c
n Horn ( S#(X»), Ka) Hom(S«(X cx./(b ,c)), Kb)
a b , c
From the commutativity of the diagram in 3.10.20 we have the following 
proposition.
3.10.24 Proposition. R induces a homotopy R iA ^ l^ C ^ X ; K) ------ > C^(X; K)
between x <> iy  and 1, and iy  ® x = 1; therefore iyiC*j(X; K) ---- > K) is
a cochain equivalence.
3.10.25 Theorem (EXCISION). i^*:Hy(X; K )  > H^(ii; K) is an isomorphism.
As it was with singular 7-homology we extend without proof the claim of 
Theorem 3.10.25 to the case of a saturated pair (X, B) with a covering
restricting well to B (see 3.9.27). We denote by i.^x^C ^X .B ; K) ------->
C^CU,t/nB; K) the induced inclusion morphism between CyX,B; K) and the
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complex of K-small singular /-cochains (compare with i^  in 3.10.14(2)).
3.10.26 Theorem (GENERALIZED EXCISION). K) ---- > Hj(U,tlnB;
K) is an isomorphism.
3.10.27 Let (X, B) be a saturated /-pair and let U be an open saturated 
subdiagram of X such that U c B . Let V -  {B, X-U}. As was shown in 3.9.28 V 
is a covering of X and it restricts well to B.
Similar to 3.9.29 we have the following.
3.10.28 Lemma.
(1) There exists an natural isomorphism Cj(X-U,B-U; K ) > C^(l/,ltnB; K).
(2) iy ;C^(X3; K) ----> CjOAltnB; K) (see 3.10.25) under the
isomorphism in (1) can be identified as a morphism induced by the inclusion 
u:(X-U,B-U) C (X. B).
Similar to 3.9.29 we have the following Theorem.
3.10.29 Theorem (EXCISION). Let (X,A) be a saturated pair. Let U be an 
open saturated subdiagram of X whose closure U is contained in the interior 
of A. Then, the inclusion morphism u:(X-U,A-U) — > (X,A) is admissible and
a H}(X-U,A-U).it induces an isomorphism u :H /X,A)
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3.11 Dimension Axiom for Singular 7-homology
3.11.1 Let j € ob 7. Recall that j induces a diagram Dy = 7(_j)- We shall 
determine h{(7(_J); m) .  A s  the first step we shall determine the 7-singular 
chain complex cf(/(_ j); w). Denote by Z the chain complex defined by = I  
for n ^  0 and 7  ^ = 0 for n < 0, with the differential Sn = 0 for n odd and 
an = 1 for n even, that is Z is the same as the singular complex of a one 
point space. Denote by 1^ n £ 0, the generator of Then
l j j . j  if n evena l. = [ ( -1 /1 ,, J  J>i=0 '■ i f  n odd
We now prove the following proposition.
3.11.2 Proposition. The 7-singular chain complex c{(/(_j); m) is 
isomorphic to Z ®z Mj.
Proof. The proof is given in 3.11.9.
3.11.3 Remark The 7-singular chain complex c { ( / ( _ j ) ;  m) was defined via 
the cokemel of O’ = cc1 - p1, where superscript j denotes the diagram Dy = 
7(_d)» and therefore it is a coequalizer object of maps oc* and (J*.
a j
Y ~  S#(7(aj)x/(a,b)) ®2 Mi * Y ~  S#(7(cj)) ®z Me > cf(/(_J); M
a,b c
Recall that a j |S#(7(bj)x7(a,b)) ® Mi = and {¥ | S#(7(bj)x7(a,b)) ® Mi =
PL-
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3.11.4 Proposition. Let { ^ ^ (/(a j))® ^  ---- > c{(/(_j); n)| a e  ob /} be
a family of components of the coequalizer map p. Let a,b e ob J. Then each 
diagram
171
S#(/(b,j)x/(a,b))®lM . a abPiab
commutes. Moreover, the family {pa)a e 0jj j  is universal in the sense that
for every family {A,:S#(./(aj))®IMi ---- > A| a e ob /} of chain maps which
ensure the commutativity of the above diagram, there is a unique chain map
h:cf(/(_j): « )  > *
such that A* = hop,, a e ob 7.
S#(/(b,j)x/(a,b) )®w« a Jab
p:ab
S#(/(a,j))®lM.
S#(/(b , j ) ) ® W b  > d ( J U j ) ;  m)^  \  h
Proof. The claim follows from the the general properties of a coequalizer 
diagram in 3.11.3.
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3.11.5 Definition. Define a chain map X^ :5#(/(aJ)) ®z K  > Z ®z Mj, a e
ob S, by X*(o®m) = ln ® M(o)(m). We check that each is a chain map.
Let o®m be a generator of ^ /( a j ) ) ® ^  with n = 1 0 1 . Then Xa(o®m) =
u “?i([ (-iy a(i)®m + (-l)"a®am) = £ (-l)il B.i®M(oa>)(m) + (-l)"lll®M(a)(0m)>i=0 i=0
and aX(o®m) = a(l„®W(o)(m)) = a^OwfoXm) + (-lyl^aM foX m ) =
[  (-l)il n.1®M(a)(m) + (-ly l^aK aX m ).=oSince image(a®) c  image(o) and M(a) is a chain map, H(o®) = K<J), and 
M(a)(am) = aw(a)(m). Therefore Xa(a®m) = aX(o®m) as required.
3.11.6 Lemma. Let a,b € ob / .  The following diagram commutes:
a lbS#(/(b ,j)x /(a ,b ) )®M«    > S#(/(a, j ))®M>
PJ•b
5#(y(b,j))®IMb  > Z®Mj .
^b
Proof. Recall the composition myL/(bj)xr/(a,b)  > /(a j) , (f,g)  » fa g
(of the small top. category J). Let (o,'n)®m be a generator of 
S#(/(bj)x/(a,b>) ® Note that a |b((a,Ti)®m) = ((m^)#® lK)((CT,'n)®m) =
(my)#(a,Ti)®m and Pib((a,'n)®m) = a®MCn)(m). Therefore X*a^((a,Ti)®m) =
X,((my)#(a,Ti)®m) = A((m/)#(a(>n))(m) and XbP|b((o,Ti)®m) = Xja®(M(r|Xm)) = 
Ka)(iMOlXin))- Denote a  oil = (my)#(G,r|). Clearly we need to show that M
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is a "covariant functor"; that is, 
w(aoTi) = w(a) o m(ti>.
Recall that M(cd) is determined by any /  e  image(co) c  /(a,b) by the 
formula M(cd) = H(/). Let (o,T|) be a singular n-simplex of /(bj)x/(a,b). 
Choose to € ^  Let /  = a(to) , g = T|(to), and denote f« g  = m f tg )  = 
(my)#(o,'n)(t0). Clearly fa g  € image(a,T|). Then w(a°T|) = g), h(o) =
W(/), kr[) -  M(g). The functor M satisfies n(f* g) = and
therefore w(aDt]) = w{fag) = «(/) ° Kg) = K a) o m(t|) as required.
From 3.11.4 and 3.11.5, we have the following corollary.
3.11.7 Corollary. There is a unique chain map h:c{(/(_j); *0 ------> z ® Mj,
such that ^  = h o n ,, a e  ob J.
3.11.8 Definition. Here we shall define the inverse of h. For the identity 
element id. e /( jj)  and the nonnegative integer n, define a singular 
n-simplex oXljiA,, ---- > 7(jj), t  > idj. Note that acafl,,) =nl  (-d W L ,) .i=0
Define a chain map f:Z ® Mj ---- » c f(/(_ j); *0 by f(l„<8>m) = p.j(o)(l11)®m)
for a generator ln®m- f is a chain map since dfC^^m) =sp.j(co(l11)®m) =
nMjS((0(l.)®m) = Mj[[ (-l)‘<o(l..,)®m + (-l)"co(lj®3m| and
1=0 J i=0
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n= [(-l)Vj(<*l„.,)®ni) + (-DV/oXljSam) =
i=0n
Mjfj] (-l)1co(lw.1)®m + (-l)nco(ltl)®am]- S=o
3.11.9 Proof of Proposition 3.11.2, We shall show that the chain map
h:c{(/(_j); m)  -----> Z ® z  Mj is an isomorphism with inverse f. For a
generator of Z ® Mj, we have
(h o f ^ g t a )  = h (^(coC l,,)^)) = (h o = ^(cXl*)®®) =
l^ fo X ljK m ) = ^SNKidjXm) =
Therefore h « f  = 1. Note that c£(/Cd)l M) is generated by all elements of 
the form pa(o®m), and we have (f <> h)(p,(c®m)) = f((h o pa)(o®m)) =
f(A*(o®m)) = f(ln0M(o)(m)) = PjCoX^^flXoXm)). Since a^((co(lI1),a)®m) = 
(cX lj » a)®m = o®m and Pib((o)(ln),o)®m) = co(lll)®M(oXm), also pa(a®m) = 
Pj(oXln)®M(cO(tn)). Thus (f o h)(pa(o®m)) = pa(o®m), and therefore f 0 h = 1.
Immediately from Proposition 2, we have the following corollary.
3.11.10 Corollary.
(1) h{(/u ); m) “ H,(Mj).
(2) If the coefficient chain complex Mj is concentrated in zero dimension,
174
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with a module M as a zero grading, then H^(/C_j); h) * M.
3.11.11 Theorem (DIMENSION). If the coefficient system M takes values in 
Ab, then the singular /-homology theory satisfies the Dimension Axiom.
3.12 Dimension Axiom for Singular /-Cohomology 
We shall prove the following proposition.
3.12.1 Proposition. The /-singular cochain complex C^(/(_d); k) is 
isomorphic to Hom^(Z, Kj).
Proof. The proof is given in 3.12.10.
3.12.2 Remark. Recall that the /-singular cochain complex C^(/(_d)> *0
is defined via the kernel of 'P1 = - y  (the superscript j denotes Dy =
/(_  j))» and therefore it is the equalizer object of the maps and V
be a family of components of the equalizer map p.. Let a,b e ob / . Then each 
diagram
3.12.3 Proposition. Let
{M-m: |Cj(/(_d); k)  > Hom(S#(/(aJ)), K.)|a e ob /}
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m,
Hom(S#(/(a ,j) ) , K .)
<hj•b
-» Hom(S# (/(b ,j)x /(a ,b )), K .)
a b
commutes. Moreover, the family v a  e ob / is universal in the sense thatfor every family {A*:A ---- > Hom(S#(/(aj)), k>)| a € ob 7} of chain maps
ensure the commutativity of the above diagram, there is a unique chain map 
h:A  » Cj(./(_j); k) such that A., = p.oh, a e ob J.
A --------------------------------------------- > \\  h \ v\
Hom(S#( /(a ,j) ) , K .)
Hb ab
Hom(Sa( /( b ,i ) ) ,  K b) Hom(S# (/(b ,j)x /(a ,b )), K*).
v !a b
Proof. The claim follows from the the general properties of a equalizer 
diagram in 3.12.2.
3.12.4 Definition. Define a chain map
Xa:Homz(Z, Kj) ---- » Hom(S#(/(aJ>), K»), a e ob 7,
by the assignment
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where X*(g) rfp(/(aj)) ---- > K. is defined by A*(g) (a) =P n  4  P nK(a)(gM(l^ ).
Notation. We write 8H for the differential of Hom(. ,, ) (as defined in
3.1.1), 8k for the differentials of K_, 8* for the differential of
C^(/(_j); k), and a for the differential of S#(_J.
3.12i> Lemma. Each X, is a cochain map.
Proof. Let g = {g :Z ---- » Kj} e Hom_(Z, Kj). Let o  be a singularp a  p 9  *-
p-simplex of / (  aj). Then A*8H(g) e Hom(S#(/(aj)), Ka), and
\ ( 8 K( i) )M <a) =  K(o)(SH( i ) M( l , ) )  = +
i=0
= f; ayK(o)(^  (V o ) +
i=0
Moreover SH(X.(i))M(o) = *»©,.,„*(<>) + 8K>,(g)M |(<5) =
+ (-i r ,5Ki(o)(gM l(lp)) =
i=0
I (-iyi«»®)(^  (V,)) + n r  (ip).
i=0
Since image(a(i>) c  image(a) and K(a) is a cochain map, Kfo0*) = K(o) 
and K(a)8K = 8^ ( 0 ). Therefore Xs(SH(g))p^ (o) = 8H(X,(g))p^ (a) as 
required.
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3.12.6 Lemma. Let a,b e ob 7. The following diagram commutes:
Hom^Z, Kj) ------------- > Hom(S#(7 (a ,j)), K.)
178
Hom(Sg(7  ( b ,j)), Kb) -> Hom(S« (/(b ,i)x7(a,b )), K,) .
vib
Proof. Let g = {gM:*p > Kiq) e Homz(Z, Kj). Let (ct,T|) be a singular
p-simplex of 7(bj)x/(a,b). Note that 7(1.^#(<*.11) = my#(a,T|) = o .i ) ,  where
m/.7(bj)x7(a,b) ---- > 7(aJ) is the composition of morphisms of 7. Then
= = J io .ro ) = »Tl)
= K(o. Ti)(gM(lp)) and V- ,(^,(i))M(o.Tl) = ■c(rj)(Xfe(i)p^ (<T)) =
K(Ti)(K(a)(g (Ip))). By the same method as in the proof of 3.11.6 we can 
show that K(OoTi) = K(n)°K(a) (K is a "contravariant functor") and therefore 
= 88 retluired-
From 3.12.3 and Lemma 3.12.6, we have
3.12.7 Corollary. There is a unique chain map h:Homz(Z, Kj) ----->
Cj(7(_j); k) such that \  = p, o h, a e ob 7.
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3.12.8 Definition. Here we shall define the inverse of h. Define
p): k) -----» Homz(Z, Kj) by the assignment v -----» f(v), where
f(v) :Z -----> Kj is defined by f(v) (1_) = m(v) (oX lj).p.q p q pa * pa r
3.12.9 Lemma, f is a chain map.
Proof. Let v e  C}(/(_o); k). Then 8H(f(v))M(lp) = +
=  E  ( - 1) ifH fl( v ,< 1 ” ' )  +  ( - > r ,s V , ( v ) ( 1 ^ =i=0nJ  (-l)VqCv) (ooCl*.,)) + ( - i r '8 K|ij(v)M l((0(I1j) , and
i=0
t(S-(v)) ( lp  = Uj(S*<v))Jffldp)) = SH(tij(v))Jm dp)) =P n  P n  P*H
MiCvV.^ oXlp)) + (rVT SV v^^lp)) -
n[  (-l)iMj(v)ivl^ (co(lp.i>) + H n ^ v ^ j k l p ) ) -  Therefore
i=0
s " ( H A >  = n r w ) ^
3.12.10 Proof of the Proposition. We shall show that the chain map
h:Homz(Z, K j) > C j(/(_d); k)
is an isomorphism with the inverse f.
Let g = {g :Z  ) Kj} e Hom_(Z, Kj). Recall that L  = m°h. Thenp.q p q ------ *■ 1 J
rth(i))M(lp) = Hj(h(i))M(<*V) = V S J o C lp )  "  -
g ^ flp ) since K(ea(lp)) = K(idj) = 1; that is, f°h = 1.
To show that h°f = 1 we first show that |J.,o(hof) = )i4°l, a e ob 7, and
179
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we use the universal property of the family {ji,}, described in 3.12.3, to 
conclude hof = 1 . Let v e C^(y(_j); *0 and a e ob J. Then p.,°h°f = X*°f 
and thus ji,(hof(v))M(a) = = K C O ftv^lp)) =
K(a)(Hj(v)M(cD(lp)))
Immediately from Proposition 2, we have the following corollary.
3.12.11 Corollary.
(1) H)(y(_J); k) * H*(Kj).
(2) If the coefficient chain complex Kj is concentrated in zero dimension 
and have a module K as a zero grading, then H^(/(_j); k) as K.
3.12.12 Theorem (DIMENSION). If the coefficient system K takes values in 
Ab, then the singular /-cohomology theory satisfies the dimension axiom.
3.13 Additivity
3.13.1 Assume (X, A) as J__L (X, A )  in y-CGV. Denote by u:(X, A )  > (X, A)i
the inclusions. Let a,b e ob J. Then £  5#(X*, A«) as S#(X«, A*) and
1 * i
X (v^lJ(^ >)#:^S #((XbvAb)x/(a,b)) as S#((Xb,Ab)xy(a,b)) with all 
isomorphisms natural.
3.13.2 Immediately from the construction of the singular J  homology we have
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the following commutative diagram
a XA
T ~  5#((X b^b)x/(a,b))® 7M. | Y ~  S # ( X c) ® 7 M ,
a,b  pX.A c
A «  AU l= £ u ,
£ a x,AY~ Y~ 5#((Xb^b)ja(a,b))07Mi * T~V~ ^#(Xc)® 7Mc ,
i a ,b  £|}X,A * c
where clearly ut and Uj are isomorphisms. Therefore £  u* induced by u = 11 ui * 1
gives an isomorphism of the direct sum of chain complexes G.(X,A; M) with
c
C.(X,A; M).
3.13.4 Theorem (ADDITIVITY). The homomorphism £  u * : V h { ( X , A ;  m ) ----->
1 1 T  1 1
nf(X A ; m) is an isomorphism.
Proof. This follows immediately from the fact that £  u* is an isomorphismi »
(see 3.13.3).
3.13.5 Similarly, from the definition of the /-cohomology we have
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♦X.An Horn(S#(X«,A«),K») > "j Homfaf(Xc^ Ac)xJ(b,c)),Kb)
V 1.a  b,c
ui = n « i  ; > uz = nu2
n<t>X.Ann Hom(S#(X*, Aa),K*) —nn Hom(S#( (Xc^ A c )xJ (b, c)),Kb),a h^ x . a i b.c
where clearly and yju2 are isomorphisms. Therefore yy u# induced byi i i i
u = 11 u gives an isomorphism of the cochain complex Cy(X,A; K) with the
product of cochain complexes J~|" Cy(X,A; K).
3.13.6 Theorem (HEDGE - ADDITIVITY). The homomorphism yyu*:H (^X>A; K) >
j ]  Hy(X,A; K) is an isomorphism, i
Proof. This follows directly from the fact that yy u is an isomorphismi *
(see 3.13.5).
3.14 Specialization to Ends and Coends:
The Case When /  is a Discrete Category
A category J  is called discrete if for all a,b e ob /  each space /(a,b) 
has the discrete topology. Assume that coefficient systems on 7 are taking
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values in RMod. We shall show first that in the case of a discrete J  the 
singular homology and cohomology of any diagram are given by the classical 
coend and end construction (see [MacLane 2]). Classical coends and ends are 
used in [Piacenza 1] to define homology and cohomology for functors from a 
sm all category to simplicial sets. We shall show that for a discrete J  the 
singular /-(co)homology defined in this thesis is isomorphic to the 
/-(co)homology as defined in [Piacenza 1]. Note that for a discrete group G 
an analogous construction is presented in [tom Dieck], Section n.9, to 
define equivariant homology theory.
3.14.1 Let X and Y be two topological spaces. Assume that Y is a discrete 
topological space. Note that always Sn(XxY) at SJX) ®z SJY), n = 0,1,2,....
Since Y is discrete, the image image(n) of any singular n-simplex t^ A,, ---- > Y
is a point of Y. For a point y of Y denote by [y]11: ^  ---- » Y the unique
singular n-simplex of Y with image([y]n) = {y}. Note that each Sn(Y) is 
canonically isomorphic to ?(y), the free Z-module generated by the set Y 
(compare 3.2.4); obviously, the canonical isomorphism ?(y) at SJY) is induced
by the correspondence y ---- > [y]“. Therefore, we have SJXxY) at SJX) ®z
y(Y), n = 0,1,2,....
3.14.2 Let (X A yJ39 > CGV. WJ  ---- > RMod, Kt/* ---- > RMod. Then the
singular functor S induces functors Sn(X,A):/jp-----> zMod, n = 0,1,2,...,
defined by Sn(X,A)(a) = Sn(X .^.) for a e ob / ,  and SJX,A)(f) = 
Sn(X(/)):5n(XbAb)---- > SJX.Ju) for /  e /(a,b).
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3.143 Theorem. The chain complex c{(X,A; *0 is isomorphic to a coend chain 
complex S.(X*A) 0y  M, a,0^1.
Proof. Recall that Cj[(X,A; M) is defined by the following coequalizer 
diagram
a X.AY2 Sn((XbAb)x/(a,b)) ® z  M. * Yi s n ^ Ac) ® z  Mea,b pX.A c
X A X Awhere [(o,T])]0m —---- » X v#(a,t])0m and ([a,'n])0m --P- -  > [o]0M(ri)(m) (seeib
3.3.4, 3.3.6, and 3.3.10). Note that if T| = 1/]“, then X^([a,T]]) = 
5n(X(/))([o]) = Sn(X,A)(/)([o]) and m(ti) = Vtf). Isomorphisms
5n((Xb^Ab)x/(a,b)) at Sn((Xb,Ab)) ® ?(/(a,b)), a,b e ob / ,  yield an
isomorphism:
Y ~  Sn((Xb,Ab)x/(a,b)) 0  M. —^  Y Z  5nCXb»Ab) 0  ?(/(a,b>) 0  Ik. 
a,b  a,b
Moreover, we have the following isomorphism of R-modules:
r  5n(XbAb) ® y(/(a,b>) 0  Mi -^U  Sn(X«>d(/j,Acod(/j) 0  Mtantfj.
a,be ob J  /e  Morph(7)
Note that under these two isomorphisms the coequalizer diagram which defines 
c f(X A ;  m ) can be rewritten as the classical coend diagram for functors 
Sn(X,A) and M (see [tom Dieck] 1.11.6)
a
E  5>n(Xcod(/),Acod(/)) 0  Mdan>(/) ^ 5„(Xc^c) 0  Me,fe  Morph (J) ~ jj  > ce o b /
where [o]0m a  > Sn(XrA)(/)([a])0m and [c]0m  » [a]0M(/)(m) for [o]0m  e
5n(Xcod(/)^ \cod(/)) 0  Mdom(/). In a similar way we obtain that a*0yl is the
induced boundary operator.
184
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3.14.4 Theorem. The cochain complex Cj(X,A; k) is isomorphic to an end 
Hom^S.Q^A), k), Homj(a«, 1^).
Proof. C'^X.A; K) is defined by the following equalizer diagram
*X' A , r - r] [ Hom(Sn(Xa,Aa), Ka) [ j [ Hom(5n((XtvAc)x/(b,c>), Kb),
a yX.A b,c
where = ^ ( ^ ^ ^ ( ( X c ^ c lx /C b .c ) )  — > Kb and
(to,Til) = K(ri)(fc([o])) for f.:Sn(X^A.) — » Ka (see 3.4.1,Ofi
3.4.4, and 3.4.9). Note that if ti = [/]”, then X u#([ct,ti]) = Sa{X(f))([a])80
Sn(X,A)(/)([o]) and K(r|) = K(/). Isomorphisms S„((Xb,Ab)x/(a,b)) «
■Sn((Xb,Ab)) ® ?(/(a,b)), a,b € ob J, yield an isomorphism:
|  [ Hom(Sn((X«^Ac)x/(b,c)), Kb) —— > ] [ Hom(Sn(Xc,Ac)®s(/(b,c)), Kb).
b ,c b ,c
Moreover, there is the following isomorphism of R-modules:
|  [ Hom(SB(Xc,Ac)®$(/(b,C)), Kb) j  j Hom(Sn(Xcod{/j^c«itf)), Kdom(/j).
b ,c / e  M orph(/)
Note that under these two isomorphisms the equalizer diagram which defines 
C^(X,A; K) can be rewritten as the classical end diagram for functors Sn(X,A) 
and K ([MacLane 2]) p. 109)
♦ ______
| | Hom(5n(X^Aa), Ka) j J" Hom(iSn(Xcodj/j^ Acod(/j), Kdom(^ )),
ae ob J  / e  M orph(7)
where <|>({f.}J/ ([o]) = f ^ s ^ X A W m )  and \|K{f.}.)/[a]) =
K(A(W )([o])) f°r [°1 € 5n(Xcod^A<»di/)). In a similar way we obtain
that Horned*, 1^) is the induced coboundary operator.
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3.14.5 The Singular (Co)homology for Diagrams via Simplicial Sets ([Piacenza
1]). If J  is a discrete category and X J cp ---- > CGV, then an application of
the singular functor gives us a functor yX  from f *  to the category of
simplicial sets SS. Let L:SS ---- > Compl be the free chain complex functor as
in [May 2] p. 5. Then L(yX) = S.(X) with Sn(X) defined in 3.14.2. A 
coefficient system on /  is a (co)functor from J  to Ab. For a special case of 
yX  and a coefficient system M (K), (co)homology groups are given by H ,(/X ; M) 
d= H*(L(iPX)®yW) = KU^CX)®^) and H > X ; K) d= H.fHom ^L^X), k)) = 
H*(Honiy(£.(X), k)) ([Piacenza 1], Section II). Therefore, from 3.14.4 and
3.14.5 we have the following theorem.
3.14.6 Theorem. If /  is a discrete category then singular /-(co)homology 
for a diagram X of topological spaces specializes to (co)homology of the 
induced diagram of simplicial sets.
3.14.7 The equivariant (co)homology for G-spaces as presented in [tom 
Dieck], pp. 161-163. Let G be a finite group. Denote by G the category of 
finite G-sets and G-maps between them. A pair of G-spaces (XA) induces
diagrams X :G  »CGV, X(a) = G-Top(a, X) (a space of G-maps from a to X) and
A(a) = G-Top(a, A), a e  ob G. A coefficient system on G is prescribed as a
Mackey functor M = (M, M»), a pair of a contravariant functor M :G^---- >
zMod and a covariant functor M*:G » zMod; the functors are assumed to
coincide on objects and to obey some additional properties which are
irrelevant for us (see [tom Dieck] n.9.2-9.3). Then the equivariant
homology H*(X,A; K) of a pair (XA) of G-spaces is taken to be a homology of
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the chain complex S#(HomoC»X), HomG(_>A)) M, (see [tom Dieck] n.9.4). 
From Theorem 3.14.3 these homology groups are isomorphic to h {(X,A; K). The 
equivariant cohomology groups H*(X,A; h*) are defined via the cochain complex 
Hom^(S#(HomG(_,X),HomG(_,A)), w*) and are isomorphic to Hj(X,A;M*) by Theorem
3.14.4.
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CHAPTER 4
SHEAF /-COHOMOLOGY
In this chapter we shall define a sheaf cohomology of diagrams of 
topological spaces and establish its relation to singular /-cohomology. In 
the first section we shall define a natural presheaf associated with given 
diagram of topological spaces and a continuous contravariant coefficient 
system. This presheaf allows us to use classical sheaf cohomology to define 
a "sheaT cohomology for a diagram X. In the second part of the chapter we 
prove, with the imposition of additional assumptions, the existence of an 
isomorphism between singular and sheaf cohomology for diagrams. We shall 
assume that the reader is familiar with the development of sheaf theory as is 
found in the first two chapters of Bredon’s Sheaf Theory. In particular, we 
will assume familiarity with notions of a presheaf (p. 2), a sheaf (p. 3), an 
induced sheaf (p. 4), a sheaf cohomology (p. 28), and the relative sheaf 
cohomology (p. 57).
4.1 Sheaf /-Cohomology
4.1.1 For a given diagram X and a coefficient system, a presheaf of modules 
is defined on the topological space colim/X following that in [Piacenza 2]. 
Using this presheaf an application of the classical sheaf theory shall
188
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instflntflnarMidy allow us to define a sheaf cohomology for diagrams of 
topological spaces and to establish its properties.
4.L2 Definition ([Piacenza 2], p. 818). Let K J *   > ModR (or Ab) be a
continuous coefficient system on / . Let X J 0* ---- > CGV be a diagram on / .
Recall that for any open u c  X //, there is a subdiagram U of X (see 1.4.9).
Note that K can be treated as a functor with values in CGV. For X define a
presheaf KX of R-modules (resp. abelian groups) on the topological space X /J  
by
KX(U) = /-CGV(U, K)
(assume it has the discrete topology defined on it) for an open set U c  X //,
with restrictions ruy = 7-CGV(iy, 1k):kX(V)---- > KX(U) for iy:U c  V.
Denote by XX the sheaf generated by KX.
4.13 Let Y be a topological space and A be a presheaf on Y. Recall the 
following (SI) and (S2) conditions from [Bredon 1], p. S.
(51): If U = U Uk, with u* open in Y, and s,t e A(U) are such that s ^  =k
t|Uk for all k, then s = t
(52): Let {uk} be a collection of open sets in Y and let U = U Uk. If sk e
A(t^) are given such that sk|Uk n  Un = s„ | Uk n  Un for all k,n then there
exists an element s e A(U) with s | = sk for all k.
4.1.4 Lemma. KX satisfies SI and S2 conditions.
Proof. Recall that a natural transformation from a diagram X to Y is a 
family of continuous functions {X^Xa ---- > Y> | a £ ob /} satisfying the
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naturality condition. Observe that both conditions (SI) and (S2) (4.1.3), 
when a e ob /  is fixed, becomes assertions about (continuous) functions 
(defined on open coverings) and thus the claim is easily seen to be true.
4.1.5 Definition ([Piacenza 2], 4.2). Define an absolute sheaf /-cohomology 
of X with coefficients in K by
^H )(X ; k) = H*(X//; XX)
where the right side is the sheaf cohomology of the topological space X /J  
with coefficients in the sheaf XX, and supports being closed sets, as in 
[Bredon 1], Definition n.2.1, p.28.
4.1.6 Definition ([Piacenza 2], 4.4). A special pair (XA) is called a
sheaf acceptable pair if for each coefficient system K cm /  the sheaf XA on
A, where XA is the sheafication of KA, is the restriction of the sheaf XX to
the subspace A. Note that if (XA) is a /-N R  pair, or if X is locally
/-N R , or if A is open, then (XA) is acceptable. Denote by the full
subcategory of acceptable pairs in /-CG V 2 and observe that is an
admissible category as defined in 2.1.
4.1.7 Definition ([Piacenza 2], p. 819). Let (XA) be a acceptable pair. 
Define relative /-cohomology of (XA) with coefficients in K by
^H }(X A  K) = H*(X//A; XX)
where the right side is the sheaf cohomology of the pair (X//A) with 
coefficients in the sheaf XX, and supports being closed sets (as in [Bredon
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1], Section n.12, p.57).
4.1.8 Theorem. The sheaf 7-cohomology satisfies the Homotopy Axiom, the 
Exactness Axiom, the Excision Axiom, and the Dimension Axiom.
Proof. The claim follows from well-known properties of classical sheaf 
cohomology. The Homotopy Axiom follows easily from [Bredon 1], Corollary
H.11.3, p. 56. The Exactness Axiom is established in [Bredon 1], 11.12(2), 
p. 58, after observing that XX | A = XA yields H*(A; XX | A) = H*(A; XA) = 
k). The Excision Axiom is proved in a more general form in [Bredon
1], Theorem n.12.4, p. 61. To prove the Dimension Axiom note that 7(_d)/7 
= colim /(_d) = * (a point) and K/(_j) “ K(j). Therefore ^ tf|(7 (_d); K)
4.2 Comparison Theorem
In this section we shall compare singular 7-cohomology and the sheaf 
7-cohomology. The main theorem 4.2.20 extends a similar result, Theorem 3.11 
from [Piacenza 1], to the case of singular 7-cohomology.
4.2.1 Let X be a diagram. Recall that the singular 7-cochain complex 
Cj(X; k) = kemelCFx) is defined with the help of the following equalizer
0 otherwise
if n = 0 as required.
diagram
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C^(X; k)  > ]""[ Hom(S#(X«), Ka) > |  [ Hom(S#(Xcx/(b,c)), Kb)
a "yX* b,c
where V* = <|>x - ty*. Since K is a module only, [Hom(5#(Xa), Ka)]„ = 
Hon^^CXa), Ka) = Sn(Xa; Ka), called traditionally the complex of n-cochains 
of Xa with values in the R-module Ka. Similarly, [Hom(S#(Xcx/(b,c)), Kb)]n = 
Sn(Xcx/(b,c); Kb). Therefore C^(X; k) is determined by the diagram
♦x
C)(X; k)  > j~ ” f  S*(Xa; K.) > |  [ S*(XcxJ(b,c); Kb).
a b,c
4.2.2 Definition. Let n £ 0. For X we denote by C" = C“(X; k) a presheaf 
on X /J  of R-modules defined by C“(U) = C^(u; k), U open in X /J , with
ru.v
4>X
restriction homomorphisms r =(i^)#:C“(V) ---- > C“(0) for the inclusion
i :^U c  V. Define presheaves An and Bn on X /J  by
A”(U) = j |  S'(t,'(U); M and B"(0) = j ~ [ S"(t;'(d)x/<b,c); Kb) 
a b,c
for an open subset U of X /J  and with obvious restriction homomorphisms;
t,:Xa ---- > X/J, a e ob / ,  is the canonical map from Xa to the colimit X/J.
Note that C*(U) is the equalizer cochain complex in the diagram
4>uC*(U)---- > A*(U) ^  B*(U).
. v u Therefore C* is a differential presheaf. Denote by i f  = E”(X; K) the
sheafication of C“, and by = £*(X; K) the induced differential sheaf.
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4.23 Lemma. Let U be an open set in xlj. Then C°(U) = 7-Sets(U, K), that 
is, C*(U) can be viewed as the set of all natural transformations, not
necessary continuous, from D to K.
«>UProof. Note that C°(U)---- » A°(U) * B°(0), where
¥ U
A°(U) = ] ~ [ Sets(t11(U); Ka) and B°(U) = ] [ Setsfctox/Cb.c); Kb)
a b,c
Let f = { fj € A°(U) such that <|>u(f) = y u(f). Recall that <j>u(f)A = ^ ( f j
= f, ° (X^|6):Uhx/(a,b)  > U, with ^ (fJC x ^ ) = f.fX^fx.g)), and
¥ U(f)#b = Y^(fb):UhX/(a,b) ---- > U, with V ^ (fb)(x^ ) = K(g)(fb00)> for
(x,£) e Uhx/(a,b). Thus <|>u(f) = Yu(f) yields f^X ^x ^)) = K(g)(fb(x))
for (x,g) £ Ub^ /(a,b), which is equivalent to the commutativity of the
following diagram in the category of sets:
X
193
UhX/(a,b)  U.
ft£l f. •
K feX /(a,b) ----------- > K,
K .b
The commutativity of this diagram asserts that the family f = { fj is a 
natural transformation from U to K both viewed as functors into Sets.
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4.2.4 Lemma.
(1) Each presheaf C \ n ^  0, satisfies the condition (S2).
(2) The presheaf C° satisfies both (SI) and (S2).
Proof. (1) Let {UqJ be a collection of open sets in X /J  and let U = [JfaoJ- 
Assume that ca  e  CCUq) are given such that ca |Ua r*7p = cp|Ua nup  for all oc.fl. 
Let eg = Ya(ca) he the image of ca  in An(Ua ). Note that is in the kernel 
of ¥  if *««£)„, = ^  for all a and b, or equivalently <^b(ca«) = 
vHb(cocb)- The last equality reads c^,(X ^(a.ri)) = K('n)(c^b(G)) for a 
singular n-simplex of U0Chx/(a,b).
= v V ) ^  for all a, b or equivalently if <j£b(c*) = V.bvCb)- Then
V £a singular n-simplex a  of Um. The cochain c is in the kernel of ¥  if
Note that if image(Xjb#(o,T))) c  Uq  ^ = t^fUo), then by the properties of 
the colimit X /J  image(o) C *co,=  tb'CUo). Therefore
CU. Moreover,0 otherw ise
V»b(Cb)(<Ml) = fo O ^ o ) )  = ^Cn)(cou(CT)) 3 «  o c U a ,0 otherwise
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Since is in the kernel of *F, ^ .(X ^ a .T i)) = K('n)(c^Cb(o)), and 
therefore 4>Ub(c*)(a,ii) = ^ (c ^ X 0 .1!) as required (2) From the
characterization given in 4.2.3 C°(U) = /-Sets(U, K). The conditions (SI)
and (S2) are obviously satisfied when checking them for each a e  ob / .
4.2.5 Definition. Let 6 be the canonical homomorphism from the presheaf C“ 
to its sheafication 6“ (see [Bredon 1], 1.1.5). Denote C q  = C q (X; k ), n^O, a 
presheaf defined by
Cq(U) = {s e C“(U) 10o(s) = 0 in G"(U)}
= {s e C“(U) |B {Uj} an open cover of U, s|U| = 0 in C'XUj)}.
Denote by Cq = Cq(X; k) the induced differential presheaf; Cq is called the
subcomplex of locally zero cochains of C* (see [Spanier], p. 326, Example 9).
4.2.6 Lemma. H*(C*(X)) = 0 and C°(X) = 0.
Proof. Let U be a covering of X /J  by open sets and let k) be the
complex of singular /-cochains based on K-small singular /-cochains as
defined in 3.10.14. Then the subdivision argument (3.10.24) shows that
iyiC ^X; K) > k) induces an isomorphism in cohomology, and therefore,
H*(ker(i^)) = 0. Observe that C q (X) = l ir a  kerO^), so that H*(C q (X)) =
lim  H^kerO,.)) = 0.~U*
4.2.7 Lemma. Let <|> be the paracompacdfying family of supports on X. The 
sequence of complexes of modules
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0 — > C‘(X )— ,c '( X ) - ? - »  i y s '— » o
is exact
Proof. All of the C“ satisfy (S2) and the assertion follows from [Bredon 1],
1.6.3.
4.2/1 Definition. Denote by cld the family of closed subsets of X/J. Note
that if X /J  is paracompact then cld is paracompactifying.
4.2.9 Corollary. Let X /J  be paracompact Then the singular /-cohomology of 
X with coefficients in K is isomorphic to the cohomology module of the 
cochain complex
Proof. From 4.2.6, 4.2.7, and 4.2.8, we have HJ(X, K) *
4.2.10 Recall that KX is a presheaf on X /J  defined by KX(U) = /-CGV(D, K),
taken with the discrete topology, where U c  X /J  is an open set and KX is the 
induced sheaf. Our next goal is to show that €*, with an appropriate 
assumption, is a c/d-acydic resolution of XX.
4.2.11 Denote by 8* 8* and 8* the coboundary operator of A*, B*, and C*A  B  C
respectively. Now we shall identify the augmentations of the differential 
presheaves A*, B*, and C*. Note that ker(8°), ker(8°), and ker(8^) are 
presheaves as kernels of presheaves.
196
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C‘ (U)
8°
♦C°(U)  > A°(U) j B°(U)
♦ Iker(5®)(U)  > ker(5°)(U) » ker(8°)(U )
¥ l
A1 (U) ♦ B‘(U)
V
4.2.12. Proposition. Assume that all k-spaces X*, 7(a,b), a,b e ob / ,  are 
locally path connected. Let U be an open set in X/J. Then
ker(8°)(0) = | |  Top(t,'(0); lu),
a
ker(5°)(0) = j [ Top(t;1(0)>t/(b,c); Kb), and ker(5£) = KX. 
b,c gOProof. First we identify ker(8*) = ker(S0(Y; G) ---- > S!(Y; G )), where Y is a
topological space, and G is an abelian group taken with the discrete
topology. Direct calculation shows that ker(8*) consists of (set) functions
Y ---- > G which are constant on the path components of Y. If Y is locally
path connected, then clearly ker(5*) consists of functions Y ---- » G which are
constant on the components of Y; that is, all continuous functions Y ---- > G.
We write ker(5*) = Top(Y, G).
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Note that 8° = |" f  5°, where each 8  ^ is the coboundary operator of a 
presheaf S°(t^(U); Ka). Therefore ker(8°)(U) = '|” T ker(8°) =A  ,  a
|7Top(t>); Ka). Similarly, ker(8^)(U) = J  f T opfe !(U)x/(b,c); Kb), a b,c
Note also that the induced maps <|>| and y | from ker(5°) to ker(8°) are
the restrictions of those from A° to B°. Compare Lemma 4.2.3 to see that the
equalizer of 4>| and \|f|, which is the kernel o f 8°, is /-CGV(U, K).
4.2.13 Definition ([Spanier], p.330). A presheaf A on a topological space Y 
is said to be fine if, given any locally finite open covering U of Y, there 
exists an indexed family of endomorphisms of A such that, for any
open V,
(a) For m e  A(V), e^m ) | (V-D) = 0.
(b) If V meets only finitely many elements of {&}Ue y ,  then for m e  A(V),
m = eu(m>-
U e l f
4.2.14 Proposition. Let It be a locally finite open covering of X /J. For 
each n > 0 there exist two indexed families of aiM^ e^u^Ue U 
endomorphisms of An and Bn respectively, both satisfying the conditions of
4.2.13 and such that for any open set V the following diagram commutes.
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<>
An(V)
u
¥y Z B”(V)
u
A"(V) 5  B n (V )
¥
Proof. Compare [Spanier], 6.8, Example 2. Let it be a locally finite open
covering of X /J. For every x e X /J  we choose 0„ e  11 such that x e  Ux.
Let a,b e ob J. Note that a family {tJ« = t^fU )}^ ^  is a locally finite 
open covering of X*, and a family {u«b = X ^t^O J))}^  ^  is a locally finite
v  ^ |open covering of Xbx/(a,’o). To z e Xa assign = 1* (Ux), where x =
t,(z). Similarly, to w e Xa assign Uai^  = X^(t^(Ux)), where x =
t,(X (w)). First we define families {E^)Ue ^  and ^  of endomorphisms
for presheaves S^t^C J, Ka) and Sn(t^1(_)x/(a.b), K a), respectively.
Endomorphisms E^rS^t^fV), Ka) ---- » S^t^fV), Ka) and
E ^ b:S“fe 1(V)x/(a,b), k*)---- > Sn(tb1(V)x/(a,b), Ka) are defined by
(E jf)(o ) = (  f(t>) & ^  .  f « = » ..(< * « )  ^* [ 0 otherwise  ^ 0 otherwise
(E j f)(o) = f  f<0) &b = ° ,b<J<Po) = (  f(0) D = D« .(X Ja(p0))>^  [ 0 otherwise ^ 0 otherwise
where p0 is the first vertex in the standard n-simplex A„. Then both
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families satisfy conditions in 4.2.14 (see [Spanier], 6.8 Example 2). For an
open set V define e^:An(V) ----- > An(V) and e*:Bn(V) ---------> B“(V) by
= E ^ O  and e Jd fU )., = E j^ O ).
We shall show that {e^}^ ^  satisfies conditions (a) and (b) of 4.2.14.
Let f  = {f.} e A"(V). Then (eJ({f.})|V-u)c = Eg,(Q|V-U = 0. Let V meet
finitely many elements of only. Then ^  e‘({f,})jc = ^  = fc
Uell V ei l
as required. Similarly for {e^}Ug y  To prove the last assertion we show
*Ub ° ^  = no* • “ 4 ^  « E j = E j^  .  v"„- Specifically
♦Ua (E u/y)*0) = = {  f*<X* ,(o)) 0 = “ t.tX ^oiPo))) and1 0 otherwise
,(0(0) D = O ti (x  ,0(po)) _
otherwise
U x^C o)) u =  ° t 1(Xib(o(p0)) M sq u (E, (fb))(o>Tl) = k(t])(Eu(4)(c))~ otherwise *
E j J ^ O X o )  -  {J”
r= r i(n)(fb(o)) o= 0th(o(Po)) ^
[ 0 otherwise
r-. (v“ (y)(o,n) = {  KaWXodO o = M x ^ W )) _Ulb “b [ 0 otherwisef i(H)(Oo)) 0 = 0t.(x tb(a(p0),n(p0))) Since general .
[ 0 otherwise
t,(X (g)(x>) = t^x), from the colimit X /J  properties, the required equality 
holds.
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4.2.15 Proposition. Each C“, n ^ 0, is a fine presheaf.
Proof. Let It be a locally finite open covering of X/J. From 2.16 there 
exists two specific families of endomoiphisms, {e^}Ue ^  for A" and {e^}^ ^  
for Bn. Commutativity in the diagram in 4.2.14 assures that each e^, U e U,
restricts to C° with the required properties.
4.2.16 Corollary. Each n ^  0, is <{>-acyclic if <|> is paracompactifying.
Proof. From [Spanier 1], 6.8.3(c), C0 is a fine presheaf. The claim follows
from a corollary in [Swan], p.75.
4.2.17 Definition (compare [Piacenza 1], p. 11). A diagram X-J°* ---- » CGV
is said to be 7-cohomologically locally connected, abbreviated J-clc if the 
complex of sheaves
O —» XX — » e*(X; K)
is exact for every coefficient system K: / * ---- » ModR.
4.2.18 Proposition. Consider the following conditions on X € ob /-CGV:
(1) If Xq is a point of X/J, then {x0}v is isomorphic to Dy for some j  e 
ob /.
(2) Every point of X /J  is a local /-NDR.
Then X is J-clc.
Proof. (Compare [Piacenza 1], p. 11) The sequence of sheaves £*: O — > XX 
— > £*(X; K) on X /J  is exact iff for every x e X // the corresponding sequence 
of stalks is exact
(*) o — > x x  — > e° e 1 e2 — >... .X X X X
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Observe that XX  ^ at 1 im  KX(D), 6°  ^ * 1 ity  Cy(U; K), where U ranges overxe U xe U
the neighborhoods of x. Since homology commutes with direct limits, the
sequence (*) is exact iff 1 iiy  H (^U; K) = 0 for all x € X //, where is thexe U
cohomology of the augmented cochain C*(U): 0 — > KX(U) — » C*(U).
By applying the homotopy and dimension axioms to (1) and (2) we obtain
the following claim. For each x e  X /J  and for each neighborhood U of x there
is a neighborhood V of x, V c  D, such that Hy(V; K)------> H^(U; K) is trivial
(we can choose V such that H (^V; K) * H^({x0}v; K) * Hy(Dy, K) = 0 for some
j). Therefore the condition 1 iiy  H^(6; k) = 0, for all x e X/J, isxe U
satisfied.
Observe that by the Local Contracdbility Theorem 1.6.12 we have:
4.2.19 Corollary. J-CW complexes are J-clc.
4.2.20 The Comparison Theorem. If X e ob 7-CGV is J-clc, with all X*,
/(a,b), a,b e ob J, locally path connected, and with X /J  paracompact, then 
there is a natural isomorphism
H /X ; K) * K).
between the singular and sheaf ./-cohomology of X with coefficients in K.
Proof. (Compare [Piacenza 1], Theorem 3.11) If X is J-clc, then t>* is an 
c/d-acyclic resolution of XX, provided X /J  is paracompact Therefore, the 
cohomology module of the cochain complex gives us the classical sheaf
cohomology H*(X//; XX) = ^H^(X; K) ([Bredon 1], Theorem 4.1, p.34), but that
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cohomology module is, by Corollary 4.2.9, isomorphic to the singular 
/-cohomology of X with coefficients in 1C.
4.2.21 Corollary. The comparison theorem holds fen- any diagram which is a 
J-CW  complex or is /-homotopy equivalent to a J-CW  complex.
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